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CHAPTER I 
I 
I 
,, 
NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM j . 
Statement of the problem.-- The major purpose of this II 
project is to construct and validate a music vocabulary teat I 
for use in securing an inventory of interests and understanding ~ 
I' 
of music, which, though it not be used as a predictive instru- il 
ment, will aid in the guidance of students of music education. ~~~~ 
Ultimate goal in music education.-- It is generally 
accepted that the aim of education is to bring about desirable 1 
changes in those who are being educated. The measure, then, 
of the effectiveness of educational procedure is to be found 
in the changes which it brings about in students. When this 
idea is applied to music instruction it becomes necessary to 
'I 
subdivide music power into certain aspects. Music power, 
musicality. musical aptitude, musical knowledge, musical skill, ,' 
! 
J -- all these have long been considered together under the 
vague term "being m:usical." While there have long been sub-
divisions of musical study into history, theory, technics, 
, esthetics, and the like, the question of what is meant by 
"being musical" has never been adequately investigated or even ;1 
attempted until the present century. It is now quite generally j! 
I recognized that there are three distinct aspecta which must be 11 
! considered in developing a musician. (1). sensitivity or !I 
I . II . 
-=--, i -= ----=-= ---===- --- - -·· -· -- - ---------"' -~-==-
\ 1 
!! 
II 
I 
1:- - -- --- ~- r':~ 2 
feeling , ( 2). skill or ability to do ~~- manip:la~~ , a:-~ -(;)~ -==-, =-=--=-., ~-
1 musicology or knowledge and information about music. 
1
; 
Definition of Terms y 
Musicology.-- Percy Scholes defines musicology as 
follows: 
Jl 
II 
i 
II 
"It (musicology) may be said to cover all study of 
music other than that directed to proficiency in per-
formance or composition -- though even such study as thi s 1 
has to call on musico~ogy for light on some of its I 
problems. 
Amongst the divisions of musicology are acoustics; 
the physiology of voice, ear, and hand; the psychology 
of aesthetics and more directly, of musical appreciation 
and of music education; ethnology so far as it bears on 
music (including folk songs, folk dances, etc.) rhythm 
I, 
I 
I 
and metrics; modes and scales; the principles and develop-~! 
ment of instruments; orchestration; form; theories of -
harmony; the history of music; the bibliography of music; I 
terminology and so forth. 11 ! 
It is in this sense that the author uses the term music-
ology as meaning the knowledge or information about music. 
Measuring in Music 
Measuring sensitivity.-- There have been many studies of 
sensitivity to the various elements of music. Pitch, duration, ! 
~~ intensity and timbre, depending respectively on the number of I, 
!J air vibrations per second, the prolongation of these vibrationsl
1
!, 
1• their amplitude, and the number and character of overtones i 
1
:1 1', formed by them, have been thoroughly examined and may be pro-
, duced at will. It is thus possible to determine rather accu-
yPercy A. Sc-holes, The Oxford Companion to Music, Oxford 
University Press, New York, 1937, p. 602. 
I 
I 
li 
I! 
I 
I' 
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1 rately how f i n e are ths distinctions a per s on can make in thesJ I ,, 
four fundamental attributes of tone. lviuch has been done also I' 
1
1 to measure the ability to discriminate g roups of II tones arranged 
._, I 
I 
in melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic p atterns. As soon as t h ere i 
is a succession of tones it is evident that memory is involved 
in add ition to i mmediate sen sitivity. 
A beg inning has been made in measuring of musical taste. 
Since, h owever, this involves fitness, adequacy, pleasure, or 
a greeableness, and since all of the se are based on standards 
of comparison which are more or less individual in their 
nature, it is evident that no such objectivity of measurement 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
is p ossible to an extent easily atta inable in the four element J [ 
it becomes evident that J! of tone mentioned above. Therefore, 
it is possible to measure the pure sensations or nervous im-
pacts, but that it is still impossible to test adequately the 
individual's evaluation or reaction to them. Some research 
has been and i s being carried on in t he field of reaction to 
music a l sensation . 
Measuring skills .-- The measurement of skill or ability 
to manipulate is in much the same position as measuring 
sensitivity . It is possible to measure fairly well certain 
factors which are necessary in interpreting music, especially 
in playing or singing . Th e mouth and other portions of the 
head used in sing ing and in playing on a wind instrmnent can 
be examined. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,' 
II 
I 
I 
II 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
tl 
I 
II 
It is possible to determi n e the power to produce 
1
, 
and susta in a tone and maintain tones on a proper p itch. It 
1
; 
It 
---~-===-- - - ~ -- -----=- -_--;-_ I' 
3 
.. :~ 
!: II 4 
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is possible to measure the extent of the field and the rapidit~1 
I 
of adjustment made by the eye in reading music. It is possible ! 
to observe relations between what the eye sees and what the 
body does in producing what is .called for in the printed score. 1 
I 
It is possible to determine the amount of energy used in per-
forming music. But after all these measurements are made, it 
must be acknowledged that it is the animating motive back of 
them which unifies and synthesizes, which makes for lovely 
interpretation, rather than the mechanical fitting together of 
these physical elements. Therefore, the measurements of skill 
~' indicate potentiality but this is no guarantee that the powers 
1: will be adequately used, Undoubt edly the ability to perform 
II music can best be evaluated by an experienced music educator 
I 
1 who has the opportunity to hear the student perform. It is 
important, however, that teachers and students know what may 
I 
I 
,, 
be done by the human organs, to aid in deciding what should be I 
attempted. 
Measuring musicology.-- Knowledge or information about 
1 music involves material of the type that forms the larger part 
of the tests in many other subjects. There have been many 
r I 
J 
attempts at producing standardized tests of musical knowledge, 
but curiously enough, there have been very few which have y 
gained wide recognition. Dykema advances two reasons for 
1/Peter w. Dykema and Karl W. Gehrkens, The Teaching and 
Administration of High School Music, c. c. Birchard and 
Company, Boston, 1941, p. 370. 
I 
i 
I 
I· 
II 
-- ---
, this lack of recognition. First, the tendency to overstress 
1 items that have only local importance; and second, the tendency li 
to confuse knowledge with sensi t:i.vi ty and skill. To know about': 
something is different from being sensitive to it and from 
being able to use it for performance. An individual may read 
about a composition but not be able to follow its musical 
1! elements when it is heard. Appreciation is very different 
from musical knowledge although it is dependent upon it. 
It is in this area of musicology that the author proposes 
I 
to construct and validate a music vocabulary test for use in I 
securing an inventory of interests and understandings of music 
which will aid in the guidance of students of music education. 
11 I 
,j 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH AND RELATED LITERATURE 
Status of research in music education.-- Music educators 
have been accused of lagging far behind leaders in other fields y 
, in scientific research. It was in 1935 that Dr. Max Schoen 
II 
:I 
II 
I 
·I ,.
I 
made his widely quoted assertion that: 
" •••• the school music profession has made next to no 
use of the rich treasure of scientific music literature i 
its bearing on school music; and school music people have 
made next to no contribution on a scientific basis." 
In the second edition of the Bibliography of Research in y 
Music Education which includes the years from 1932 to 1948, 
time in other fields certainly music education has not kept 
pace. In the two editions of Hildreth's Bibliography of Mental 1 y ' 
Tests and Rating Scales 86 titles are listed. This listing 
does not include the studies in reliability and validity of 
, the tests. 
I 
yMax Schoen, 11School Music and Scientific Research", Music I 
Teachers National Association Proceedings, 1935, p. 53. 1: 
i: g/William S. Larson, Bibli9graEhY of Research Studies in Music 
'' Education, 1932-1948, Music Educators National Conference, 1 
Chicago, 1949, pp. 1-119. 1\ 
1 3/Gertrude H. Hildreth, A Bibliography of Mental Tests and 
~ating Scales, ed. 2., The Psychological Corporation, New York, ' 
1945, pp. 185-189. 
s· 
i' 
!I 
J: 
I 
-- 0~~ 
Guidance in music education.-- In searching the literature11 
I 
in the field it is found that very little has been reported on 
the guidance in music education of music education students. y 
Boyd points out the failure of our music educators in coun-
seling and guiding the best qualified students toward the I 
,, music education field. It is no longer a question of whether 
or not our educational system shall provide guidance and pupil 11 
I: 
, services for pupils in order to assure them pragmatic education'! 
:I 
:1 
·I 
I' 
I 
and to help them in formulating appropriate life plans; rather 1 
I' it is a question of how it can be done most effectively. 
The scope of guidance has greatly increased in recent I; 
years. Guidance began in America when standard tests of 
achievement and of intelligence appear.ed as vocational guidance I 
in the hands of special workers. The scope has been e~tended, 
until today guidance is coming to be regarded as an 11 insepar-
Y 
able aspect of the educational process." y 
Ross makes the following statement: 
" I 
"The aim of education is no longer considered merely 
the mastery of a static curriculum largely informational 
in character, but is now regarded as the development of 
the whole child. Therefore problems arise in the life of 1 
every pupil rather than become the monopoly of a small 
group of so-called "problem pupils." 
' y:Earl w. Boyd, "Guidance and Counseling in Music Education," 
Music Educators National Journal, Chicago, January 1953, 
' pp. 29-33. 
g/Thirty-Seventh Yearbook of the National 
of Education Part I., Bloomington, Public 
Company, 1938, p. 24. 
I 
I' 
Society for the Stud~1 
School Publishing I 
yc. c. Ross, Measurement in Today's Schools, New York, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1949, p. 449. 
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I Williamson and Darley found at the University of Minne-
I 
1: 
'I I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
1
SOta, where an extensive guidance program has been carried on, 
1that individuals in the highest tenth of ability have fully 
as many problems as those in the lowest tenth. 
The service which guidance should render the individual 
g/ 
been stated by Paterson and Schneidler as follows: 
"In the first place 1 it (guidance) should enable him II (the pupil) to obtain as objective and as clear a picture I 
of himself as modern scientific techniques and the ingen-
uity of educators, counselors, and special advisers are 
able to portray. Secondly, it should make known to him 
the opportunities, educational, vocational and social, 
whicp are at hand in the school environment and those 
existing beyond its doors. In the third place, it should ' 
attempt to guide him toward those opportunities which are p 
available and appropriate to his particular needs and 'i 
capacities." II y 
Ruch and Segel state: i: 
"Guidance tends to be effective to the degree that we 
can draw up a balance sheet for each individual, upon j 
which we can record in objective terms the strengths and 
weaknesses, the peaks and valleys, of his physical, mental, 
and social capacities." 
I 
All of these statements concerning guidance, if not 
expressed, have implied that there should be an adequate 
program of diagnosis and pupil appraisal for both guidance and ' 
I 
instructional purposes. Such a program ·should include natur-
1 ally a well balanced and carefully selected testing program. 
~~ ~E. G. Williamson and J. G. Darley. Student Personnel W~rk, 
1 ew York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1937, p. 258. 
I 
l g;nonald G. Paterson, Gwendolen G. Schneidler, and Edmund G • 
. Williamson. Student Guidance Teehniaues, New York, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1938, pp. 2 -29. 
j1 yGiles M. Ruch and David Segel. 
1 Individual Inventory in Guidance, 
: O:(f_ice 9f Educatio~, _1939, p~ v. 
li 
1: 
I 
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.-- -i In a careful study of the most frequently used tests~ 
1 available for the measurement of the students in music educa-
tionJno instr~~ent appears t hat would enable schools of music 
I 
I· 
·I I 
education to determine what knowledges of music the student 
II 
has been able to acquire from his various experiences in music jl 
Nor was there any test found which could be used as a profile 
I 
in the guidance of the individuals so 
interest in the various special areas 
t hat they might grow in 
1 during their college life t 
This instrument was constructed with the hope that the I 
data gathered during the study would make some practical con-
tribution to the field of guidance in music education as well 
as serve as a guide for the writer to continue with a more 
1 thorough and detailed analysis which will come from the 
revi sions this study suggests and in this way make a genuine 
contribution to the field. 
.. 
Measurement of vocabularr.-- Just what method of measure-
ment could be used for this evaluation of the music education 
' student's background was a decision that had to be made. In 
I 
I 
analyzing many testing instruments in other fields it was found ' 
II 
I• 
that in practically all the instrument s t here was included a 
section or sub-test on vocabulary. 
In comparing the value of the different items in the 1916 j 
I 
I 
Stanford revision of the Binet scale for predicting total scor y 
on the scale, Terman and his co-workers found that the 
i 
9 
yLewis M. Terman, s. c. Kohs 1 et.al. "The Vocabulary Test as 
a Measurement of Intelligence," Journal of Educational 
' Psychologr, 1918 1 9, 452-466. 
I 
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any three units of the standard and accepted Stanford-Binet 
!I I.Q.. teats. In another writing he states: "The vocabulary 
!part of the test has far higher value than any other single 
i 
jtest of the scale in measuring intelligence. tt 
I y 
In the summarizing statement given by Seegars and others 
in the Seventh Annual Research Bulletin, they conclude: 
1. That it is not possible, with present instruments, to 
measure accurately the number of works an individual 
knows; much less possible to measure the extent, 
depth, or area of his knowledge of those words. 
2. That the sources of the words in the test affect the 
results, as does the technique employed by the test. 
3. That in many standard tests there is a vocabulary 
,I 
:I 
:I 
II 
i 
I 
II 
li 
II 
I 
I 
I 
4. 
problem in the 
That ability to 
I 
1: 
direction of the test itself. 
1
1 
define and use words are not identical ,I 
attributes. 
5. That possibly the proportion of different parts of 
speech found in a test affects the validity of the 
test. 
i}Lewis M. Terman, Measurement of Intelligence, Houghton-
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1919, p. 230. 
2/J. Conrad Seegars, and others. "Vocabulary Problems in the 
Elementary School," Seventh Annual Bulletin, National Confer-
ence on Research in English, Scott, Foresman and Company, 
Chicago, 1939, p. 34. 
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Seashore and Eckerson make the statement that although 
field of vocabulary testing is a fairly old one, it bas 
I' not been developed either intensively or extensively. In an 
1 investigation at the college level of student's vocabulary, 
' they found that the average coll'ege student recognized only 35 
lper cent of the· basic common words. 
J
1 
Wilkingg/constructed vocabulary tests in which students 
·11 placed words into categories according to meaning. The proce-
jl dure was based upon six categories including 24 minor cate-
1 lgories and 1,000 sub-minor categories. He claimed that more 
!words had been measured in a given space than heretofore by 
1
1
the method of category testing. 
. y 
j An investigation was made by Sims of the reliability 
and validity of four types of vocabulary tests. The types 
1 
used were: (1). identification (defining), (2). multiple re-
I sponse, (3). matching, (4). check known words. The reliabili-
j! ties of these techniques were reported as ranging from .84 to 
\I 
Robert • eashore and Lois D. Eckerson, "The Measurement of 
ndividual Differences in General English Vocabulary," Journal 
of Educational Psychology, (January 1940), 31:14-38. 
12/Vincent s. Wilking, "Construction and Evaluation of a 
Measure of Reading Vocabulary Tests," Unpublished Master's 
!Thesis, Boston Umiversity, School of Education, 1940, p. 5. 
y'Verner M. Sims, "Reliability and Validity of Four 
Vocabulary Tests," Journal of Educational Research, 
!September, 1929. 
' 
Types of 
20:91-96. 
,I 
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lj In a study of standardized and informal vocabulary tests 
I
I !/ 
1
Berwick drew the following conclusions: 
1. Standardized vocabulary tests measure single meaning 
of words; 
I 
2. Vocabulary tests in the future should be more of an 11 
extensive nature; 1: 
3. Vocabulary tests scores give an index of intelligence; 
4. There are differences of opinion as to the number of 
.I 
words that should be included in a vocabulary test; 
5 • . Instruments for measuring knowledge of multiple 
I meaning should be constructed. y 
I Cronbach is hopeful that if the weaknesses in the present 
I vocabulary tests are recognized, it will give impetus to the 
/ development of superior tests, especially tests that measure 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
1
1 more than single meanings of the word; also to tests where the 11 
I words may have different meanings in different contexts. ,
1
1 
Concerning the use of vocabulary as a means of testing an 1 y 
individual's knowledge, Sullivan writes: · I 
"It was recognized that experience among humans is 
expressed for the most part through words, words which 
symbolize the observation and experience which has been 
IJY1idred M. Berwick, "The Construction and Evaluation of 
MUlti-meaning Vocabulary Tests for Grade 4-8," Unpublished 
I Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, 1952, p. 35. 
2/Lee J. Cronbach, "Analysis of Techniques for Diagnostic I 
1!
1 
Vocabulary Testing," Journal of Educational Research, (November, 
1942) 36:206-217. ·1 
' ,WHelen Blair Sullivan, A New Means of Appraising the Qualifi- 11 
cations of Proslective Teachers. Doctor's Dissertation, 
Harvard Univers ty, 1944, p. 16. 1 
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meaningful to the individual. It is this ability to 
attach labels and create symbols that is the chief differ- 11 
ence between man and animals. It is through such j 
expression that one human being can gain insight into the ' 
natural and personal interests of another. It is through 1~. 
the association of words with experiences that the psy-
chologist seeks to explain actions and attitudes of his 
fellowmen". 
Indeed1words are the tools of our thoughts and the key to 
our thinking. The more words an individual has at his command 
the deeper, clearer and more accurate his thinking is likely 
to be. 
Words, as probably the most accessible index to the mind 
and experiences, usually produce the vocabulary of the exper-
ience. Thus the measurement of the vocabulary of the many 
il special areas of music education is presented as a desirable 
I 
~ I 
I 
I 
II 
measurement of probable musical background knowledge. 
'I Measurements of interest.-- An intensive investigation 
was necessary to find out exactly which areas of interest in ,, 
- ...,. 
music education should be included in the measure, which terms 1 
should be included in each area, and what procedure should be 
used in setting up the instrument. Interest inventories and 
similar tests were examined to find if any particular type of 
measure might be better than another. y 
Fryer points out that: 
"Personal workers as well as clinicians depend upon a li 
knowledge of the interests and aversions, upon a knowledge 1 
of the individual 1 s feeling experience, in order to stimu- 1: 
~las Fryer, The Measurement of In~erests, 
Holt Company, 1931, pp. 19-20 
i 
New York, Henry1, 
I 
13 
late a better adjustment to the job,--t~ pe~~l~ :·to l~ec_i~urJ · 
or to other situations. Anyone who has been in a position! 
where he must select or offer guidance to those seeking an. 
education or a job has found it necessary to come to some 11 
decision concerning the interests of the individual". 
In other fields many methods have been employed in dis-
covering the interests of students. Bragonier1/ used pupils 
interest questions as a means of securing information from his 
classes about what they would like to get from the year's 
experience in science. y 
In order to find the interests of students,Mooney 
devised a check-list composed of short statements representing· 
the common problems of students. The student uses the list by 
marking the problems which are of particular concern to him 
and by writing a summary in his own words. The college and 
I 
I 
li 
II 
II 
I. 
I 
I 
, high school forms contain 330 items each, grouped into 11 
categories. 
Working upon the principle that in the nature of major 
choices is to be found the key to the deep-lying interests, y 
Woodruff devised a series of short paragraphs in which 
various contrasted situations designed to resemble some of' the 
important choices that have to be made in real life were des-
cribed. A particularly valuable feature of this test lies in 
1/H. H. Giles, Teacher-Pupil _Planning, 
Brothers, 1941, pp. 263-266. 
yAsahel Davis Woodruff. A Study of the Directive 
1 Individual Behavior, Distributed by the University 
____ 11 .,...,Librari_.~s, ._C:Q.icagQ_,-=-194l, __ pp ~-~-J.Q. _ _ _ . _ ~ ---
Factors in j 
of' Chicago : 
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the fact that it suggests a way of handling the difficult 
1
• problems of measuring the strength of interests. Both the 
general pattern of interest and the breadth of interest are by I 
I comparison easy to determine. 
11 The Allport-Vernon Scale of Values has a longer history 
and is probably more widely used. It is based upon a classi-
Y fication originally proposed by Spranger. Unlike the Wood-
ruff test, this scale makes no attempt to measure strength of 
interest-values but merely provides a means of arranging six 
classes of interests in order of preference: 1. theoretical 
·I interests characteristic of the scientist or the philosopher; 
I 
2. economic interests, characteristic of the man of business; 
1: 
I 
'i 
II 
.i 3. aesthetic interests, characteristic of the poet, the artist 
or the musician; 4. social interests, or interest in people, 
characteristic of the social worker, the salesman, or the 
,, 
I philanthropist; 5. political interests, characteristic of the 
I 
politician or the diplomat; 6. religious interests, character- 1 
istic of the clergyman or the mystic. It is apparent that the II 
general approach is very different from that of the Woodruff 
scale. It is a test of preferential interests, rather than a 
1 test of values in the ordinary sense of the word. 
!/Gordon w. Allport and Philip E. Vernon, A Study of Values, 
Manual of Directions, Boston, Houghton-Mifflin Company, rev. 
ed., 1931, pp. 1-20. 
g!E. Spranger, Lebebsformen, Halle: Niemeyer, 3rd ed. 1922. 
Translated by P. J. W. Pigors entitled Types of Men, New 
York, G. E. Stechert Company, 1928. 
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--=== ]j 11 The University of Iowa Assayer samples the individual's 
preference in amusements, reading, education, vocational and 
special interests. It divides likes and dislikes by having 
the students circle a plus sign before the item if he likes 
II 
11 the suggested item or circle the minus sign if he dislikes the 
suggested item. If he has no reaction, he simply skips over 
the item and does not mark it. This test, consisting of 21 
1 lists of 15 items each, has been used as a measure in several 
11 studies of college students. 
II Kitsonyapproached interest in a different way, by com-
paring several vocations in the light of other vocations. He 
attempted to find the degree of interest an individual had in 
I 
.I II 
a vocation in relation to other vocations. II 
y '/ 
Strong makes use of the fact that people in a particular il 
occupation have roughly similar interests. It is assumed that 
a person having the same pattern of interests will find satis- , 
faction in that field, but that one having dissimilar interests1 
il 
will not be happy in it. For example, interests are identified 
which are characteristic of practicing engineers. In giving 
1/F. K. Shuttleworth, "University of Iowa Assayer," New York: 
Viled at New York University, 1925, pp. 1-8. · 
2/Harry D. Kitson, "Measuring the Interest of Teachers in 1 
'Their Work," Teachers College Record, (October, 1928) pp. 28-3j~ · 
3/Edward K. Strong, Jr., Vocational Interests of Men and Women, ! 
~tanford University, Stanford University Press, 1943, pp. '746. 1. 
:~ I 
I 
I 
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the test to college students, those who have interests si1nilar 
to adult engineers are advised to consider engineering as a I 
I 
vocation, and those who have low scores in engineering interestis 
are advised that they may not enjoy the work of the engineer. I' I 
II The test was constructed by listing questions on hundreds of 
1
• 
,. 
activities both vocational and avocational. Most items require!! 
a "like-indifferent-dislike" report regarding activities or 
topics. The list of questions was given to successful members 
of a particular profession, and the interest pattern for that 
profession was determined by comparing the responses of the 
group with those of unselected men of similar age. A weighted 
score key was then prepared to give each person a score report-If 
ing how his inVrests correspond with those of the professional~~ 
group. Strong developed from this test a Global Interest I 
Ill Chart which provided a simple picture of the major patterns of 
occupational interests. This permits a judgment based on the 
total significant pattern and draws attention to possible 
!J combinations of interests. II 
1 An impression of the amount of effort involved in the 
I thorough and painstaking test construction may be obtained 
I y , 
from Strong 's report that over $45,000 was spent, and blanks 
from 23,000 people were obtained, in the course of his 
research. 
yrbl~., p. ·· 7~. 
_g/Ibid., p. x. 
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Interest Blank# is primarily intended for vocational guidance-
. Kuder began by listing a large number of activities from school, I I 
/ work, and recreation. An analysis of correlations was then 
1l made to determine which of these interests were found together. · 
'I 
The test includes seven independent clusters of interests. Two ' 
additional scales were added which partly overlapped two of the 
, original ones. The final profile describes the subject in 
/: terms of interests in mechanical, computational, scientific# 
II persuasive# artistic, literary, musical, social service# and 
clerical activities. From the average scores for an occupation' ij 
listed in Kuder's manual, the student can determine whether he 
1 has the normal interests of those successful in the chosen 
A comparison 
y 
of the Kuder Preference Record and the 
gj 
Interest Blank shows that both require 
occupation. 
Strong Vocational 
about the same time and both are easily administered. The 
II 
former instrument focuses attention on the nature of the activ-
!ties enjoyed. It may be scored by the subject himself in a 
II 
few minutes. The latter test focuses on the person to whom one 
I 
II 
,, 
is similar. The scoring of the test on all possible occupa-
tiona requires much clerical work. 
G. Frederic Kuder# The Kuder Preference Record, Science 
esearch Associated, Chicago, 1942, pp. 31. 
II g/Ibid., P• 3. 
g./E. K. Strong, Jr., op. cit., p. 5. 
1: 
I 
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rn a study reported by Gordon and Herkness ~ 1 t was found i· 
that of seven interest inventories administered to a group of II 
50 boys the Kuder test was overwhelmingly judged easiest to 1
1 
I 
I 
I 
comprehend, easiest to mark, ·and mechanically attractive. Most i 
interests measured by both these y tests have correlations near I/ 'I 
are in themsel vesll 
I 
.60 as found by Triggs. These correlations 
some evidence that the tests are valid, since tests made by I' 
different techniques give similar pictures of the individual. 
y' 
The Interest Index developed for the Progressive Educa-
tion Association is used primarily for the description of 
personality. The student expresses 11 like, indifference, or 
1 dislike" to items grouped into a large number of categories 
based on psychiatric theory such as "Acceptance of own impul-
ses," "Solitary," and "Fantasy Life." The scores are used as 
a basis for interpretation of the personality as a unit. This 
I interpretation, which is a subjective synthesis of all the 
facts brought to light by the test, considers adjustment less 
as a count of symptoms than as a. relation between desires and 
activities. In some cases a psychologist is able to gather 
enough material from the test to fill nearly six printed pages. 
II 
II 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
j, 
II 
II 
yH. c. Gordon and w. W. Herkness, "Pupils Appraise Vocational ;I 
Interest Blanks," Occuoations, 1941 20, 100-102. 11 
I 
,g/Frances o. Triggs, "A Study of the Relation of the Kuder 
Preference Record Scores to Various Other Measures," 
Educational Psychological Measurement, 1943 3, 241-354. 
3/Eugene R. Smith, Ralph w. Tyler, and others, ~raisin~ and 11 
I Recording Student Progress, New York, Harper, l9-i2, p. 3 3. 
I 
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Bell developed two forms of the Adjustment Inventory in 
which he attempted to provide separate measures of personal 
and social adjustment. The student form of this test contains 
I" 
I 
I 20 ,, 
.1!_. - .. . -t,- ' -
I 
J, 
I 
I· 
.1 four separate measures; a. home, b. health, c. social, d. emo- 1 I 
tiona.l. The adult form contains the -same mea.sures,with the 
' addition of a. measurement in occupational adjustment. This 
!i test may be scored by a pla.stocele scoring scale or by the 
Iii International Scoring Machine. 
I' 
: Although, in the opinion of the author, these paper and 
1 pencil tests of personality should be used with great care, 
they could be used as a.n entree for counseling. y 
Dunlap constructed the Academic Preference Blank which 
1 attempted to measure interest in the subjects of the school y 
curriculum. Crombach~ in writing a criticism in the Third 
1 Mental Measurement Yearbook, felt that its uses were not ade-
quately investigated, its usableness was doubted, but that it 
was constructed with unusual care. y 
Sul l ivan developed the Spec i al Fields Vocabulary Test~ 
with which she investigated the interest tendency of prospect-
ive teachers in six fields; 1. recreation, 2. humanities, 3. 
1/Hugh M. Bell, The Adjustment Inventory, Manual, Stanford, 
Stanford University Press, : ·l934, pp. 1-4. 
'I 
'j g/J. W. Dunlap, Dunlap Academic Pre_ference Blank, Manual of 
: Directions, Yonkers, World Book Company, 1940, p. 4. 
yoscar K. Buros (ed). The Third Mental Measurement Yearbook, 
New Brunswick, Rut gers University Press, 1948. 
i(Helen B. Sullivan, ££• cit., p. 90. 
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aesthetics, 4. trades, 5. - e ~i;~~i;~c~ and 6. ~r~~-~i~-al- :rts· . rr 
II 
I' Comparisons were made between the scores obtained by the stu-
' 
I II dents on this teet and on intelligence tests, class rank, and 
I 
practice teaching. The results of this study lead to the 
1 belief that the instrument, after further refinement, might welll 
II 
I· be included among other instruments as a measure of prediction 
in academic success and teaching success. 
!I Carter reviews a number of scattered studies of interest 
I 
'I 
inventories and concludes: I 
I "There are a variety of reports indicating that the I! 
majority of practical workers have CQnfidence in the tests. 
(Interest tests) The .available heterogenious array of 
evidence tends to show that the inventories are suffi-
ciently valid for use, but the nature of vocational choice 
is such that no single quantitative test of validity is at : 
present feasible". I 
Summary.-- In examining the research literature relating 
' to this dissertation the following conclusions were drawn: 
1. There have been comparatively few research studies 
carried on in the field of music 
2. Very little has been reported in 
education. I 
the field of guidance !1 
in music education. 
3. The measurement of the background knowledge in music 
by means of the vocabulary of the special fields 
seemed to be desirable. I 
4. The measurement of interests seemed to be an accepted \ 
II 
Harold D. Carter, "Vocational Interests and Job Orientation,"! 
pplied Psychological Monograms, 1944, No. 2, P• 32. 11 
I, 
I 
I 
I 
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and effective procedure i n t h e development of a ,1 
guidance program. 1~ 
Thus the author became convinced that the interests and 1: 
I background of students in music education could be examined by 1 
II testing the vocabulary in the specific fields of music. The 
' next chapter will deal with the development of an instrument 
to test these factors. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MEASUREIViENT 
li 
The initial test.-- The specific problem of the disserta- , 
tion having been decided; the research and literature of 
' related fields having been examined; the next step was to con- I
I 
struct the initial instrument to measure a student's interest i' 
through his knowledge of vocabulary of the specific fields or 
subjects that go to make up an education in music. This 
instrument was greatly changed and refined before it was used 
for the investigation reported in this study. 
Interest and advice of several professors in two schools 
1 
of education and two colleges of music was enlisted to aid in 
deciding which of the many fields in music education should be 
!i 
sampled or tested. Finally, it was decided that the following 
fields would probably give the best sampling of a student's 
I background and thus indicate his interests. 
I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Stringed Instruments 
Wood-wind Instruments 
Brass Instruments 
Percussion Instruments 
Voice 
Organ 
Pianoforte 
Choral Ensemble 
Band 
Orchestra 
Acoustics or Science of Music 
Melody and Rhythm 
Tempo and Dynamics 
Harmony 
Form 
-- ----:::::---=- - .:.:-;- -~.-------= -
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I 
I 
I: 
16. Songs and Hymns 
17. Opera and Operetta 
18. Oratorio and Mass 
19. Symphonic Music 
20. Ballet and Dance 
The author believed that each of these subject fields of music 
education could be distinguished from one another by means of 
,, 
II 
its peculiar vocabulary. Later it was found advisable to make I 
·I 
a few changes in this listing. 
Collection and selection of items.-- The gathering and 
selection of items which would be used in the test in the form 
1' of words, expressions or phrases was the next problem. Text-
i, 
~~ books, instruction books and literature in each of the fields 
'· were examined tor terms that were peculiar to the field in 
question. Probably the most author! ta ti ve information on word '1 
usage in the various fields would come from professional 
musicians and music educators in the field. In order to secure 11 
an abundance ot items five experts in each field were contacted~ 
This group of experts included such people as: members of 
the Boston Symphony Orchestra; recognized conductors of orches- 1 
tras, bands, and choral ensembles; well-known artists on radio, 
television, and concert stage; college professors; music super-
' visors; and private teachers. Ten of these, being considered 
1j expert in more than one field were asked to serve as expert 
authority in two fields. A total of 90 experts was included 
in this group. 
Three lists of vocabulary were requested from each of the 
experts. 
lj 
I. 
II 
I 
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1. A list of words, terms or phrases that laymen should 
know about his particular field. 
2. A list of words, terms or phrases that would requi!'e 
some education in the field but not a detailed 
knowledge of it. 
3. A list of V!ords, terms or phrases that would be known 
usually only by those who had studied intensively in 
the subject. 
A great deal of interest was e xpressed and excellent coop-' 
eration was received from all of the 90 experts. The lists 
1 submitted to the author ranged in length from 15 to 40 words 
illl per expert. With an average of 22 words, the author received 
I' 
1/ a total of 1,988 words and phrases. 
I. 
,I il The lists of the five experts in each subject field were 
·I then examined to see if more than one expert suggested the same 1 
word or p~~ase. In some cases all five experts had suggested 
the same word. In some instances the experts did not agree 
; concerning the placement of the word as to difficulty. The 
majority placement of the word was accepted. In this way a 
composite list of words and phrases was compiled for each 
I 
subject field . II 
II 
An examination of the composite lists lead the author to 
believe that the subjects could best be handled if they were 
grouped into the following areas: 
II 
1. Music Production I 
2. Music Production II 
II 3 . Theory 4. Eistory and Appreciation 
-- --:--=- .. 
Music Production I included those fields of music performance 
that use one staff in the reading of music. Music Production 
II included those fields that use more than one staff for 
I 
._ 
music representation. The Theory subtest included those fieldsil 
which were concerned with the technical aspects of music read- I 
ing and writing . And the History and Appreciation subtest, 
i as the name implies, was concerned with history and apprecia-
1 tion of music. 
11 The composite lists of the experts were next examined for 
overlapping terms. All words or phrases that could appear in 
more than one subject field in each of the areas were crossed 
:I out. 
This left approximately 900 words and phrases from which 
11 to construct the test. Twenty-seven words or phrases were 
.1 selected for each subject field on the basis of the number of 
times the item appeared in the original lists of the experts. 
This made a total of 135 items in each area or subtest. The 
complete measuring instrument of four subjects then contained 
540 items. 
The purpose of this first instrument was to test small 
groups of more advanced students of music education to see if 
the method considered would be practical enough to warrant 
1 more work on such an instrument, and to find items that were 
'I 
II 
II 
i 
I 
I· 
I' 
II I 
either too obvious or ambiguous. A copy of this test is filed d 
II 
1 in the appendix. (see Appendix A) 
\: 
I 
The instrument in this form was administered to two 
groups. First, to the freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior ' 
-:-_·- ----- ---===--=----- -
,, I' 
26 
I 
I 
I 
classes of t he music dep~r;m~~t at a State ;,e ~c~~;s ~~~-~e;e~ - ~~ : 7 
The total number in all cla s se s was 87 . Second, it was admin- I 
istered to a total of 83 musicians, music educators, graduate 
student s , and pr ofessiona l performers. This made a total of 
'! 
170 tests to be e xamined for items that were either ambi guous 
or obvious. 
The results of t h e measurement were analyzed and t h e 
.. author d rew t he following conclusions: 
:I 
'I 
I 
I 
·I 
1. 
2. 
The test in t h is form was very usable to investigate I' 
t h e musica l background of individuals. It could be !' 
e as ily adrninistered and easily and quickly scored . 
lj 
However, the author felt than an improvement could be ~~ 
lj made by having it printed on t he I BM form . 
II 
The te s t was t oo long . Those who took the test seemed 
to tire before they had completed and comments were 1: 
made to that effect . 
3. _ lthough a great dea l of care had been taken i n its II 
' 
construc tion to a~oid obvi~us and ambi guous terms , a 
number were brought to light at t h is time. 
4 . The frequency of error, even by gr aduate students, on 
a few of the items s eemed to indicate that those i t em I 
we r e too difficult to be k e p t in t h e test. 11 
5. Certai n weaknesses were a pparent which led to the 
·I re-grouping of some of the subject fields within 
certain subtests. 
Exper i mental ~orm Serial November 1 951.-- Fr om t he analy-
1 
-- -1; ---- I 
sis of the initial instrument the author made corrections and 
1
1 
prepared.! for the first printed form of the instrument. IBM 
answer sheets were secured and by the process of overprinting, 
I 
J 
I 
' 1,000 copies of the Measurement of Musicology, Experimental 
Form Serial November 1951 was made available for gathering data j" 
for item analysis and other refinements of the test. A copy 
of this first printed test will be found in the appendix. (see 
Appendix B) This form of the test contained a total of 450 
'I 
I items divided into the four areas as follows: Music Production j 
I' 
I, 
I, 115 items; Music Production II, 110 items; Music Theory, 
110 items; and Music History and Appreciation, 115 iterns. 
Population tested.-- After directions for administering 
the test had been prepared three colleges specializing in 
1; music education were invited to participate in collecting data 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
p I 
for item analysis and other test refinements. For the purposes ! 
of this study it was decided to make the item analysis and 
refinements on college freshmen music students. College pro- I! 
I 
fessors from two of the colleges) who had become interested in \1 
11 the project1 wished the test to be given to a few upper classes 
I also. However_, only the freshmen classes were used in the 
I analysis of i terns. The returns from these three colleges con- I 
'I tained 133 freshmen, 46 sophomores, 48 juniors, and 56 seniors • \! 
I Ill 
· This made a total of 283 tests. 
I 
All of these papers were then scored by the IBM machine 
and reports sent to the participating colleges. The results 
data needed to 
28 
of this administration of the test furnished the 
---=c-. =--= ll--=- -
I 
I 
.I 
determine the difficulty indices of each item, and also its 
capacity to determine between students who are strong or weak 
,1 in the music vocabulary. 
II 
Selection of technique.-- The method of item analysis 
used in this study has been described by Walker as "Item 
Selection by Sequential Sampling" at the extremes of the y 
' criterion distribution. Used in connection with probability 
tables for item analysis purposes1 this technique does not 
1 assume any particular distribution of the criterion scores. 
It does not require that the size of the criterion be known. 
I 
I 
·' 
1: 
I 
I. 
II 
I 
1: 
,, 
II 
I The requirements are: first, the test papers of the 15 students 
I '' who ranked highest by reference criterion must be available, I 
1 and these papers must be ranked in descending order of scores. l1 
1 Likewise, the test papers of the 15 students who made the 
I lowest scores are placed in ascending order, that is, with the 
'1! paper with the lowest score on top. Using the Walker Probabil- 1 y 
1j i ty Table for use in Item Analysis, the i terns were accepted 
if they fulfilled the requirements or rejected if they did not. : 
The following is a copy of the probability table used in this 
item analysis. 
II 
:1 i/H. N. Walker, "Item Selection by Sequential Sampling", 
j Teachers C~llege Re cord, (1949) 50:404-409. 
1 g/H. N. Walmer and Sidney Cohn, Probabilit1 Tables for Item 
11 Analysis by Ivleans of Seque:q!;ial Sampling, Preliminary Edi tTon, 
I' New York, Teachers College Bureau Publications, 1949, p. 3. 
I! 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
., 
I 
-~ ;able -1. - - - --Item Selection by Sequential Sampling: Probability 
I, 
11 
I' 
'I I· 
Table ~or Use in Item Analysis: N 15. 
Difficulty Value 
r .20 or .30 or .40 or .so li 
.so .70 .so 
(1) ~ 2) ( ~) ( 4) ( 5) 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 01 
9 01 01 02 
10 01 03 04 05 
11 04 I oa 09 lO 12 11 16 17 18 
13 23 28 28 29 
14 39 43 42 43 
Analysis.-- Using the total college freshmen population1 d 
a frequency count for each response was made on each of the 
items. By examination of this count, possible ambiguities of 
\1 
the item were again checked and the difficulty of each item was 
established. Items were chosen for the final form nearest the 
50 per cent difficulty. Some items were rejected because they ' 
were either too easy or too difficult. 
The discriminating level of .01 was selected. This 
1 level indicates a true difference in 99 out of 100 cases. Some
1
1 
items were rejected because the discriminating level indicated 11 
'I 
I 
I :I 
30 
r 
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that correct responses in the upper and lower groups were the 1 
I result of chance alone. II 
The analysis of data will be presented in the form of 
sample items rather than a detailed item analysis to avoid 
IJ 
many j1 
pages of tabulation that showed like responses. I Table Number 2 1 
, represents sample items illustrative of the type accepted or 
rejected. 
, Table 2. Sample of Items Accepted and Rejected in the 
Measurement of Musicology 
Failure Difficulty Region Accepted 
Item of of or 
Item Item Reiected {lJ (2) (3) {4} 5} 
I 
1 Lawrence Tibbett 13 98 .23 Rejected 
' piston 11 65 .09 Rejected 
' epiglottis 7 52 .01- Accepted 
· frog 7 65 .01- Accepted 
' calf skin 11 79 .08 Rejectelft 
corno 2 44 .01- Accepted 
fret 4 62 .01- Accepted 
Needle spring 3 37 .01- Accepted 
II T.T.B.B. 2 50 .01- Accepted 
1 New World 5 77 .01- Accepted 
II Moonlight Sonata 12 86 .11 Rejected 
A. B. A. 11 13 .11 Rejected 
tibia 11 18 .04 Rejected 
Steinway 13 98 .23 Rejected 
recapitulation 3 43 .01- Accepted 
:Metronome 14 68 .42 Rejected . 
chanty 10 53 .05 Rejected 
'
1 madrigal 8 41 .01- Accepted 
- - -
To summarize, by using the "Probability Table for Use in 
,, 
II 
I! 
I 
I 
I! 
Item Analysis" the items were selected or rejected on the basis I 
of average difficulty and their power to discriminate between II 
I 
I 
l 
II 
-L _______ -----~ 
-r-----·- - . --.::..:...- . ··:._·_· -· .. --- - -·· . -:_____-_ 
the upper and the lower scored groups. The results of this 
· item analysis were as follows: 
II 
iJ 
il 
Music Production I: 94 items accepted , 21 rejected. 
Music Production II: 98 items accepted, 12 rejected. 
:Music Theory: 105 i terns accepted, 5 rejected. 
Music History and 
Appreciation: 98 items accepted, 17 rejected. 
The final measuring instrument.-- Having decided which 
II 
1
, i terns would be accepted and which rejected~the next step was 
~~ the reprinting of the instrument. Using the same process as 
' in the first edition, 1,000 copies were run off. Included 
!I 
,· here is a copy of the final test as it was used in the study_, 
,I 
II 
II 
., 
,I ,, 
I 
I 
,I 
with the Directions for A&ninistering. 
I 
I' 
li 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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MEASVREMENT OF MtJsiCOLcriY 
by Cyr.t:.s D. Thor;rpson 
D:i.rect:i..cns for Adtrl.nisteriDG 
The workiDG time for tJ.te test is a;nroxi:;::nn.teJ.y 45 :minutes. Each person to 
be tested m~st hav'? th:'ce r:hecta C> pac;es). v;il~m t.l:e st'.tde~tts are seated 
and the test an:l :pemi:Ls d ~.s- :;T_1 ·;:.n; t.;._~ , -~-he exo.IJi;·.·.er "ldJ.l oP-y: 
"We are to havo a W.U'lic vc~E.b~.lle:.-i' ·teet t.o find out he~·r ~<{ell you can 
rccoc nize ~:e.~18 ·;·.ha·;; a.·~·e ~.we · ~. 1 .1 t·.1e :t"'ield :J'!.~ ::;m£; L "J" T:.l8l' ·3 6 :t:"1 fm;r 
po..rt;;; to t} :;.e t.esto Ji'L-Gt , .?.::: j u·:j yuur nan.e i :':'. :.!·:e r:pu0e }Y:.'·:J-,":i. C: :':(~ on 
the :c!. ~t::t r aG•2o N·3:;.:t:~ :p:·.:r.t ~- o:.~r· name on p <l[.e ::: ,J.: ... .:'J. c..leol };'a C!;··: 5. 
Af'tc:!:' ~rou } i.e 'r~; i) :Jr.3 +-~'1:1.£' tsc i:ln~"-:c to the firs t ~~c-t;·:; and f :::.ll in tho 
info:rmtion ::..~P. q, F,; s ·;;·~·c1~ 3 ea.J ca-:::11 of the questions to yourself as I 
reac1 it aloud; ~:0~1 vl!'i. te ~.n ;yo1u• answers." 
Reac1 aloud each of the quest~.ona a.!Ci have the pupils record their responses~ 
''Now let us go over the directio:ls-. Read to yourself as I read aloud~· " 
Read the directions aloud. 
''Remember it io very i r:r;:'!orta...!t; that you nake a h eavy b::O.ack l:tne filli!l£3 
in cairple:,t oly tho e~1aco 'i?~:: . t.::.~l ·c.ho pai~c of dot-t ec1 lim~o. :E~:::·i.:end the lino 
neither above nm~ h nJ 0'\7~ Do no":, leave any stray pencil narks on the sheet.· 
Are there any qu<:::ot=:cn;.J?" 
The exaniner will then ~i-ve the sic~nc~ to turn to pa~e 2 and the pupils will 
proceec1 with the test. This be inc a power test there is no actual tine li.Iili t 
set. However nost of tho pupils should be conpleted in 45 ninutes. 
upon coopletion of the test, the exaniner will say: 
"Now look a.t your test. Is your nane on pa.[Se 3 and pase 5? Are o.ll 
your narks heavy black lines? If not GO over the liGht ones and blacken 
then well. Have you lJEl.de any dots or narks other than your answers? 
If so erase then. Are a:ny of your erasures untidy? Make your sheet 
clean and neat." 
After allowinG sufficient time for the students to do the above, sa.y: 
"Hand in your papers. Hand in your pencils." 
Collect the test and pencils separately as a convenient neana of checking 
returns. 
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Measurement of Musicology 
Name 
Date 
BY C YRUS D. THOi\lPSO:-l 
State Teachers College 
Lowell , l\'lassachusetls 
October 1952 
Age 
TEST SCORE 
PRODUCTION I 
PRODUCTION li 
THEORY 
HISTORY A1\ D 
APPRECIATION 
TOTAL 
--
Male 
Last Birthday 
School or College .. 
Examiner's Name 
Ciry ............. .. ........ ... ........... . 
How many years have you had music in school? ........... ... . yrs. Glee club? ................. yrs. 
Orchestra? .... . yrs. Band? ......... yrs. His tory and Appreciation? . 
Harmony? . . .......... yrs . Others? 
Do you play an instrument? . If so, ' '" hat instrument? 
(Yes or No) 
. .... yrs . 
yrs. 
l'ERCEN· 
TILE 
Female 
Grade 
How long have you played it? ....... yrs . If yo 11 pl ay other instruments, name them 
How long have you studied music outside of school? Vocal? 
:'-Jame the musical organizations to which yo u have belonged: 
Vocal Instrumental 
DIRECTIONS 
... yrs. Instrumental? ..... yrs. 
This is a test of your knowledge of musical te rms . A t the left of each of the subtest is a numbered 
list of five categories or headings associated with the general field being tested. T erms which commonly 
come under these headings are printed over the se ts of answer spaces. The answer spaces are numbered 
from 1 to 5 at the top of each row to correspond with the numbers of the headings at the left of the page. 
Look at each term and select the heading under which you think it commonly belongs. Blacken the 
answer space which is numbered the same as the heading which yo u have chosen. In marking your an-
swers always be sure to m ake a heavy black line. Erase completely any answer you wish to change, an d 
be careful not to make stray marks of any kind as th ey may count against you . 
rectly. 
Followin o· are some sample items in the Music Production l field which ha ve bee n m arked cor-
o ' 
l . STRINGED I NSTRUMENTS 1 2 3 4 5 clarinet 
2. \ '\TOOD-vVI ND l NSTRUi\·IE NTS ' ! ' 
' 
: : 
violin 
.~l. BRASS I NSTRUMENTS I : ' 
4. PERCUSSIO~ I NSTRUi\IE~TS bass drum 
5. VorcE ' I ' 
All Rights Reserved 
~o pan m.· p ans may be reproduced in ;my form without permission of the author 
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35 
MUSIC 
PRODUCTION I 
l . STRI NGED 
I NSTRUMEN TS 
L 'v\' OOD·WI ND 
! NSTRU \IENTS 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
~ - BRASS lNSTRUl\IEI'TS 11 
1. P E RCUSSION 
lN STRU?>!ENTS 
5. VOICE 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
2 3 4 5 
reed 
can tata 
frog 
Ametita G alli-Curci 
scroll 
T h eobald Boehm 
F eodor Cha liapin 
J asch a Heifetz 
pizzicato 
sound post 
r egister key 
ratamacue 
,, 
Arban Method 
helicon 
" 
Stradiva ri 
.. ,, 
,, ,, 
, , ,, 
II I I 
II II II 
sousaphone 
cup 
" 
euphonium 
barrel 
" 
rotary 
" 
tessitura 
" 
double reed 
" 
entmciation 
" 
fret 
" 
English horn 
" 
K er stin Thorborg 
" 
sui G 
heckelphone 
" 
coloratura 
" 
roll 
" 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
" 
" 
" 
2 3 4 
post horn 
,, .. 
t imbrel 
" Pablo Casals 
Klose Method 
ch a lumea u 
French horn 
g·Jockenspiel 
spiccato 
corno 
crook 
sh awm 
William Bell 
xylophone 
mallets 
5 
Niccolo P aganini 
Missa Solemnis 
lieder 
" Ludwig and Ludwig 
48 
" " " .. " 
Leedy 
49 
" 
tympani 
50 
" 
recitatif 
51 
" G regor Piatigorsky 
52 
" .. " " " 
slush pump 
53 
" 
ligature 
54 
" 
Leopold Auer 
55 
" 
col legno 
56 
" 
t riangle 
57 
con tra bassoon 
58 
" 
recorder 
59 
" 
arradidd e 
60 
" 
1 
61 
" 
62 :: 
63 
" 
64 
65 
" 
66 
21 3 4 
goose neck 
:: 1 " 
slap tongue 
" :: 1 :: :: 
serpent 
n
1 
:: H 
jj lsn ites H 
fiuegel horn 
~~a te:1: ke~ 
" 
5 
.. n~~ble .. spri~g .. 
:: 1 :: :: 67 
68 .. sutr T tic!!lo .. 
fagotto 
69 
" 
" " .. 
:: lsaclJu<l 
70 
:: I sl;~e :: " 
71 
" 
.. .. 
72 
vibraphone 
.. , " .. 
.. " " 
II " II 
ol " II 
.. " " 
celesta 
73 
74 
" 
~od~~fhe .. Kr~.utz~~· 
75 :: :; ;: :: ;: 
II II II " " 
t ransverse 
76 :: :: I .. 
George L. Stone 
77 
" 
78 
" 
Fritz Kreisler 
:: I 
79 .. j: I fl~m jj .. 
consonants 
80 
" 
81 
" 
82 " 
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik 
83 .. :: 1 .. .. :: 
P ernambuco 
84 " ' I ol II il l ll ll 
rosin 
H ~ ~ H 85 
" 
diphthong 
86 
" 
epiglottis 
87 :: I :: ;: II II " 
" II II 
" " " 
carillon 
88 
" 
Erlking 
89 
.. 
91 
" 
92 
93 
94 
... 
f'RlNT£0 IN U.S. A.. 
2 
2 3 4 
grenadilla 
stocking 
purfiing 
gran cassa 
5 
:: 
ISM FORM l.T.S. iOOOII 
HC 
TION II 
lRTE 
ENSEMBLE 
TRA 
( 
1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 
string section basso profundo 
31 
close formation T.T.B.B. 
2 32 
" " Midsummer Nig·ht's Dream Leschetizky 
3 ,, 33 
" " " " 
Sir Thomas Beecham 
4 
" " " " " 
Jupiter 
5 
Hebrides 
6 
" 
Papae Marcelli 
7 
pipes 
8 
" 
h arpsichord 
9 
Carl Czerny 
10 
" 
11 
vox humana 
12 
" 
13 
.. S .P:1'B?.Q.~.A." 
14 
:ratrtck tl~ore" 
i! spirret " 
15 " 
National Emblem 
16 
" 
· · Inai.'tial' · 
17 
" 
" w~ter"Music " 
18 
Jesus Maria Sanroma 
19 :: 
Johann B. Cramer 
20 
P acific 231 
21 
Hammond 
22 
Leopold Stokowski 
23 
Ignace Paderewski 
24 :: 
Caucasian Sketches 
25 
Westminster 
26 
" 
Marcel Dupre 
27 
cornopean 
28 
" 
uniforms 
phonation 
34 
Matthay 
35 
John P. Sousa 
36 
" 
great- to-pedal 
37 
Eugene Onnandy 
38 
" 
Military Symphony 
39 
.. " " " " 
magnet 
40 
II 10 
Till Eulenspiegel 
41 
bombardi 
42 
" 
Serge Koussevitzky 
43 
.. " " .. 
swell-box 
44 
" 
console 
45 
" 
Eroica 
46 
pneumatic 
47 
Frederick Stock 
48 
collegno 
49 
" 
a cappella 
50 
" 
Charles Munch 
51 
Don Cossack 
52 
Fingal's Cave 
53 
" 
N.C. 4 
54 
Cristofori 
55 
Noble Cain 
Military Escort 
57 :: " " " 
New World 
S .A.T.B. 
E. Power ~~gg·s 
60 :: " " 
1 2 3 4 5 
Aeolian Harp Etude 
61 
" t racker 
62 
" Tuskegee 
63 
counter march 
64 
stop 
65 
flank 
66 
" bell lyre 
67 
Claudio Arrau 
68 
" 
Serge Jaroff 
69 
" 
shako 
70 
" 
Nutcracker Suite 
71 
maneuvers 
72 
" 
strut 
73 
" 
Mason and Hamlin 
74 
" " ,, " " 
tre corde 
75 
" 
F .A.G.O. 
Cassavant Brothers 
77 jj 
Fate Symphony 
78 :: 
rank 
79 
" 
damper 
80 jj 
Grenadier Guard 
81 jj 
Rev. William J . Finn 
82 :: 
83 jj j:fck ::pri~g 
" " " .. " .. 
F.T.C.L. 
84 ii 
twirling 
manual 
Edwin F. Goldman 
87 :: " " " " 
una corda 
coupler 
90 jj 
3 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
2 3 4 5 
Frank Simon 
enunciation 
" 
Surprise 
Jonas Chickering 
The Diapason 
Charles Widor 
' ·' 
voluntary 
Wieprecht 
" 
" .t 
::'4 
IBM FORM I.T.S IIOOAI6~ 
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MUSIC THEORY 
J. AcousTics 
2. MELODY AND 
RHYTHM 
:J . TEMPO A1\D 
DYNAMICS 
,,_ HAR:\!ONY 
:J. F oRM 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
~8 
29 
1 2 3 4 5 
dominant seventh 
"adagio" 
" ' " 
" 
'inaestoso · 
,, 
'' '' 
" condensation " 
" ()scniatioii 
diffraction 
Klangfarbe 
triad 
pianissimo 
sforzando 
resolution 
" 
section 
" 
periodic motion 
" 
ternary 
" 
sonata 
" 
concerto 
" " Mass .. 
"1.05946" 
" 4:5:6 " 
" 
"Dopplel:· Th~ory" 
strophe 
sub-dominant 
" frequency 
" grave 
modulation 
suspension 
" decibel 
" 
sextolet 
" forte 
" 
consecutive o taves 
30 
" " .. " 
2 3 4 5 
passing tones 
31 
" 
32 
" 
expositioi-i 
33 
34 
" 
" opposite phase " 
35 
sp€ed ' ' 
36 
" diminuendo 
37 
" figured bass 
38 
" 
rest 
39 :: 
recitative 
40 
Diapason Normal 
41 
" hemidemisemiqua ver 
42 
" " " " " 
hidden fifths 
43 
" 
root 
44 
" 
larghetto 
45 
" 
overture 
46 
" 
" shingendo 
47 
" 
48 
" 
" 
"crotchet' 
49 
" 
" suite " 
50 
" resonance 
51 
" 
52 
" 
rinforzando 
53 
" phrase 
54 
symmetry 
55 
Douglas Galton 
56 
" 
allegro 
57 
" 
syncopation 
58 
" beat wave 
59 
" 
A.B.A. 
60 
" 
1 ~ 3 4 
sotto voce 
5 
61 
" 
· · pia'cere · · 
62 
" 
" 
'stuttgart 
::1 !! !: 
s' mphony 
63 
" 
64 
" cOda ·· 
65 
II 10 
triplet 
66 :: 
" 
68 :: 
ct€ e10Pmel1t .. 
:: 1 :: :: 
re~ri~!latt:on " 
~~ldal: : poi~t 
~ rd~ndo:~i · · 
70 :: 
largo 
71 :: 
73 
" 
74 !! ::r !tan!: .. 
ad libitum 
75 
compound quadruple 
76 !! " 
w.' C . "sabine " 
78 :: 
81 
" 
82 :: 
:T!int~l 
FJte[c~ sil\th , , 
inary 
!! I !! H 
alla breve 
::I :: :: 
v'bration 
twelfth root of two 
83 :: 
84 :: 
85 
" 
86 :: 
trio 
87-- _:: 
m ertones 
:: I :: :: 
an song 
:: I :: !! 
Helmholtz 
I 
" " " 
4 
1 2 3 4 5 
D. C. Miller 
91 
" 
accelerando 
92 
" 
minuet 
93 
" 
authentic cadence 
94 ii " " " " 
trill 
95 
diffusion 
96 :: 
'·' 
appog·giatura 
John Broadhouse 
98 :: 
crescendo 
rarefaction 
10~l 
A-B-A-C-A-D-A 
lOlll 
Pythagoras 
102jj 
plagal 
cava tina 
ligature 
.• 
:I 
IBM FORM 1.1' .5 II 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 2 3 4 ~5 
Stephen C. Foster 
Charles Munch 
passion 
Scheherazade 
II to 00 II •o 
Golden Horseshoe 
:tY AND 
: IATION 6 
croisee devant 
)ON GS AND Guido de Arezzo 
SONGS 7 
.. .. " .. .. 
0PERETrA, Arturo Toscanini 
~·IUSICAL 8 
.. .. " .. .. 
OUS MUSIC Redemption 
9 
:>NIC Music 
sarabande 
(CLASSIC 10 H 
\•fODERN) 
( 
lute 
madrigal 
passepied 
Charles Cadman 
Hi! ,. .. ,. ,. 
Hansel and Gretel 
15 !! ,. ,. .. ,. 
ballad 
.. 
·arabesque 
11 H .. .. 
LeS Be·atittictes" 
.. 
" Jui)itel:· 
.. 
,vaithei·'s :Prize· 
Robert Franz 
Requiem 
gavotte 
.. 
· ffiin~trel~y 
24;: 
~ete;: and til~ W~lf 
25 ii ,. ,. ,. ,. 
Pavlova 
F ate 
27;: 
Marcellus 
H.M.S. Pinafore 
29 it .. .. ,. ,. 
Tannaiiser 
I! 
1 2 3 4 5 
prompter 
Stabat Mater 
Pavan 
glee 
decor 
35:: 
ballet 
Radames 
Les Preludes 
Fidelia 
Valhalla 
hornpipe 
Geoffrey O 'Hara 
42 H .. .. .. .. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Vaslav Nijinsky 
61 :: 
Erlking 
Niccolo Porpora 
Hallelujah Chorus 
64 :: 
allemande 
Missa So!emnis 
Leoncavallo 
galliard 
68 
,. 
Sir John Stainer 
69 
Dudley Buck 
70 
New World 
71 
,. 
Falstaff 
72 
" .. .. " .. 
Rodgers and Hammerstein La Scala 
43!! ii ii !! !! 73 
.. " " " " 
Eugene Ormandy 
44 ii ii ii !! !! 
II II II 01 It 
magnificat 
.. 
'Water BOy .. 
.. 
'· ant'ipholl 
48 n ,. .. .. 
Ein' teste :Burg' 
49 :: 
.. 
·· MikadO 
Kyries 
credo 
Tagliavini 
The Wild Huntsman 
55 ii ,. .. '' ,. 
Frank LaForge 
Leopold Stokowski 
57 i! ,. " ,. .. 
Richard W agner 
Bridal Chorus 
com·ante 
74 
,. 
75 ,. 
.. b!rgoi: 
,. nTqui! 
Ludwig von Koechel 
76 ii ,. ,. ,. 
J. H :' Pay'ne 
77 
,. 
· · M~rtill Ltiiher' ' 
78 
,. 
.. 
·· sui·Prisf 
79 
,. 
.. 
·· T'Osca'' 
La Mer 
81 
.. 
Pines of Rome 
82 
,. 
Le Spectre de la Rose 
83 H ,. .. ,. ,. 
broadsides 
Tristan and Isolde 
85 
II II " " II 
Magic Flute 
86 
,. 
ftying split 
Eroica 
lieder 
Harold in Italy 
90 
,. 
s 
1 2 3 4 5 
Pohjola's Daughter 
91 
.. .. .. .. .. 
sonata form 
92 
II tl II 00 00 
choreography 
93 .. ,, .. .. .. ,, 
II tl 
.. .. .. .. 
Sir Thomas Beecham 
94 ii .. ,. ,. ,. 
Ring of Nibelung 
95 H ,. ,. ,. ,. 
97 
.. 
98 
,. 
break 
Ode to Joy 
" " .. 
" " .. II ot 0t
II II 01 
.. .. .. .. 
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Part i cipating institutions . -- The locat i on of possible ~~ 
II 
1 participat i ng colleges was the next step to consider. After 
examining catalogue listing s of colleges in the United States_, 
it was decided that probably the best source of information 
was to v1ri te directly to the Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion in each of the States. Letters were sent to these 
officials in the 48 states and the Di strict of Columbia~ 
requesting t h e names and addresses of t he colleges in their 
sta te t hat specialized in music education. A list of the 
superi ntendents of public instruction may be found in the 
appendix. (see Appendix C) It was further requested that the 
names of the directors of the music departments or appropriate 
officers be included. Although in one or two cases returns 
were slow, all of t hese letters were courteously answered and 
valuable information was received. From these returns it was 
found t hat there are approximately 300 institutions, colleges, 
and conservatories that offer specialized courses in music 
education. Of this number approximately 190 are institutions 
that are approved by the National Association of Schools of 
:' .!1 Music. A list of the approved colleges may be found in the 
, appendix. (see Appendix D) 
A personal letter to the appropriate college official was 
then written to 84 colleges distributed in all sections of the 
II 
il 
I 
IJ 
I 
1/Informati~n received from Federal Security Agency, Office of , 
Education, Washington 25, D. C. 
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I' 
II I 
I 
I 
I' 
United States, explaining the project and requesting their 
cooperation in carrying out the study. A copy of the test was 
included with this letter for their examination. In order to 
secure a wide sampling of the college music population, these 
colleges included private as well as state controlled colleges, 
large colleges and small colleges. It was specifically re-
quested in this first letter that the test should be adminis-
tered and returned to the author before November 1, 1952. 
1 This was to avoid any possible effect that the college might 
II II have upon the results of the measurement. It was the student's 
II background before he had taken courses in college that the 
author was attempting to sample. 
As many of the colleges did not convene until later in 
i' 
:I 
II 
I 
j October, the answers to the letters were rather slow in coming ' 
l in. Although letters came after October 24th, the author felt 
J that there would not be sufficient time to send the tests and 
1
!1 have them returned before November first. Thus, on October 
:I 
., 24th it was decided to send the remaining copies of the test 
1 to two colleges who had requested the measuring of their non-
music students. This would give a means of showing the dis-
criminative power of the instrument between students with 
professed interest in music and those students whose interests Jl 
lie in other fields. 
Nineteen colleges accepted the invitation to participate 
by giving the test. There were 17 that accepted the invitation 
1 but were too late to participate in the study. By rescoring 
I 
l· 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
II 
40 
the measurements that were tak en f or the item analysis part of 
I 
this study, three more groups of colleg e freshmen could be It 
I 
added . This made a total of 22 colle ges p articipating. 
The ge og raphic location of the colleges participating is 
interesting to note : northeast United States , 6 co lleges; 
southeast, 5 colleges; north central, 7 colleges; southwe st, 
4 colleges. 
The distribution of the test ed population according to 
the size of the freshmen music classes wa s also noted. There 1l 
I' 
were ten colle ges that had less than 20 members in the freshlne9 
music cla ss. The lowest number of students was four . The 
averag e was 11 music students. Seven colleges returned tests 
I 
II 
from 20 to 40 members in the fres~men class. 
,, 
The lowest numbe~: 
in this group was 21 . The averag e was 25 . The other six 
colleges ranged in number from 41 to 94 in the freshmen music 
class. The averag e of this g roup wa s 66 . Two collec es, as 
explained before, returned tests for a total of 96 non-music 
freshmen. 
From all the colle ges part i c ipating in the project, 
complete and usable c ases totaled 96 non-music freshmen, 618 
fresh~en musi c students, 99 sophomore music students, 36 
junior music students, 33 senior music students, and 41 
.. e xperts in the field of music education. Due to the small 
I
l 
population in the junior and senior music group, it was 
dec ided to cor11b i ne these into one g rouping of u pperclass 
students for t he statistical analysis. 
__ ,.. 
----~ 
-- - - - lj 
41 
d 
I 
d 
I, 
I 
142 
I 
-----
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-- r=--=- --To give a more complete picture of the distribution of I 
t he complete and usable cases, according to geographic location, I 
size and level, ~able 3 is presented. I class I 
I 
Table 3 . Distribution of Complete and Usable Cases Available 1 
According to Location, Size of Class, and Glass Levell 
I 
'I 
College Loc a- Non- Fresh- Sopho- Junior - Experts Total 1: 
Code tion Music men more Senior- 'I 
II 
1 SW 26 4 2 32 1: 
2 NC 18 18 
3 SE 12 3 3 18 
4 NC 10 10 13 33 
5 SE 7 7 
6 NC 16 2 18 
7 SE 24 1 1 1 27 
8 sw 12 12 
9 SE 22 22 
10 SE 54 5 2 9 70 
11 NE 22 3 25 
12 NE 30 30 
13 NC 27 5 1 33 II II 14 SW 4 6 7 1 18 
15 NC 43 9 2 54 I! 16 SVw 66 5 71 
17 NG 89 29 3 121 
,, 
18 NE 42 11 53 
19 NC 41 1 42 
20 NE 94 10 104 
21 NE 16 16 
22 NE 23 22 18 63 
23 {Experts) 36 3.6 
Totals 96 618 99 69 41 923 1: 
I 
I 
From the data gathered, as explained above, appropriate I' 
'I 
studies were made that are reported in the succeeding chapter J 
II 
ll 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYS IS OF DA'l'A 
The Measurement of Musicology was designed 
:/ to measure the students knowled ge of the vocabulary used in 
'I 
:I 
II 
I 
'I 
connection wi th specific fie l ds of interest in music education. 
It has been shown that if a person has n ot been interested in, 
or studied in, t h ese fields that he would not know the vocab-
ulary of the fields. The gre a ter t he intensity of study and 
learning , the g reater wi ll be t h e knowledge of the vocabulary 
of t b e fields. 
The present test is based up on t h e actual vocabulary that 
During the construct i on of 
1
1 is used in the specific fields. 
1
J the instrument an analysis was made of t h e textbooks, instruc- 1 
tion books, and research stuCiles in the subject fields 
included. in the test . The items were suggested by a group of 
9 0 exp erts 1n the fields to be investi gated. Af t er t he initial 
I 
test was constructed, the test was subjectec5. for examination 
and verification to another group of 8 3 experts, including 
music educators, graduate stude nts in music education, and 
profe. sional performers . The first printed .form o.f t he 
instrument was a galn verified by being g iven to experts in the , 
' fiel d . The final form of the instrument was administered, in 
II addition to the .freshman music population, to 96 non-music 
freshmen, to 99 sophomore music education students, to 69 
!L 
I 
,I 
II 
:, 
IJ 
'I 
,, 44 
• - 1-- • - -- - ----:~-junior and senior music students, and to 41 experts in th~ - ----
11 field of music education . 
·I 
I By the method of item analysis us ed to select t he items 
to be included in t h e test, t he discrimi n ative feature was 
11 built into t he in_s tr~llJnent . 
:I 
The test d oes d iscriminate between t 
II ! 
II 
II 
lj 
incH vi d uals with non-music and music i nt e rests . The failure 
of t h e n on-music frestrro.en stud e n ts to make a s high scores as 
t h e fre s:b_men music education students in any -one of tbe sub-
tests demonstr a te s that it does possess discriminative power. 
I 
•I The soph omore music education students were able to mak e 
hi gher scores t han the freshmen music studen ts . Although t h e 
sampling was not as l a r g e a s one would wish , the junior and 
senior music students were able to score h i gher than either 
t h e fres lm1an music g roup or t h e sophomore music group in all 
t h e sub tests and in the total t e st. These facts tend to 
demonstrate that t he greater the intensity of intere st and 11 
I 
I 
study in the areas , t he h i gher will be t h e score. Certainly, 
the hi ~h scores made by t h e e xperts in each of the sub t ests 
and in t h e tota l test is an indication of the val i d ity of the 
I
ll instrument. 
1 
Table 4 shows the comparison of the me a ns ancJ sta ndard 
I 
I 
de vi a tions of fres hmen non- music, fresbmen music majors, 
'I sophomore music majors, junior and senior music student s, and 
,J 
1 expert s sep arate l y by subtest and total scores • 
. I 
II 
I 
1-
~L- - -- --=- -- -~ 
'I 
~ -- -_- ~~- --
I, 1 
J 
I 
,, 
" d 
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Table 4 . Measurement of Musicology : A Compar:i.son of Freshman Non- music Majors , 
Freshman Music Majors, Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors , and Experts 
Separately by Subtest and Tota l Score 
* Two s chools on l y 
~---=-o= - . - ~-- ------ -- -
L 
1: 
I: 
'I 
II 
,. 
I, 
', 
- ..... ___ ·~ 
---- --
,, 
I 
~ 
·;:,)1 
j~ An examination of the preceeding chart reveals the 
11 progression of the scores made by the non-music freshmen, 
II 
11 freshmen music majors, sophomore music majors, junior and 
senior music majors, and experts. At each level in all sub-
tests and total tests, the mean of the scores was found to be 
significantly higher than those of the lower class level. 
I 
I' 
In considering the validity of the subtests within the 
li battery, the question may arise as to whether the subtests 
Generally speaking, when one breaks ' I, measure different factors. 
down a subject matter test into subtests, it is with the idea 
of making it more analytical. It is easy to recognize that 
this measuring instrument contains a rather homogeneous body 
of material, namely, knowledge of musical vocabulary. The 
1
' following correlations of the subtests, based upon 296 entering 
,. 
I 
11 freshmen music education students in four of the larger J" 
colleges participating in this study, show that the subtests 
do measure different factors. 
--
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il 
Table 5. Intercorrelation of Subtests Based Upon 296 Entering 
Freshmen Music Students in Four Colleges-l~ 
1 2 4 M.3 M.P.II Theory H. A . S.D. 
l} (2J (3) ( 4) ( 5 ) ( 6) 
Music Production I .75 .66 .52 ' 45.6 14.3 
Music Producti.on II .72 . 72 47.5 13.6 
Theory .64 51.4 17.2 
His tory and 
Appreciati on 41 . 2 16.2 
* The colleges involved were: Code 15, 16, 17, and 21. 
1. Music Pro uc tion II 
2. History and Appreciation 
, 3. Mean 
I 4. Standard Deviation 
il In the preceeding table, it can be seen that the correla- I' 
I 
tion between the Music Production I and the Music Product ion 
II is the hi ghest . Both of these subtes t s are concerned with 
app lied mus ic or mus ic performance. The corre lation between 
Music Production I and Music History and Appre ciation is the 
One of t he reasons may be the fact that s tudents II lowest . 
be f ore coming to colle ge have more interest in participating 
in musi cal or g anizations tr1an in a k nowledg e of music history 
and musi c appreciation. 
The coefficients of correlation of the subtests shown 
here are significant enough to justify the reporting of sub -
1 test scores and considerin g them when making decisions con-
'1 
, cern~n~_ the~gui_dt:u2ce _ ?L~~diJidua~-,-,st~deH~s~ 
II 
I 
The results of the analysis of these data show that it ie 
reasonable to believe that this test can be used in the guid-
ance program at a college of music. Additional experience with 
the instrument would indicate the critical points to establish 
I minimum norms to be used in guiding students into the various 
courses offered at college. This testing instrument, when 
properly used, should be of value to the music education 
' guidance director in his effort to prepare better-than-average 
groups for the profession. 
Reliability.-- The conditions for the reliability of a 
measuring instrument are clearly stated in the American Psy-
Y 
' chologist. Reliability refers to that characteristic of a 
II 
jl test which makes it sufficiently dependable. 
I Due to the nature of the test and the geographic location 
of the colleges participating in this study, the most conven-
ient way to determine reliability was by computing the coeffi-
cients between scores on odd-numbered items and scores on the 
even-numbered items on the subtests and totals. Wnen the 
scores on one half of the test were correlated with the scores 
on the other half, the reliability of the half-test was, of 
1 course obtained From this coefficient, the coefficient of j, I • 
. I' internal consistency of' the entire test was then found by the 
I
I 
Spearman-Brown prophecy formula. 
!I 
1 1/American Psycholo~ist, "Technical Recommendations for Psy-
Chological Tests an Diagnostic Techniques," The American Psy-
' chological Association, Washington, D. c., August 1952, p. 461. 
'l 
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il The Standard deviat ion of t he scores was found and the 
.I standard error of' the measurement was then computed by u sing 
il 
the following formula: 
I 
I 
I 
The following t abl e shows t he coefficients of internal 
consis t ency , the standard devia tions and the s t andard errors 
of the me asurement separately by subtest and t otal s cores of 
296 freshmen music students in four c olleges. 
!I Table 6 . Sp l it - half Reliability Coefficients, Standard Devia-
ti ons, and Standard Error of Measurement, Separate l y 
by Subtes t and Total Score for 296 Freshmen Music 
Maj or s in Four Colleges.* I 
1 2 Test rl/2 I/II Cor rected S.D. SE M 
(1} {2} { 3 ) \ 4 ) ~5) 
Music Production I .86 .92 1 4 .3 4 .1 
I Music Producti on I I . 84 .91 13.6 4 . 1 
I Theory .89 .94 17.2 4 .2 jl 
Hi story and 
I Appreciation .88 .94 16.2 4 .0 
!I Total .95 .97 55.6 9.6 I, 
I 
I' 
of the four c olle ges i nvolved : 15,16,17, and 21., ,, ~- Code numbers 
l.Standard Deviation 
I 2 . Standard Error of Measurement I 
It will be seen by the preceedi ng table t hat of the four 
1
l 
-L---
--11 ---- -- --. 
I 
- _I, ______ . - - - - --=.:....:..=....= __ ,_--=---·-.··==-=-- =-----=- - --. - -· ----lr-subtests t h e Music Production II is the least re~i:·b-1-e, with a ·I 
1: 
·1 coefficient of internal consistency of .91. The two subtests, 
Music Theory, and Music History and Appr•eciation, are nearly 
equal in respect to their internal consistency. The tot al 
test is probably the most reliable with a coefficient of .97. 
All of the coefficients of consistency are reasonably high and 
it can b'e stated that for the group tested, the instrument has 1 
./ 
high internal consistency . 
Because of the availability of students in one of the 
colleges, it seemed advisable to investigate in a small way 
the stability of the measuring instrument. The coefficient of 
stability refers to the reliability of the test instrument when 
the test-retest method is used. The first test was administered 
Although the number of cases were extremely small, the corre-
lation does show certain tendencies. The following is a 
table of the test-retest coefficients for 22 freshmen music 
maj ors in one of the colleges specializing in music education. 
--- ---~- - ..:.-_=:_ --=---.::::::---:::--::::---==.- ---====---=--:..~ -=--- --= · - _--::-::----=::::::-_ .-:--......=.. -:~ --·- - --==-~-::-:--.- --- -
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'I Table 7 . 
I 
- .. -· --- ~---· - - -- -
Test-Retest Correlation Coefficients for 22 Fr~shmen 
ll1usic IV.raj ors in One Golle g e-ht. · 
I 
i 
I 
I 
rFS*.;~ lVIF F IVIS tf s 
( 2) ( 3) ( 4 ) ( 5) ( 6 } 
Test 
(l) 
1 Music Production I . 65 53 . 3 7.2 56 . 5 6 . 5 
.I 
II 
I' 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
" 
I; 
I 
Music Pr oduction II 
Theory 
Hi story and 
Appreciation 
Total Test 
College Code 11 . 
F : First Test 
S = Second Te st · 
. 86 
. 87 
. 91 
. 92 
53. 5 9.0 55 . 4 10 . 3 
65 . 3 10.1 68 . 4 10 . 9 
49 . 9 13 . 8 49 . 5 14 . 3 
222.2 32 . 9 229 . 0 34.3 
By examination of the preceeding table it will be found II 
J' that the s cores in all subtests and total tests, except the 
History and Appreciation subtest, show a rise in the mean 
~~ scores which was probably caused by learning during the six 
~~ weeks interval between the test and the retest.J as well as the 
;j i nfluence of the practice effect . The coefficient of stabili ty,i 
11 of the Music Production I was the lowest a t .65 . The deviatio~\ 
I in this particular subtest may be due to the intensity of the I 
I' 
I 
:I 
:I ; 
'I 
study of the musica l instrur.1ents whi ch wa s carried on in the I j. 
I 
I' 
stability of t he Music Hi story and Apprec iat ion subtest of . 91 1 
par t icular college during and after the time interva l . The 
may be accounted for by the lack of c oncentration in that 
particul ar field during t he time i n terval between the tests. 
--=---==-~.::. -....:_-..:.;:_-_.:.._-_- _ -_-::--· ___ - .=:-
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-~T~ 0~" ~:lt~~~~~ it is ag:e~:-t:att~e ~n~:ber of cases ~:ed in ~~~~-~-
ij II this test-retest investig ation is small, all 
I, 
I 
of the coeffi- :1 
·1 cients of stability are sufficiently high to 
II 
d 
justify the belie~ 
11 that the instrument has the characteristics of stability. 
II 
I' II 
:I 
Frequency _dist~ibutions.-- In order to compare one 
( If individual or a g roup with t he total population measured, a 
1
: 
method of sum_rnarizing the p erformance of the total population 
I 
was needed. Usually, the first step is to make a frequency 
distribution to show the number of cases at each successive 
point in a series . 
The Otis Normal Percentile Charts were used to show the 
freque ncy distribution for each of t hB subtests and the total 
scores based upon the various group levels tested. 
!I r:Pables numbered 8 , 9, and 10 are the frequency distribu-
:1 
tions of subtests and total tests based upon 618 fresr~en 
music education students in 22 colleg es specializing in musi.c 
education and participating in t his study . This was the g rade 
I level for which the testing instrument was constructed . It 
il 
\1 may be seen by inspection that this distribution compares very 
1
1 favor ably with the characteristics of the normal curve of 
" i: distribution. The median and the mean are close to gether, and '1 
I 
I the skewness would be close to o. 
Tables numbered 11, 12, and 13 show the frequency distri- ,, 
bution of 96 non-music fresn~en from two colleges participating ! 
Ill d in the stu y . It will be noted t hat these distributions are 
!I 
1 
somewhat more irregular t han the freshmen music education 
-=1. - -____ =---=-- ~ --= =-- - -~·------ - ·-. - - . - - - -- - --- - -
·I 
I 
I 
Table 8. Frequency Distributions and 
Percentile Charts for Music 
Production I and Music 
Production II, based on 618 
Freshmen Music Educ.ation 
Students in 22 Colleges, 
Specializing in Music 
Education 
53 
NORMAL BERCENTILE CHART By ArthurS. Otis 
City Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form 
riable I Production I 618 :Measurement of 1lusioo1ogy Oot-52 
:iable II .t' roduction II 618 lleasurement of J.;.usico1ogy Oct-52 
Variable I Variable II 
ore Freq, Sub, Per Score Freq, Sub, Per 
·vals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 1 2 3 4 5 
5-89 2 618 99.9 
D-84 1 618 ~~~lc 2 616 99.6 
5-79 4 611 98.8 8 614 99.3 
D-74 7 607 98.2 16 606 98.0 
5-69 19 600 97.1 34 590 95.5 
D-64 39 581 94.0 40 556 90.0 
5-59 52 542 87.7 59 516 83.5 
)-54 82 490 79.3 78 457 73.9 
)-49 79 408 66 . 0 89 379 61.3 
)-44 86 329 53.2 92 290 46.9 
~39 73 243 39 . 3 67 198 32.0 
1-34 60 170 27.5 55 131 21.2 
~29 38 110 17.8 35 76 12.3 
-24 37 72 11.6 17 41 6.6 
-19 13 35 5.7 16 24 3.9 
-14 13 22 3.6 5 8 1.3 
-9 5 9 1.5 3 3 .48 
-4 4 4 .65 0 
an Median 45 .1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 43 2 3 4 5 
Pate 
20 
10 20 
Examiner Graphs by School 
PERCENTILE SCALE 
30 40 50 
' 1-+H- -1-tH + 
• I 
30 40 50 
60 70 
I' 
I I 
+~· -+~ t+ r- . 
' 
-~-~~~+ 
' 
'' 
60 
I I 
I 
70 
li''I"AAhmAn Music Eduoaticn Students 
80 90 
-.~ T 
' I 
80 
' ' 
' I 
90 
22 Colleges 
95 96 97 98 99 .5 .6 .7 .8 99.9 
lr -
95 96 97 98 99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99 9 
Standard Deviation Scale _ 31 U' I I I I I I I I ~2~U' I I I I I I II I I _IU' I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I +'u I I I I I I I I +21U' I I 1 1 I 1 1 1 +31u 
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Table 9 . Frequency Distributions and 
Percentile Charts for Music 
Theory , and Music History and 
Appreciation, baseq on 618 
Freshmen Music Education 
Students in 22 Colleges 
Specializing in Music Education 
T 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form 
iable I ltusie Theory 618 Measurement of Musicology 
iable II History & Ap)2reoi~tion 618 JJeasurement of 1lusioologv 
Variable I Variable II 
>re Freq~ Sub~ Per Score Freq~ Sub~ Per 
vals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 
-94 2 618 99.9~ 
-89 7 616 99.6~ 
-84 16 609 98.~ 
-79 22 593 96;0 
-74 39 571 92.4 
-69 48 532 86.1 
-64 48 484 78.3 
~59 75 436 70.6 
-54 50 361 58.4 
~49 57 311 50.3 
-44 57 254 41.1 
-39 56 197 31.9 
-34 44 141 22.8 
-29 32 97 15.7 
-24 25 65 10.5 
-19 17 40 6.5 
-14 8 23 3.7 
-9 4 15 2~4 
-4 11 11 1.8 
ian 49 Median 
3 618 99. 
9 615 99.!" 
17 606 98.f 
17 589 95.~ 
32 572 92.€ 
42 540 87.~ 
54 498 eo. E 
63 444 n.e 
64 381 61.6 
69 317 51. 
70 248 40.1 
68 178 28. 
36 110 17.tJ 
27 74 12.C 
26 4 7 7.£!, 
15 21 3. 
6 6 .9, 
39 .1 .2 .3 .4.5 
1 
1 
Oct-52 
Oct-52 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
I Date 
I 
Decemper-52 
I 
I 
I 
lP 20 
10 20 
Examiner Graphs py 
PERCENTILE SCALE 
30 40 50 60 70 
ftt 
*ttitt_rc I ~~ ' "~ 4-l- -tttH-+- .... 
CJ-4 . 
H::±± em±!:±± t. "~ 
-if· -- I 
I 
II 
:t t±±t +::t -,tt __, . -l-< + I '' I t' I, 
, . ~H~ 
htttt 
I 
I 
' •I 
'I 
30 40 
' '' 
' I 
50 60 70 
80 
I 
80 
' 
' ' 
School 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
.l!reshmen Music Educatioz Studmlts 
22 Colleges. 
90 95 96 97 98 99 .5 .6 .7 .8 99.9 
1/ 
90 95 96 97 98 99 .5 .6 . 7 .8 99 9 
Standard Deviation Scale -31 (j I I I I I I I I ~21<T I I I I I I II I I JI<T I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I +'<T I I I I I I I I +21a- I I I I I I I I ~31a-
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Table 10. Frequency Distribution and 
Percentile Chart for Total 
Scores of Measurement of 
Musicology, based on 618 
Freshmen .Music Education 
Students in 22 Colleges 
Specializing in .Music Education 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form 
riable I 
riable II Total Scores 618 Mea.surem:mt of Musicology Oct- 52 
Variable I Variable II 
:ore Freq~ Sub~ Per Score Freq~ Sub~ Per 
rvals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 1 2 3 4 5 
330-
:!49 1 618 99.9 
310-
329 6 6lfl 99.8 
290-
309 5 611 98.9 
270-
289 18 606 98.0 
250-
269 28 588 95.1 
230-
249 49 560 90.6 
210-
229 75 511 82.7 
190-
209 73 436 70.6 
170-
189 82 362 58.7 
150-
169 73 281 45.5 
130-
149 78 208 33.7 
110-
129 65 130 21.0 
90-
109 30 65 10.5 
70-89 18 35 5.7 
50-69 12 17 2.8 
30-49 5 5 .81 
ian Median 176 .1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 
Date 
I 
10 20 
10 20 
Examiner Graphs by 
PERCENTILE SCALE 
30 40 
... 
' t+<-
' _'-+++-
' -j-~+-
li' -l- ltt 
30 40 
50 60 70 
· -HtrH 
·+- v: 
I 
·ttl-!- I I 
' ; 
' ' 
' 
50 60 70 
. . 
80 
' 
I 
I 
' 
' ' 
' 
I 
80 
I 
' 
' ; 
I 
School 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
F~eshmen Mn~in Rnnnn.tion StudAnt.R 
22 Colleges. 
90 95 96 97 98 99 .5.6.7 .8 99.9 
. 
' 
' 
90 95 96 97 98 99 .5 .6 . 7 .8 99 9 
Standard Deviation Scale _ 31 <T I I I I I I I I ~2 ~ <T I I I I I I I I I -'<T I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I +j<T I I I I I I I I +zl <T I 1 I I I I I I +31 <T 
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Table 11 . Frequency Distributions and 
Percentile Charts for Music 
Production I and Music 
Production II, based upon 
96 Non- music Freshmen in 
Two Colleges 
56 
Grade or group No. of cases 
ariable I ..... ..... Nnn-1\ihH::i ~ 96 
ariable II Freshmen Non-Lusi) 96 
Variable I Variable II 
:core freq, Sub, Per Score Freq, Sub, 
ervals 'ncies totals cents intervals I • totals nc1es 
49-51 1 96 
46-48 2 95 
43-45 3 93 
40-42 1 90 
37-39 3 89 
34-36 5 86 
37-39 1 96 99.9 31-33 7 81 
34-36 5 95 98.9) 28-30 8 74 
31-32 5 90 93.'1 25-27 13 66 
28-31 6 85 88.f 22-24 8 53 
25-2'i 10 79 82.2 19-21 12 45 
22-24 13 69 71.~ 15-18 15 33 
L9-21 7 56 58.~ 13-15 4 18 
l6-18 16 49 51.C 10-12 6 14 
-
L3-15 16 33 34.4 7-9 2 8 
.0-13 6 17 17. ~ 4-6 4 6 
'l-9 ! l l u.~ 1-3 2 2 
4-6 5 8 e.~ 
1-3 3 3 3., 
ian Median 
Standard Deviation Scale 
' I 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Measu;e (Examination) Form Date Examiner Graphs by 
. 
Music Produc tion I I 
Music Production II 
. PERCENTILE SCALE 
Per 
cents 
.1 • 2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
99.9 
98.9 
96.9 
93.'i 
: 
92.'i 
89.€ 
84.4 ""' 
I 
77.1 
68.'i 
' 
55.2 
I 
.I 
46.~ 
I 
J 
I . 
34.4 
I 
18.~ 
I 
14.€ 
I 
"'!" 
e.~ I 
11 I I 
6.2 ..... 
I 
' L >--1-t' H+- . ' ' 
2. I I 
• I 
I +:i ' 
I I 
~ I I 
I 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
.J I I I I I I I I ~2~0' I I I I I I I I I __10' I I I I I I I I I~ I I I I I I I I I _1, I 
-3 0' +0' 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
..... 
v 
..; ~. .... 
' . 
' 
: 
I 
I . 
' ' 
I 
90 95 96 97 98 
I I I I I I I I ~I I 
+2<T 
I 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99 . 9 
-
99 .5 .6 . 7 .8 99 9 
I I I I I 
I +310' 
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Table 12. Frequency Distributions and 
Percentile Charts for Music 
Theory, and Music History and 
Appreciation, based on 96 
Non-music Freshmen in Two 
Colleges 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form Pate Examiner Graphs by 
·iable I Freshmen Non-Musi ~ 96 T:P..eory 
·iable II Freshmen Non-1~usi ~ 96 Histor,y and Apprecia tion • 
Variable I Variable II PERCENTILE SCALE 
:>re Freq- Sub- Per Score Freq- Sub- Per 
vals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 70 80 60 
58-60 2 96 99.9 
55-57 1 94 97.9 
52-54 1 93 96.9 
49-51 3 92 95.8 
46-48 7 89 92.7 
6-48 1 96 99.9 43-45 6 82 85.4 
3-45 0 40-42 5 76 79.2 
0-42 3 95 98.9 37-39 8 71 74.0 
7-39 1 92 95.8 34-36 7 63 65.6 
4-36 4 91 94.8 31-33 6 56 58.3 
87 90.6 28-30 9 50 52.1 
I. 
9-30 3 86 89 .6 25-27 3 41 42.7 
5-27 7 83 86.5 22-24 9 38 39.6 
~-24 8 76 79.2 19-21 a: 29 30.2 
)-21 10 68 70.8 16-19 9 21 21.9 
i-18 6 58 60.4 13-15 4 12 12.5 
1-15 11 52 54.2 10-12 4 8 8.3 
: .Lf-. 
'-12 13 41 42.7 7-9 2 4 4.2 
'I 
·~g 11 28 29.2 4-6 2 2 
-6 11 17 17.7 
-3 6 6 
Median an 1 .1 .2 .3 .4.5 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Standard Deviation Scale 
I 
'l'n' 
I 
90 
I ' 
90 
School 
95 96 97 98 
-
95 96 97 98 
By ArthurS. Otis 
City 
99 .5.6.7 .8 99.9 
99 .5 .6 . 7 .8 99 9 
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Table 13. Frequency Distribution and 
Percentile Chart for Total 
Test, based upon 96 Non-
music Freshmen in Two Colleges 
Grade or group No~ of cases 
uiable I Freshmen - Non-m sic - 96 
triable II 
Variable I Variable II 
:ore fre.q, Sub, Per Score Freq, Sub, 
!rvals ' 0 totals cents intervals ' 0 totals nc1es nc1es 
. 
180-189 1 96 
170-179 0 
160-169 1 95 
150-159 3 94 
140-149 4 91 
1!30-139 4 87 
120-129 10 83 
110-119 9. 73 
100-109 6 64 
90-99 8 58 
80-89 10 50 
70-79 10 40 
60-69 9 30 
50-59 7 2l 
40-49 9 14 
30-39 2 5 
20-29 1 3 
10-19 2 2 
an Median 
Standard Deviation Scale 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Measure (Examination) . Form Date Examiner Graphs by 
MeasurEment of Musi co1oe:v - Total 
PER CENTILE SCALE 
Per 
cents 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
I 
r-r H-r+Ht+t.- I + 
i-f-l+ ~~ .+-M. i-J 
H+ ~ H-ffi=i·rh -41-Ht +-t 99.9 • I 
·rrrtHttt .. · ' 
..... 
. .. 
98.9 p 
197 .. 9 
94.8 
I 
90.6 I 
;t- ' 
186 .. 5 
I 
76.0 +r 
t++H+t 
66.7 A 
' 
=::;t+ ' : 60.4: + I 
' 
, tt +H lttt . ' I 
52.1 ·~ I ' . 
X m 
I I 
41.7 I 
. 1-
31.2 I 
..j.. 
' 
~-++H rrr ' 1 I 21.9 -+ -0-f-H-l-' ' I ' 
' ' 
l. ..,~ 
' 
14.6 +Jtl~ffi ~ I ' ·I 
'' ' I 
·tr -l·...,..~ ' lttt :t' ' ' 
' I 
' 
I 
5.2 v , TTT .;...,. I I I I 
' 
I 
~f-4tr ++ttl+ . ; . ' . ' I 
' ' 
3.1 ' . ' I I I I 
' ' ' 
I I 
' 
I I I 
I 
' 
. ,. 
' I 1 ,, 
' 
I I' 
2.1 ' 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
J I I I I I I I I I ~I I I I I I I I I I -'CT I I I I I I I I 1~1 I I I I I I I I +ICT I 
-3 CT -2 CT 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
I 
' 
' 
I 
I 
I 
90 95 96 97 98 
I I I I I I I 
-f-2!0' I 
1/ 
I 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99. 9 
/' 
-
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99 9 
I I I I I I 
+31o-
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Table 14 . Frequency Distributions and 
Percentile Charts for Music 
Production I, and Music 
Production II, based upon 
Scores of 99 Sophomore Music 
Education Students in 13 
Colleges 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form Date Examiner Graphs by 
riable I Sophomore Music 99 Music Production I 
riable II Sophomore Music 99 Music Production II 
Variable I Variable II PERCENTILE SCALE 
:ore Fre.q, Sub, Per Score Freq, Sub, Per 
rvals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
0-84 3 99 99.9 
5-79 1 99 99.9~ 1 96 97.0 
0-74 2 98 99.0 2 95 95.9 
5-69 6 96 97.0 5 93 93.9 
0-64 14 90 90~9 12 88 88.9 
5-59 12 76 76.8 17 76 76.8 ,if 
)-54 16 64 64; 6 16 59 59.6 
- G- ' 
5-49 16 48 48.5 14 43 43.4 
)-44 10 32 32.3 11 29 29.3 
5-39 4 22 22.2 8 18 18.2 
-t li+t I 
>-34. 10 18 18.2 5 10 10.1 
>-29 3 8 8.1 1 5 5.1 
. 4 . 
1-24 2 5 ·- ...... _, 1 4 4.0 
i-19 1 3 3.0 2 3 3.0 
·-14 1 2 2.0 1 1 1.0 
-9 1 1 1.0 
H-
I < 
I: 
I 
I ' 
I 1 '' t , 
I I 
II 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 Median an 1 2 3 4 5 IJ.O 50 40 30 70 80 20 60 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
-
90 95 96 97 98 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
99 .5.6.7 .8 99.9 
--
-
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99 9 
Standard Deviation Scale _ 31 a- I I I I ·1 I I I ~2 ~ a- I I I I I I I I I -l'a- I I I I I I I I I *- I I I I I I I I I +'a- I I I I I' I I I +21 a- I I 1 1 I 1 1 1 +31 a-
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Table 15. Frequency Distributions and 
Percentile Charts for Music 
Theory, and Music History and 
Appreciation, based upon 99 
Sophomore Music Education 
Students in 13 Colleges 
Grade or group No. of cases 
'ariable I Sophomore \oiusi c 99 
ariable II Sophomore l!usic 99 
Variable I Variable II 
:core Freq, Sub, Per Score Freq, Sub, 
ervals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals 
95-99 1 99 9!1.9 
. 
~0-94 0 
35-89 1 98 99.0 
30-84 8 97 97.9 2 99 
'5-69 11 89 89.9 1 97 
'0-74 15 78 78.9 6 96 
5-69 7 63 63.6 6 90 
0-64 18 56 56.6 9 84 
5-59 9 !38 AA4 6 ?5 
)-54 7 29 24.3 9 69 
5-49 4 22 22.2 19 60 
>-44 6 18 18.2 7 41 
i-39 5 12 12.1 8 34 
·34 3 7 7.1 8 26 
-29 2 4 4.0 9 18 
-24 2 2 2.0 2 9 
-19 0 2 7 
-14 1 5 
·9 3 4 
·4 1 1 
an Median 
Standard Deviation Scale 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Measure (Examination) Form Date Examiner Graphs by 
. . 
Music Theory . 
Music Historv and 11 Atinn 
PERCENTILE SCALE 
Per 
cents 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
' 
H- iH 
rHt 
99. 
' 
I I 
' 
98 
:..!-' 
9? ; 
90. L#l I 
J..o1 
84 •. 
' 
I , 
' 
75 ' 
,,,. .~ 
69. 
..!'1'. 
~ 'ft-4 H- ~ 60 
' ' 
+t ,.1 
41. I 
··-·-t 
·-
34 ... ./ I 
I 
' ' I 
I 
26. 
I 
/. 
18. ~"" 
' 
9.1 I 
+ ' I 
7.1 -t 
' 
... I 
+-H ++1-ttl-t I I 
5.1 . ' I 
''1 I I I 
' 
I I 
I 
4. I I 
' 
I I 
'. ' ' '' . 
I I 
I 
1. ' I I I 
I/' I ' 
I 
I 
I 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 ,, 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
J I I I I I I I I ~2lu 1 I I I I I I I I -'CT I I I I I I I I I Nf I I I I I I I I I _t I 
-3 CT +u 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
I 
...-:: ..-
_.. 
l,.o"! 
' 
' 
I 
' 
I 
' 
' 
I 
I 
' ' 
90 95 96 97 98 
I I I I I I I I ~~ I 
+2u 
I 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99.9 
L 
:;;...-- ./ 
./ 
-
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 999 
I I I I I 1 
-f-31u 
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Table 16 . Frequency Distribution and 
Percentile Chart for Total 
Test based upon Scores of 
99 Sophomore Music Education 
Students in 13 Colleges 
Grade or group No. of cases 
'ariable I 
ariable II Sophomore Music 99 
Variable I Variable II 
~core Freq~ Sub~ Per Score Freq~ Sub~ 
ervals ' . nc1es totals cents intervals ' . nctes totals 
340-359 1 99 
. 
320-339 0 
300-319 0 
280-299 5 98 
260-279 11 93 
240-259 10 82 
220-239 17 72 
200-219 11 55 
180-199 15 44 
160-179 12 29 
140-159 9 17 
120-139 3 8 
100-119 1 5 
80-99 2 4 
60-79 1 2 
40-59 1 1 
m Median 
Standard Deviation Scale 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Measure (Examination) Form Date Examiner Gra~hs by 
. 
I 
Measurement of Musicology - Total Score 
PERCENT ILE SCALE 
Per 
cents 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
' 
loo.c 
' 
99. 
I 
I 
93. 
' 
82. f-1- ft-
I 
..r 
' 72. 
55. 
' 
' ' 
' 
44. = 
' 
I i 
29. f(#l(' 
' 
I i-l- ±i 17. I I 
8., ffi f"+t + ' 
' 
5 ... +;±± f~ :nt !-+ 
' 
.... at ~· . ~-~- -tttH+-+ 
' 4.( r++ 
' i ' '' 
.. +tt ' 
- 2·( 
' 
1; t 
' ' ' I 
f+ +L 
' 
' I ' 
-i _I 
' ' I 
' ' ' 
' 
-Htr·trt r-rtt rtl ' ' I 
. ~ + 
' 
: 
I 
' ' ' I I I 
I 
,, I 
' ' 
I I 
' . ' 
I 
1 .2 .3 .4 .5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
\, 
-31 cr I I I I I I I I ~21cr 1 I I I I I I I l_lcrl I I I I I I I I Nf I I I I I I I I I _1, I + cr 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
...... 
' ' 
I I 
' 
' ' 
' ' 
' 
' 
90 95 96 97 98 
I I I I I I I I ~~ I 
+2cr 
I 
I 
By ArthurS. Otis 
City 
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99. 9 
L_ 
/ 
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99 9 
I I I I I I 
+ 31cr 
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Table 17. Frequency Distributions and 
Percentile Charts for Music 
Production I, and Music 
Production II, based upon 
69 Junior and Senior Music 
Students in 11 Colleges 
62 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Ferm Date Examiner Graphs by 
riable I J"unior and Senio:t- Music - h9 
:iable II Mus c Production II 
Variable I Variable II 
ore Freq, Sub, Per Score Freq, Sub, Per 
·vals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 
5-89 2 
)-84 3 
5-79 1 
)-74 6 
5-69 11 
>-64 7 
>-59 8 
1-54 7 
i-49 6 
:-44 6 
-39 4 
----=...::... 
-34 4 
-29 1 
-24 2 
-19 0 
-14 1 
1n 
69 99.9 
67 97.1 90-94 1 
64 92.8 85-89 1 
63 91.3 80-84 1 
57 82.6 75-79 4 
46 66.7 70-74 9 
39 56.5 65-69 16 
31 44.9 60-64 2 
24 34.8 55-59 11 
18 26.1 50-54 7 
12 17.4 45-49 9 
8 11.6 40-44 2 
4 
3 
1 
5.8 35-39 3 
4. 2 30-34 0 
25-29 1 
1.4 20-24 2 
Median 
69 99.9 
68 98.6 
67 97.1 
66 95.6 
62 89.8 
53 76.8 
37 53.6 
35 50.7 
24 - 34.8 
17 24.6 
8 11.6 
6 8.7 
3 4.2 
2 2.9 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
I 
.;' 
10 
10 
PERCENTILE SCALE 
20 30 40 
rt+ 
. rr+: 
50 60 
'I 
I o I 
I ' 
I 
'/ 
~ 1 rrrf-1 * H- 4 I I ' , 
. h+t +t: + ~ l±t±r ft~; 'I ~·+H-f-+ ++ 
+ f-i--H-1- -H+ J+l- ~ ... f-tm: H-~ 
' I 
20 30 40 50 60 
+ 
70 
'' 
' 
I 
' ' 
J I 
I I 
J J 
I 
70 
80 
'' 
80 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
90 95 96 97 98 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
99 .5 .6 .7 .8 99.9 
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99 9 
Standard Deviation Scale _ 31 cr 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~21cr 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ....Jcr 1 1 I I 1 I I 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 +lcr 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -f- 21cr 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 +31cr 
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Table 18. Frequency Distributions and 
Percentile Charts for Music 
Theory, and Music History and 
Appreciation, based upon 69 
Junior and Senior Music Education 
Students in 11 Colleges 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART By Arthur S. Otis 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form pate Examiner Graphs by School City 
. . 
. 
uiable I J"unior and Senio Music - 69 Music Theorv 
triable II J"unior and Senio Music - 69 Music Historv and AnnreciAtinn 
Variable I Variable II PERCENTILE SCALE 
Freq~ Sub~ Per Score Freq~ Sub~ Per . ::ore 
:rvals ' 0 totals cents intervals ' 0 totals cents 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 96 97 98 99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99. nctes nctes 9 
I 
' 
'' 
' I 
' 
I 
; 
' 
' 
-5-99 1 69 99~9 
I 
0-94 4 68 98.6 oc::._oo 2 n9 199.9 
5-89 14 64 92.3 80-84 2 67 97.1 
./ 
)-84 8 50 72.5 75-79 2 65 94.2 ~ , 
trH I .... 
5-79 8 42 60.9 70-74 7 63 191.3 
' I 
>-74 6 34 49.3 65-69 11 56 81.2 1-!-
>-69 5 28 40.6 60-64 14 45 65.2 ~ I I 
I 
It' _,_ * ' 
1-64 6 23 33.3 55-59 10 31 44.9 1" __, H-1if -tl' ' +J+l. ~ '' I I 
I I + H-t+ 'j_j t ,,_ +t-J-L 
-59 2 17 24.6 50-54 7 21 30.4 +" 
-54 5 15 21.7 45-49 1 14 00.3 '+-++ I 1-+ 
-49 3 10 14.5 40-44 4 13 ~8.8 ~:ffi,_ ri I 1-+ttt f-;, 
I I 
-44 3 7 10.1 35-39 5 9 tl.3.0 -+ - I ' I 
'-1 '- I 
' I I 
-39 1 rr.;:t I 4 5.8 30-34 1 4 5.8 ' I I . 
' 
I I 
+ -lttt ,,, ifi-1 ' ' I ; I j I 
·34 1 3 
-4:--3 25-29 2 3 4.3 
I I I 
L I I 
I 
' ' ' 
I 
t t ' ' I 
+ ' 
·29 1 2 2.9 20-24 0 ' ' ' I I 
' 
I 
I 
' I I 
' 
·24 1 1 1.4 15-19 1 1 1.4 ' 
'' 
an Median .1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 96 97 98 99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99 9 
Standard Deviation Scale .I I I I I I I I I I :1 I I I I I I I I I -'CT I I I I I I I I I~ I I I I I I I I I +'CT I I I I I I I I -f- 2! CT I I I I I I I I +31 CT -3 (J" -2 (J" 
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Table 19. Frequency Distribution and 
Percentile Chart for Total Test, 
based upon 69 Junior and Senior 
Music Education Students in 11 
Colleges 
Grade or group No. of cases 
.riable I 
Variable I Variable II 
:ore Freq- Sub- Per Score Freq- Sub- Per 
NORMAL PERtENTILE CHART 
Measure (Examination) Form Pate Examiner 
PERCENTILE SCALE 
Graphs by School 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
rvals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 96 97 98 99 .5 .6 .7 .8 99.9 
an 
' 
':'1.4._"\_!<I;~Q 1 
330-344 2 
315-329 1 
300-314 5 
295-299 5 
270-284 15 
255-269 6 
'240-254 4 
225-239 6 
210-224 8 
195-209 4 
180-194 1 
~§5-179 4 
150-1S4 3 
135-149 1 
120-134 0 
105-119 2 
90-104 1 
Median 
Standard Deviation Scale 
sg 199 g 
68 98.6 
66 95.6 
65 94.2 
so IA7 .0 
55 79.7 
40 58.0 
30 43.5 
24 34.8 
16 23.2 
12 17.4 
11 15.9 
7 10.1 
4 5.8 
3 4.3 
1 1.4 
I 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 
' '' I 
40 50 
-
I I 
, I 
60 70 80 90 95 96 97 98 99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99 9 
_ 31 cr I I I I I I I I ~2 ~ cr I I I I I I I I I -'<T I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I j I I I I +'cr I I I I I I I I +21 cr I I I 1 I 1 1 1 +31 cr 
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Table 20. Frequency of Distributions and 
Percentile Charts for Music 
Production I, and Music Production 
II, based upon 41 Experts 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form 
'ariable I E:merts 41 
ariable II Experts 41 Measuranent of Musi co1ogy - Production tii 
Variable I Variable II 
lcore Freq, Sub, Per Score Freq, Sub, Per 
ervals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 
98-99 
96-97 
~4-95 
92-93 1 
90-91 2 
38-89 5 
36-87 7 
14-85 5 
12-83 3 
:0.91 4 
8w79 2 
6-77 1 
4-75 2 
2-73 3 
l-69 1 
i-67 1 
:-65 1 
-63 1 
-61 1 
an 
1 
1 
41 99.99 2 
40 97.5 6 
38 92.7 7 
33 80.5 5 
26 63.4 3 
21 51.2 5 
18 43.9 3 
.1::4 34a 4 
12 29~3 0 
1 
9 22~0 1 
1 
0 
4 9;9 0 
1 
2 4.9 0 
1 2.4 
Median 
Standard Deviation Scale 
41 ~9.-99 
39 ~5.1 
37 90.2 
31 ~5.6 
24 58.5 
19 ~.3 
16 B9.o 
11 26.13 
8 9.5 
4 9.8 
2 . 4 .. 9 
1 2.4 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
Date 
I 
10 20 
I+ 
10 20 
Examiner Graphs by 
PERCENTILE SCALE 
30 
30 
40 50 60 70 80 90 
I. i 
I •' 
' ' ' ~-H K- ; w. f+tt+ I~ 
Ht r+-r . . • . IH+ · 
o I 1-i-
ttl-
40 50 
' 
~- ~ 
~ t-j-. 
~+ttt tt l 
I o' 
+-+ 
,. 
~. 
I 
H 
T 
:·q H 
' 
I h 
f4· H f 
II i I 
I I I 
T I I j 
o o I 
I 
' 
60 70 80 90 
School 
95 96 97 98 
-·r 
95 96 97 98 
By ArthurS. Otis 
City 
99 .5.6.7 .8 99.9 
-
99 .5 .6 . 7 .8 99 9 
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Table 21. Frequency Distributions and 
Percentile Charts for Music 
Theory, and Music History and 
Appreciation based upon 41 
Experts 
r 
NORMAL PER~ENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form 
riable I Experts 41 Measurement of Musicolo~v - TheorY 
riable II Experts 41 Measurement of Musi colo~v - Histnl'v &. 1\:rml'FH~i ::~+. ~ nn 
Variable I Variable II 
ore Freq~ Sub~ Per Score Freq~ Sub~ Per 
~vals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 
18-99 2 41 99.99 
16-9? 0 
14-9~ 4 39 95.1 
12-9~ 2 35 85.4 
10-91 4 33 80 .5 
8-89 4 29 70.7 
6-87 4 &5 61,:.o 
4-85 3 21 51~2 
2-83 1 18 4~ .. 9 
)-81 n 1 ., 41 "" 
3-79 4 11 26.8 
i-77 2 
;.-75 2 
:-73 
-71 
-69 
-67 1 
·G5 1 
·61 1 
·59 
.57 
an 
7 .7.1 
5 .2.2 
3 7 .5 
2 4.9 
1 2::4 
4 41 gg 
6 37 99. 
3 31 75.6 
8 28 68.~ 
4 20 48.E 
2 16 39.C 
3 14 34.1 
2 g 22.0 
2 7 17.1 
1 5 12 ~ 
2 4 9.8 
1 2 .. 41. g 
1 1 2.4 
Median .1 .2 .3 .4.5 
1 2 3 4 5 10 
I 
1 2 3 4 5 10 
Date Examiner Graphs by 
. . 
I 
~ 
i PERCENTILE SCALE 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
' I 
'. 
' 
I o 
+t~ 1 -t 
Hf-i TT 
'.I I I 
J I I I 
I I 
I I II I I' 
. ' 
I I 
I ; I I I 
I • 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
: ; 
90 95 96 97 98 
By ArthurS. Oti 
City 
99 .5 .6 . 7 .8 
99 .5 .6 . 7 .8 
Standard Deviation Scale -31 (]" I I I I I I I I ~ 21 (]" I I I I I I I I I -'(]" I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I +'a- I I I I I I I I + 21 0" I I I I I I I I + 
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Table 22. Frequency Distributions and 
Percentile Charts for Total 
Test based upon 41 Experts 
Participating in the Study 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form Date Examiner Graphs py 
riable I Experts 41 Measurement of Musicolollv (Tot al S co ,..e I 
:iable II Exnerts Plott :d as f or Stur1 ents nn l'.() nt Rt~n rrn+o..,...,.<>1 
Variable I Variable II I PERCENTILE SCALE 
::>re Freq~ Sub~ Per Score Freq~ Sub~ Per 
·vals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
365- 360- I I 
369 2 41. 99.9 379 5 41 99.9 
360- 340-
364 3 39 95.1 359 16 36 8'7.8 I 
I 
' 355- 320- 'I 
359 1 36 87.8 ?!?!9 9 20 48.8 ~ T.l#t irt~ ~ H 4 tit. Httt rY--+ :--- 1-- f-+ 
350- 300- J±:ttt: ~ +t-m rl++r+ f-+ lA'" 
354 4 35 85 .. ~ 319 8 11 26.8 I I 
280- ...... --++ 345- I 
3AO 4 31 75.6 299 2 3 '7.!3 £ 
540- 260-
344 7 27 65-.9 2'79 1 1 2.4 ; 
535- 240-
339 2 20 48.8 259 
>30-
334 2 18 43.9 I I 
>25- I 
329 3 16 39.0 I 
·20- I 
324 2 13 31e'7 H I 
15-
319 2 11 26.9 i:- I 
10- ' I 
314 2 9 22.) p ....... 'I 
I 
05- ' Ll 
309 3 '7 17.1 -i;.+ I 
)0- ·+ +t +- t -++ -+ r ++-if ~ t 
'i 1 304 1 4 9.3 I 
~5- I Dt- ±±±d:ir ' I ' 
~99 1 3 '7.3 ~+ttt -+ I 
' 
~0- l' I lit: + Ht w.., u ' ~94 . ~ -1-W- ~~ '' o I I I 
35- ~r.+tt ~-t~· ' ' ' I ' ' ~9 =rt I 
'' 
JO- -l !t tt+t T' I 
:_ '' ; ~84 I I ' 
'5- ~ +::t +t+ I ' ' I I ' I 
!79 rt + I ! ' 
'0- I ' I l I II I I , I 
0 II 
' !74 I I 
' ' 
I 
5- II II I I . 
I I 
' 
:69 ' ' ' 
0-
Median .1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 ~ 1 1 2.4 
Standard Deviation Scale .I I I I I I I I I ~210" I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Ni I I I I I I I I I +'0" -3 0" -0" 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
..... 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
90 95 96 97 
• 
98 
I I I I I I I I 
+2IO" 
I 
I 
I 
I 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 
I 
99. 9 
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99 9 
I I I I I I ~310" 
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distributions. This may be due to t he smaller number of c ases . 
making u p the dis tribution . 
Tables numbered 14, 15, and 16 are the frequency distri-
,, butions of the subtest and total tests based upon the scores 
i 
of 99 sophomore musi c education students in 13 colleg es that 
participated in the investig ation. Al though the numbe r of 
cases in this group was small, it was felt desirable to set 
!/ up percentile norms for t h e sophomore music education g roup. 
!I 
I 
II 
'I 
·I 
I 
;I 
·I 
'I 
' 
I 
tl 
'I I, 
This will be dis cussed later. 
Tables number 17, 1 8 , :=..nd 1 9 are frequenc y distributions 
of subtests and total tests based upon the scores of 69 junior 
and senior music education students in 11 colleges participat-
ing in t he study. 
Tables numbered 20, 21, and 22 are t he frequency distri-
butions of the subtests and total tests based upon the scores 
of 41 exper·ts including mus ic e ducators, gr aduate students of 
music educ a tion, and p rofessional performers in music. Table 
nu..mber 22 shows a represen tation of the total test scores of 
the experts using t h e scale of the combined students of a ll 
groups on a 20 point step interva l. This rrraphically shows 
the superior ity of t he 41 experts in makins higher scores than 
students in this test. 
Percentile norms .-- The primary func tion of the norms is 
to provide a basis for comparison. Ind ividuals or groups of 
individuals are compared with a normati ve p opulation for the 
purpose of securing more information about the ind ividual s or 
I. 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
-.!. --
' l 
I 
I 
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I 
-t='"--
-
---- - -
---
. ==-- =-=------=-=---:~ = -· _-:__ ----- - - -
-· 
---
----------=--=:----=-=-=--=-=--===:....-_- --=---
I 
-
"- -- ·---::.- -~:-__ ! 
Table 23 . (concluded) 
II 
" 
--~---- -~--- ---- -
Total Raw Score Percentile Rank Percentile· Rank I 
1: Range of %ile Ran ge of ~bi le Raw i n Test Raw in Te st 
1
1 Raw Scores Rank Raw Scores Rank Sc . 1 2 3 4 Sc. 1 2 3 4 I' 
I 
I' 
1: {1} ( 2) - ( 3) { 4) ( 5) ( 6) (7) 
·- -
(8) ( 9 ) (io) (11) (12 ) (13) (14 ) 
140- 27 218 - 219 77 27 15 9 13 23 77 99 99 95 99 j· 141- 28 220- 221 78 28 16 10 14 25 78 99 99 95 99 
142- 29 222-223 79 29 17 12 15 28 79 99 99 96 99 
143-144 30 224-225 80 30 19 14 16 30 80 99 99 96 99+ I 
1 45- 31 226- 227 81 31 20 15 18 32 81 99+ 99 97 99+ 
146- 32 228- 229 82 32 23 17 19 34 82 99.f. 99+ 97 I' 
147- 33 230- 231 83 33 24 19 20 37 83 99+ 98 
I 
! 
148-149 34 232- 233 84 34 26 21 22 39 84 98 
150- 35 234-236 85 35 28 23 24 42 85 99 
151-152 36 237-239 86 36 31 25 25 44 86 99 
153- 154 37 240- 242 87 37 33 27 27 46 87 99 
155- 156 38 243-244 88 38 35 29 29 47 88 99 
157- 158 39 245- 246 89 39 38 31 31 50 89 99+ 
159- 160 40 247-249 90 40 40 34 33 51 90 99.f. 
161- 162 41 250- 252 91 41 43 36 34 54 91 
163- 164 42 253- 256 92 42 46 40 36 56 92 
165- 166 43 257- 261 93 43 49 42 38 59 93 
167- 44 262- 266 94 44 52 46 40 61 94 I 
168- 169 45 267- 272 95 45 54 49 42 63 95 N : 618 I' 
170- 46 273- 279 96 46 58 51 44 65 96 II 
171- 172 47 280- 288 97 47 60 54 46 67 97 
I 
I 
172- 174 48 289-302 98 48 62 57 48 69 98 
1'75-176 49 303- 319 99 49 65 60 50 71 99 
177- 50 100 50 68 62 51 73 100 
I 
Code: Test 1 . Production I Test 3. Theory 
Test 2. Production II Test 4. History and Apprec i ation 
JL_ 
-w---
il 
- - - -------- -- - - - ·-
I 
I 
;I -.:1 
:j 0 
·-
j, 
:::.·= -t=-=-~-=--=~ 
I Table 24. Measurement of 
I Scores (number 
\ 
Musicology: Percentile Rank s Corresponding t o Gi ven Raw 
Ri gh t) for Total ~:es t and Subtests (Sophomores)?~ 
Total Raw Score 
Range of %ile Ran~g~e~o~f~--~%~~i~l-e Raw 
Raw Scores Rank Raw Scores Rank Sc . 
Percentile Rank 
in Test Raw 
~1----2 3 4 Sc. 
Percentile Rank 
in Test 
1 2 3 --.4-
1 --rrr (2T m (4) <sJ cs> (7) (8) ( 9)(10l (11) (12) ~1 3)TI4T 
-89 
1 90-105 
,106-113 
·114-119 
1120-124 
125-129 
1130-133 
'• 134-139 
140-141 
:
1142-143 
144-147 
Jl48-149 
'150-152 
· 153-154 
.' 155-156 
1157-158 
1159-160 
' 161-
162-
163-164 
165-166 
,167-168 
169-171 
172-
1173-175 
·' 176-
,1 177-
I 
I 
li 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
210-
211-
212-
213-214 
215-
216-217 
218-219 
220-
221-222 
223-
224-
225- 226 
227-
228-
229-230 
231-
232-
233-
234-
235-236 
237-238 
239-240 
241-
242-243 
244-
245-246 
247-248 
51 1 
52 2 
53 3 
54 4 
55 5 
56 6 
57 7 
58 8 
59 9 
60 10 
61 11 
62 12 
63 13 
64 14 
65 15 
66 16 
67 17 
68 18 
69 19 
70 20 
71 21 
72 22 
73 23 
74 24 
75 25 
76 26 
77 27 
(concluded 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 l 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
2 1 1 
2 1 1 
2 1 1 
2 1 1 
2 2 1 
2 2 1 
3 2 1 
3 2 2 
3 2 2 
4 2 2 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
5 3 2 
5 3 3 
6 4 3 
6 4 3 
7 4 4 
on next p a ge) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
5 
6 
7 
8 
8 
9 
10 
11 
13 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
53 
55 
58 
62 
64 
67 
71 
74 
77 
80 
82 
84 
87 
89 
91 
93 
94 
96 
97 
98 
98 
99 
99 
99-f. 
99.f. 
99-f. 
99.f. 
47 
50 
54 
57 
61 
64 
68 
!72 
75 
79 
81 
84 
86 
88 
90 
92 
93 
93 
94 
95 
96 
96 
97 
98 
98 
99 
99 
25 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
:38 
40 
42 
45 
47 
50 
53 
55 
58 
60 
63 
66 
68 
71 
74 
76 
78 
80 
82 
84 
61 
63 
66 
68 
70 
72 
74 
76 
78 
80 
81 
83 
84 
86 
87 
88 
90 
91 
92 
92 
93 
94 
95 
95 
96 
97 
97 
I 
I· 
II 
L 
jl 
I 
/: 
I; 
,I 
II 
d 
II 
II 
I 
e..J 
r-
'I 
___ l 
---- -- ---· ~-- --- - ---·- ---·- -------- ---===~-~-- =- - - -
---1 I ; __ !Table 24 . ( concluded) 
Total Raw Score Percentile Rank Percentile Rank 
1 Range of- %i le Rang e of %i1e Raw in Test Raw in Test 
Raw Sc ores Rank Raw Scores Rank Sc. 1 2 3-4 Sc . -y- 2 3 4 
( 1) -- --C2J __ _Q_)__ (4) T5) ( 6 } (?J ( 8) T§')TlO) (11) (1 2 ) c 13) ( 1 ~rr 1: 
1 178- 28 249- 78 28 7 6 4 14 78 99 .f. 99 .f. 87 98 
I 179- 29 250- 251 79 29 8 5 4 15 79 99 .J. 99 .f. 89 98 
180- 181 30 252- 80 30 9 5 5 16 80 99 .f. 91 98 
182- 31 253- 254 81 31 10 6 5 18 81 99f 92 99 
183- 184 32 255- 257 82 32 11 " 7 6 20 82 94 99 
185- 33 258- 259 83 33 1 2 8 6 22 83 95 99 
186- 187 34 260- 261 84 34 13 9 7 23 84 96 99 
1 188- 35 262- 85 35 15 1 0 8 25 85 97 99 + 
189- 190 36 263- 264 86 36 16 11 9 27 8 6 9? 99 .f. I 
I 191- 37 265- 267 87 37 18 13 10 29 87 98 99 + 
:1 192- 38 268- 88 38 1 9 14 10 3 2 88 98 99.f. 
I 193- 39 269- 271 89 39 21 16 10 33 89 99 99f il 
194- 40 272- 274 90 40 22 18 11 35 90 99+ 99 .J. 1' 
195- 41 275- 278 91 41 24 20 12 37 91 99.f. 99f 
II 196 - 42 279- 280 92 42 26 22 13 40 92 99 .f. 99f 
197- 43 281- 284 93 43 28 24 14 43 93 99+ 99 .f. ,, 
198- 199 44 285- 288 94 44 30 28 15 44 94 99 .f. 99 .f. I 
:1 200- 201 45 289- 294 95 45 33 29 16 47 95 99f 99+ I 
•I 46 295- 299 96 46 36 32 17 50 96 99+ 99 .J. I , 1 202- 203 
204- 47 300- 305 97 47 39 35 19 52 97 99 f 99f 
205- 48 306- 314 98 48 43 38 20 54 98 99+ 99f 
I 206 - 207 49 315-328 99 49 47 41 22 56 
208- 209 50 329- 359 100 50 50 45 23 59 r 
1 -i~ Due to small number of cases, percentile rank s were read from s mooth curves 1: 
Code: Test 1. Production I Test 3. Theory I; 
Test 2. Production II Test 4. History and Appreciation II I, 
I 
- - - - - -= - - - r~ ----I I 
,, I 
·' -.:1 
N 
--
groups. The resulting information is the standing of a person 
or group in relation to the normative population. 
The norms for the Measurement of Musicology are given here 
in the form of percentile rank tables. Table 23 represents 
II 
norms based upon scores of 618 enteriDg freshmen music education 
students in 22 colleges specializing in music education. Table 
I 
24 contains norms based upon the scores of 99 sophomore music 
education students in the 13 colleges participating in this 
study. Due to the small number of cases in this sophomore II 
group, the percentile ranks were read from smooth curves. 'I 
Stanine scores.-- Another method of reporting the results 
of a frequency distribution is by means of the stanines. This 
method was developed during World War II and was used in y 
connection with the Army Air Force Research Reports. The 
I 
' stanines are single digit standard scores which have a mean of 
II 
5 and a standard deviation of 2. Each stanine value represents 
a distance of 1/2 a- along the base line of the curve of 
distribution. 
f6!alter L. Deemer, Jr., Research Reiort No. 18, Records, 
nalysis, and Test Procedures, lrmyir Force, Aviation 
Psychology Program Research Reports, Washington, D. c., 1950, 
p. 455. 
I' 
I. 
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I 
' Table 25. 
I 
Stanine 
\T) 
10 
9 
il 8 
I 7 ii 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
l 
0 
I ;ea~ure ~f ~:1u~ i--;;ology: Sta.nine s C o;r·~~~ondine; t ·~ -Raw Score s ~ ·the s :Ubte s ts 
and Total Test, based upon 618 Freshmen Music Education Student s i n 22 
Colleges 
I, 
,, 
Part I Part II Part I II Part I V Total 
Lower-l~ Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lowe r Upper 
Limit Limit LL11i t Limi t Limit Limit Li mi t Limit Li mi t Li mi t 
{ 2} { 3) --- { 4 } - (5} { 6 } ( 7' { 8 ~. ( 91 __ --- ( _1 0) ( ll) I 
79 78 86 Up 77 Up 306 
. II 
-- -- Up I 
68 78 71 77 80 85 72 76 276 305 II 
,I 
I 
67 65 70 73 79 62 71 248 275 I , 62 
55 61 55 64 65 72 54 61 220 247 
48 54 50 54 56 64 45 53 193 219 I I 
41 47 43 49 45 55 36 44 161 192 
33 40 36 42 36 44 28 35 135 160 
25 32 29 35 26 35 19 27 111 134 
17 24 21 28 17 25 12 18 83 110 
10 16 15 20 7 16 6 11 58 82 
--
9 
--
14 
--
6 
--
5 
--
57 
,, 
I' 
'I 
1 J,~ Limits of raw scores given are inclusive 
·- - - --- - -
- .. 
- -r, 
II 
I ~
I' 
""l 
""'~ 
'I 
II 
- -'L 
1 ...=. ~-- ---- -- - --- -- - --Table 25 represents t he stanines corresponding to the raw 
scores on the subtest and total te s t based upon 618 freshrnen 
II 
musi c education students i n 22 colleqes participating in this 
'I 
study. 
:1 
report ed t he medians, means, and standa r d de viations on each 
Central tendency and variability .-- In Table 26 are 
of the subtests s epara tely and on t he total test based upon 
' 61 8 freshmen music education students in 22 colleges special-
rl 
izing in music education. 
Table 26 . Medians, Means, and Standard Deviations of the Sub-
te s ts and Total Test based on 618 Entering Freshmen 
:Music Education Students in 22 Co lleges Speci a lizing
1
l 
in Music Education. 
'rest Median Mean Standard I 
Devia tion' 
1 --(2)- - {3r { 4 j 
Music Production I 43 42.9 14 .8 
Music Production II 45 45 .'7 14.1 
The ory 49 48.'7 18.'7 
History and 
Appreciation 39 39.6 16.8 
Total 1'76 181.0 55.6 
By inspecting t he preceeding table the following conclu-
s i ons may be drawn. The median and the mean of each of the 
I subt·ests are very close together, within • '7 of a point.. The 
1 med~ an a: d the"-mean in the total scores were _within 5- ~oints 
75 
- 1 
II 
I 
76 
_I·- ---~ -
of one another . The proximity of t h e median and mean s cores 
in both t h e subtests and in t h e total test, would indicate 
II 
il 
I 
that t he distribution of t he scores approximates the normal 
curve of distrib ution. 
I! The p opulation p a r ticipating in the 
I; study, scored highest and had the wi d e st spread of score on 
I 
11 t h e Music Theory subt est . The p o pulation s cored lowest on the 
11 History and Appreciation subtest . 
,
1 
Comparison of freshmen music studen ts.-- One wa y to com-
' I p are t h e stud ents t hat are be ing attra cted to t h e di fferent 
1 colleges, s p ecializing in music edu c a tion and participating in 
" ' t his study, is by presentin g the means and standard deviations 
of t h e scores made on t h e present i ns trument by the freshmen 1 
classes . The comparison, of c ourse, is of the background 
1 knowledg e of vocabulary used i n the subj ec t areas being i n v e st- j 
i g ated by this test . I 
In Tab l e 27 it will be found t ha t in colleg e 12 the mean 
the total test . Students in colleg e 11 made t he h i ghest mean 
was highest i n t he second, t h ird, and fourth subtests and in 
I. 
in t he first subtest and was second highest in the total test . 
This would indicate that these two colleges are attracting 
students who have a better background knowledg e of musical 
voc abulary i n the areas included in t h is investiga tion. It may ' 
indicate that these t wo colle ges are attra ct :i.ng students who 
II have a better back ground of interest and musical e xpe r i ence. 
,, 
II On the . other e nd of the scale, it may be noted tha t colleg e 
II 
, 9 apparently is a ttra cting stud ents who do not have a back-
•I 
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! Table 27 . Measurement of Musicology : Me an s and Standa r d Deviations of Entering 
Fre shman Music Majors Separately by Colle ge and Subte st Plus Total 
Test Score 
College by Production Production Theory History Total 
Code No. I II and Test 
Appreciation 
M (} M (} Ivi (j' Ivi tr Ivi 0 
-n> ~ 2 Y ( 3) {4} {5) {6) ~7r { 8 J (9) (10) (ll) 
1-1-26 40.8 15.1 40.4 12.7 41 .1 13.7 35.6 14.2 157.8 48.2 
2-1-18 36.5 12.0 38.7 12.9 39.8 13.8 34.1 13.0 149.1 37.9 
3-1-12 28.4 11.5 39.7 16.3 33.3 16.3 29.2 19.0 130.6 54.9 
4-1-10 36.9 11.8 42.5 7.6 50.9 11.8 32.1 11.5 162.4 27.1 
5-1-7 29.4 9.0 39.3 8.0 48.7 10.1 32.0 8.8 149.4 33.2 
6-1- 16 31.8 11.4 35.9 15 .0 30.5 14 . 2 31.5 13.7 129.6 48 .2 
7- 1 - 24 38.8 11.9 44 .5 11.3 43.8 14.3 34.5 14 . 8 161 .7 41 .1 
8-1-12 33 . 2 13.3 38.0 15.4 40~5 1 4 .5 37 . 3 13.3 149.1 51.7 
9-1-22 22.4 11.0 26 .4 11.7 32 .0 11.9 1?.0 9.1 _97.,8 35.8 
10-1-5 19.8 9.4 33.6 6 . 2 33.0 14 .7 35.8 6 .2 1 22.2 23.1 
11-1- 22 55.3 5.2 53.7 9 .0 65.0 10.4 49.8 1 3 .7 221 . 8 32.7 
12-1-30 49.8 1 2 .3 54.8 13. 2 65.7 13.6 57.7 12.0 228 .0 44 .6 
13-1-27 47.8 9.4 49 . 7 8.6 51.3 12.3 36.7 10.6 185.5 30.9 
14- 1- 4 55.0 3.0 47.8 8.6 48 .8 7 . 9 40.8 16.1 192.2 33 . 0 
15- 1-43 38.4 13.8 43.3 15.1 43.2 19.6 34 .8 18.1 159.6 61.9 
16- 1-66 49.1 11.6 48.8 10.2 50.0 11.9 38.7 13.3 186.7 40.8 
17- 1 - 89 49.8 14.3 50.8 13.4 57.8 15.2 45.3 16.7 203.7 49 .8 
18- 1 - 11 50.4 9.8 50.4 10.8 55.4 10.2 44 .4 12.4 200.7 36.6 
19- 1-41 42.8 12.3 44 .0 11.8 41.7 16.7 33.6 17.2 162.1 47 .6 
20- 1 - 94 4 2 .7 14 . 7 45.1 14 .6 49 .0 19.9 41 .7 16.3 178.5 56.8 
21-1 - 16 37 . 8 13.1 47 .4 16.3 51.8 12.7 49.4 14.4 186.3 49 .7 
22- 1 - 23 47.6 11.5 50.0 12.8 68.0 12.8 47.0 14.3 212.7 44 .5 
" -iH0-1-54 19.9 9.1 24 .1 11 . 0 17.5 10 . 8 35.5 14.2 97 .0 37 .0 
-il-1 8-1- 42 19.1 6.7 22.6 7.9 15.4 10.1 23.5 11.1 80.6 31.0 
Code: gf-rst numb er .T.lcowwunit¥:s~co~d ngpber I grade in co11ege:third number- nu.rnber 
_ cases. _ ~ -lr llres men xc us _ve o _rnus _c maJors _ _ _ 
-1 ------
_I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
II 
' I' 
' I 
·- - - --
I 'l 
I ~ 
- r 
-r.=-
ground of musical interest and experience, because the enter-
1 ing students do not have a knowledge of the musical vocabulary ,. 
in these areas. 
The means and standard deviations of the non-music 
freshmen from two colleges again points out the discriminative 
' power of the test instrument in all subtests except in college 
I 
1 10 in the Music Production I subtest. 
I According to Table 27, the subtest that has the most 
I discriminative power ia the Music Theory, for it is in this 
test that the difference between the freshmen music education 
students and the non-music freshmen is the greatest. 
Comparison accordiA$ to size classes.-- In an effort to 
discover possible differences in the background knowledge of 
musical vocabulary of students attending small, medium, and 
large size freshmen music classes, the data for the entering 
I, freshmen music students were analyzed with this purpose in 
I mind. The colleges were divided into three groups. Group I 
lj was made up o~ students of colleges that had less than 20 in 
II their freshman music class. Colleges 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, a, 10, 14, 
I ~ 11 18, and 21 made up this group with a total of 111 freshmen 
1 music majors. Group II contained the students of colleges 
1 which had entering classes from 20 to 40 students in the 
I· 
freshmen music classes. Colleges, 1, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, and 22 
fell into this grouping, with a total of 174 students. Group 
III was made up of the students in the colleges that enroll 
II over 40 freshmen music education students. The largest single 
78 
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Table 28 . Measurement of Musicology: Means and Standard Deviations of Entering 
Freshman Music Majors Grouped According to Class Size 
Group Production Production Theory History Total 
According I II and Test 
to size Appreciation 
M (J M d" M (f M cr M (}'" 
{1) \ 2) { 3} { LJ:) {5} (6) ~ 7} fsJ { 9 J (10) (11} 
I Less t h an 1 20 members 35.6 13.8 41.2 14 .2 42.3 1E•.8 36.8 15.2 156.3 49.9 
II 20- 40 2 
members 43.3 14.6 46.1 14.5 52 . 7 18 . 1 40.4 17.7 182.5 58.0 
III Over 40 
members 3 45.3 14 . 2 47.0 13.5 49.9 17.8 40 . 2 16.7 182 . 4 54 . 1 
1 . Colleges 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 14, 18, 21 N ·= 111 
2. Colle ges 1, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 22 N = 174 
3 . Colleges 15, 16, 17, 19, 20 N = 333 
II 
!' 
I 
II 
I; 
I 
,. 
r:--- -
'i 
,. ~ 
I· 
80 
!I_- --d --
class was 94 ; the total was 333. ThB colleges in this group 
were coded 15, 16, 17, 1 9 , and 20. 
Table 2 8 s h ows the me ans and standa r d d eviations of enter-
ing freshmen musi c students grouped accordine: to cle.ss size. 
It wa s found t hat students from coll e g e s with s mall music 
classes , of less t han 20, tend to score lower in all subtests 
I and i n t he total test. It is quite e v ident, from t h is analy-
11 sis, that the students, entering the smaller music classes of 
colleges participating in t h is study , do not have as great a 
I k nowledg e of t h e musi cal vocabulary as do t he student s in t h e 
medi um or l a r g e sized classes. Of the population tested, t h ere ! 
seems to be no si 0 nificant d ifference be t ween t h e medium sized 1 
jl freshme n music cla sses and t he larg e size f reshrnen music cla sses 
on any of t h e subtests or on the total test. 
Comparison accordin.B_ to g eographic 1-~~~-ion.-- The geo-
;: graphic locat i on of t he colleges, participati ng in t his study, 
I! was described in Chapter. I II . It was found tha t the c alleges 
l
1
could b e group ed rough l y into four g roup s corresp onding to four I 
g eographic d ivisions of the United States. The northeast group 
I i n cluded a total of six colleges with a total of 196 students. 
!! The south east g roup included five colleges with 70 students. 
1 The north central group included seven c olleg es with 244 stu-
11 dents . An d finally, t he southwest group included four colleg es 
with a total of 10 8 students. 
Tab le 29 sh ows the means and standar d deviations of fresh-
1
men music students accordin g to g eog raphic location of the 
I: colleg es. 
~1, -
I Table 29 . 
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Measurement of Musicology: Means and Standard Deviation s of Entering 
Freshman Music Majors Grouped According to Geographic Location 
Geographic Production Production Theory History Total 
Area I II e.nd Test 
Appreciation 
M (J M (f M (j M u M 
I 
I 
I 
(1) (2) ( 3) _11J ~_5) _ . ··-_(_6)- __ (7)- ( 8 ) ( 9) ( 10) (11)- I 
I Northeast 
II Southeast 
III North 
Central 
I IV Southweat 
·I 
45 . 6 13.6 48.6 14.2 56.2 
29.6 13.2 36.7 14.1 38.0 
43.7 14 . 3 46.0 13.8 48.4 
45 .6 13.8 45.5 12.3 46.8 
1. Schools 11, 12, 18, 20, 21, 22. 
2. Schools 3, 5, 7, 9, 10 
3. 
4. 
Schools 2, 4, 6, 13, 15, 17, 19 
Schools 1, 8, 14, 16 
18.3 46.5 15.9 196 .8 53.8 
I. 15.0 28.0 15.2 132.2 48 .5 
/: 
17.9 38.3 16.7 176.3 54.1 
13.2 37.9 13.7 175.8 46.4 
N : 196 
N = 70 
N = 244 I' 
N • 108 II 
I 
,, 
,, 
- !i 
II 
II 
-
- -
-
00 
j.-r. 
II 
I· 
- - -----
According to the p opulation tested , it was found t h it the 
freshmen music students in the colleg es in the southeast group 
scored lower, on a ll subtests and t he t ot a l test, t han any of 
t h e oth er group s. Thi s leads to the probabil ity that the 
stud ents i n t ha t g eographic location do not have music a l 
e xperien ces in the various s pecial fields equal to the exper-
II 1 iences in the other g eo gr aphic areas. The music education 
I 
r 
students in t he northeast g roup made higher scores than the 
' students in t he othe r g roups t e sted . Perhap s this may be due 
to the wealth o f musical e xperiences o ffered in that g eographiC '' 
jl 
1
1 area . The d i fferenc e s in t he s cores of t he students in all 
I' subtests and total test were not l a r g e enough to be sig n i ficant. 
II The greatest d i ffer ence between the subtests was found to be in 
I 
the are a of Music History and Appr e ci ation , and in IV.i.usic The ory • 
.Q_ompar ison according to sex.-- :F'ur t h er investigat ion of 
1 t he test scores was made to find if t h ere e x isted any signifi-
I cant difference between the scores made by men and those made 
I 
II 
I 
I 
by women . The paper s of t he students were separated accord ing 1 
to sex and t he tota l freshmen music education student p opul a tion 
was found to contain 259 men and 359 women. 
I 
The distributions of t h e scores on each of t h e subtests 
and tot a l test a re re ported h ere on the Oti s Normal Percentile 
Charts. 
I 
I 
= ~ 
li 
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Table 30 . Comparison of Scores on Music 
Production I of 259 Men and 
359 Women Fre.srmJen Music 
Education Students in 22 
Colleges 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form Date Examiner Graphs by 
,riable I Freshman Boys 259 Measurement of Musicology -Production I 
riable II Freshman Girls 359 -~asurement of ruusicology - P roduction I 
Variable I Variable II PERCENTILE SCALE 
:ore Freq, Sub, Per Score Freq, Sub, Per 
rvals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 
94 
79 
74 
)9 
4 
9 
.n 
4 253 ~7. 7 
5 249 ~6 . 1 
12 244 94. 2 
25 232 89 . 6 
33 207 79 . 9 
43 174 67. 2 
39 131 50. 6 
31 101 39 . 0 
31 70 27. 0 
15 39 15. 0 
9 24 9. 3 
8 15 5. 8 
4 7 
1 3 1 . 2 
2 2 • 7' 
1 359 99.9 
0 
2 358 99.7 
~ - 356 99. 2 
14 349 97.2 
19 335 93.3 
39 316 88.0 
49 277 77.2 
55 228 63.5 
42 173 48.2 
45 131 36.2 
29 86 24.0 
29 57 15.9 
9 28 7.8 
12 19 5.3 
3 7 1.9 
4 4 1.1 
Median .1 .2 .3 .4.5 
1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
I I 
I I 
1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
/ 
90 9596 97 98 
I I 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
99 .5 .6 .7 .8 99.9 
' I 
99 
Standard Deviation Scale _ 31 u 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .:_ 21u 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -u 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 * 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 +lu 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -f- 21u 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~3lu 
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Table 31 . Comparison of Scores on Music 
Production II of 259 Men and 
359 Women Freshmen Music 
Education Students in 22 
Colleges 
• 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART By ArthurS. Otis 
. 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form bate Examiner Graphs by School City 
uiable I . Freshman Bovs 259 Music Production II 
triable II Fre s'hln3.rl G i r 1 s 359 Music Production II 
Variable I Variable II I I PERCENTILE SCALE I 
:ore Fre.q~ Sub~ Per Score Freq~ Sub~ Per I 
~rvals ' . totals cents intervals ' . totals cents 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 96 97 98 99 .5 .6 .7 .8 99. nc1es nctes 9 
. I 
I 
I 
I 
-89 2 259 99 . 9< 
I 
I 
-84 2 257 99,2 I 
-79 8 255 98.4 
I 
-74 9 247 95.4 7 359 99. 
·69 18 238 91 . 9 16 352 98. i.o" 
i 
I 
' v 
·64 23 220 84.9 17 336 93. I 
I 
"' 
·59 29 197 76. 1 30 319 88. 
1 I I ' I 
I' 
·54 33 168 64. 9 45 289 8o. 
I 
·49 32 135 52.1 57 244 68. 
44 42 103 39 . 8 50 187 52., 
I 
39 13 61 23. 6 54 137 38. I 
I 
I 
I 
34 22 48 18. 5 33 83 23.1 
' I 
~9 12 26 10.0 23 50 13. .v I 
I I 
L 
I 
~4 6 14 5. 4 11 27 7. I I I I I 
I 
I I 
_9 4 8 3 . 1 12 16 4. I I I I I 
' ' ' I I I 
1.1 I 
I I 
.4 2 4 1.5 3 4 
I 
I I I 
I 
I 2 2 • 7' 1 1 -~ 
Median .1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 9596 97 98 99 .5 .6. 7 .8 99 an I 9 
Standard Deviation Scale .I I I I I I I I I I ~I I I I I I I I I I -lo- I I I I I I I I 1~ 1 I I I I I I I I .t I I I I I I I I +210' I I I I I I I I ~3~o--3 0' -2 0' +o-
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Table 32 . Comparison of Scores on Music 
Theory of 259 1en and 359 
omen Freshmen Music Education 
Students in 22 Colleges 
I 
N'ORMAL BER~ENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form Date Examiner Graphs py 
ariable I Freshman Boys 259 :lwhlsic Theory 
ariable II Freshman Girls 359 Music Theory 
Variable I Variable II 
:core Freq~ Sub~ Per Score Freq~ Sub, Per 
ervals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 
)- 94 2 259 99 . 9~ 
)- 89 5 257 99.2 
t- 84 12 252 97. 3 
i-79 12 240 92.7 
1-74 22 228 88.0 
i-69 24 206 79.5 
- 64 21 182 70.3 
- 59 30 161 62.2 
-54 19 131 50.6 
- 49 26 112 43.2 
-44 16 86 33.2 
-39 24 70 27.0 
·34 18 46 17.8 
·29 8 28 10. 8 
·24 8 20 7.7 
·19 7 13 4 . 6 
14 2 5 1.9 
9 2 3 1.2 
4 11 .'. l . 39 
ian Median 
2 359 99.S 
4 357 99.tl 
10 353 98.;: 
17 34.3 95.f 
24 326 90.€ 
27 302 84. 
45 275 76.€ 
31 230 64.J 
31 199 55.':j 
41 168 46. t 
32 127 35.Ll 
26 95 26. ~ 
24 69 19 ... 
17 45 12. 
10 28 7. 
6 18 5. 
2 12 3 . ~ 
10 10 2. 
.1 .2 .3 .4.5 
I 
PERCENTILE SCALE 
1 2 3 4 5 r 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
I 
I I 
-I 
I. 
I I 
I 
I 
I I 
' I 
1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
90 9596 97 98 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
99 .5 .6 .7 .8 99.9 
-
99 .5.6 .7 .8 99 9 
Standard Deviation Scale _ 31 a' I I I I j I I I .!_ 21U' I I I I I I I I I JU' I I I I I I I I I *- I I I I I I I I I +Ia' I I I I j I I I ~2~U' I I I I 1 I I I +)Ia' 
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Table 33 . Comparison of Scores on Music 
History and Appreciation of 
259 Men and 359 Women Freshmen 
Music Education Students in 
22 Colleges 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Pate Examiner Graphs py 
riable I Freshmen Boys 259 Music Hmstor,y and ~ppreciation 
riable II ~ reshmen Girls 359 ~usic Histor.y ' and ~ppreciation 
Variable I Variable II I PERCENTILE SCALE 
ore Freq, Sub, Per Score Freq, Sub, Per 
rvals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 1 2 3 4 5 10 
: 
20 30 50 60 70 80 40 
-84 3 259 99 . 9 
-79 6 256 98,8 3 359 99 . ~ 
-74 11 250 96.5 6 356 99. 
-69 6 239 92.3 ll 350 97. 
·64 10 233 90.0 22 339 94. 
·59 19 223 86.1 23 317 88 . 
·54 20 204 78.8 34 294 81 . 
-49 17 184 71.0 46 260 72. 
·44 23 167 64.5 41 214 59. 
·39 28 1~4 55.6 41 173 48. 
34 31 116 44.8 39 132 36 . 
I I 
29 25 85 32. 8 43 93 25. 
24 19 60 23.2 17 50 13. 
41 15.8 14 33 9. I I 
14 14 28 10.8 12 19 5 . I I! 
I I 
9 14 5.4 6 7 1.9 
--5 5 1.9 1 1 .28 
Median an 10 2 3 4 5 20 30 50 60 .1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 70 80 40 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
I 
I I I I 
90 9596 97 98 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
99 .5 .6 .7 .8 99.9 
99 .5 .6 • 7 .8 99 9 
Standard Deviation Scale _ 31 u I I I I 1 I I I ~2~0" I I I I I I I I I _10" I I I I I I I I I Nf I I I I I I I I I +'u I I I I I I I I ~2~0" I I I I 1 1 1 1 ~3~0" 
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Table 34 . Comparison of Scores on Total 
Test of 259 Men and 359 Women 
Freshmen Music Education 
Students in 22 Colleges 
If f 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form Date Examiner Graphs by 
riable I Freshmen Bovs 259 
riable II Freshmen Girls 359 
._ 
Total Scores- Measurement of Musioolcgy 
Variable I Variable II PERCENTILE SCALE 
ore freq, Sub, Per Score Freq, Sub, Per 
rvals 'ncies totals cents intervals 'ncies totals cents .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
' ~~~ 1 259 99.9 
- 329 5 258 99.6 1 359 99.9 
-309 5 253 97.7 0 
-289 11 248 95.8 7 358 99.7 
-269 15 237 91.5 13 351 97.8 
·249 28 222 85.7 21 338 94.1 
·229 28 194 74.9 47 317 88.3 
·209 32 11&6 64o 1 41 270 75.2 
·189 34 134 51.7 48 229 63.8 
·169 27 100 38.6 46 181 50.4 
149 28 73 28.2 50 135 37.6 
129 22 45 17.4 43 85 23.7 
109 13 23 8.9 17 42 11.7 
99 4 10 14 25 7.0 
3 6 2.3 9 11 3.1 
19 3 3 1.2 2 2 .56 
an Median .1 .2 .3 .4.5 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
School 
90 95 96 97 98 
90 95 96 97 98 
By Arthur S. Otis 
City 
99 .5.6.7 .8 99.9 
-
, 
,, 
99 .5 .6 . 7 .8 99 9 
Standard Deviation Scale -3' (j I I I I I I I I ~21(j I I I I I I I I I ~l(j I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I +'(j I I I I I I I I +21a- I I I I I I I I +31(j 
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'I1able 35 is a comparison of t h e me a ns and standard devia-
tions of men and women freshmen music education students 
11 separately by subte st and total score. 
I Table 35. I1!easurement of Musicology: A Comparison of Men and 
V'omen Freshman Music Majors Separately by Subtest 
and Total Score. 
Males Females Diff. S.E. Diff . 
N = 259 N = 359 " between Diff . s . F. . Means Diff . 
M 0 M cr 
I· { 1) t2} ( 3) {.4 J (5) { 6 J ( 7) (8) 
1 Production 
,, 
I 48 .2 14 . 2 39.1 14.8 9 .1 1.2 7 .6-l(-
Production II 48 .7 15.1 43.5 13.9 5 .2 1.2 4 .3->;. 
I Theory 52 .6 18 .6 45.8 18.2 6.8 1.5 4 . 5-ll-
I History and 
Appreciation 38.6 18.7 40.3 15.2 -1.7 1.4 1 .2 
Total 187.2 59.1 169.0 52.0 18.2 4 .6 4 .0?!-
I, " Si gnific a n t a t t h e 1% level ~.;" 
I I 
Wh en t h e means of men and women are compared, certain 
I 
\differences are found which seem to be of considerable magni-
1, tude. It is p ossible to determi n e, crudely , wheth er such 
I 
di f ferences are to be credited as re a l r a ther t h an c h ance by 
!dividing t he d ifference b y t h e sta nd ard err or of t h e d i ff erence '1 
r and determining t h e e x tent to wh ich t h is ratio ind icates a 
I difference l a r g e enoug h to b e n on-ch ance ·. 'rhe t wo samples 
( me n versus women) a re not r a ndom and all t h is table i mplies is 
,: 
r t hat if' similarly sized random samples were drawn, d iffe r ences 
t 
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as great as t h e ob t aine d differences mi g h t occur by chance with 
measurable frequency . 
1
! Practically s peaki ng , examination of the d istribut i ons , 
I 
i1 as a whole, suggests that rnen in t h is p opulation definitely 
tend to e x ce ed women . The reasons for t h is superiority of 
men over women , of course, are not evident fr om any available 
data , but p robably reside in some unknown s e l e ctive f ac tors. II" 
1: 
I 
I 
II 
-- ---
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
=--=-
;1 which would aid in the guidance of students of music education. 
1j Review of research literature.-- A review of research 
1 studies in music education revealed that music educators have ;, 
contributed little in scientific research when compared with 
other fields. In reviewing the literature in the field o£ 
; guidance in music education, no measuring instrument was found 
1 
which could be used to produce a profile for the guidance of 
" I 
individuals so that they could grow in interest in the various 1 
/ special areas during their college life. 
A review of the literature of measurement of vocabulary 
and measurement of interest in other subjects revealed that 
words were probably the most accessible index of the mind and 
of experiences. · It seemed feasible that the interests and 
1 understandings of students in music education could be ex~ned 
li by testing the vocabulary in the specific fields of music. 
1: 
Construction of the instrument.-- A group of 90 expert 
musicians and music educators submitted a total of 1988 words 
and phrases which were used for the selection of items. An 
-;, 
90 
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initial test was administered to 87 students and 83 experts to 
discover how the planned techniques of the measurement could be 
1 
improved. 
The first printed form was administered to music students 
in three colleges specializing in music education for the pur- l1 
'I pose of securing data for the refinement of the test instrument. 
I tl 
The Walker method of "item analysis by sequential sampling" was 
II 
1 employed. It was found that 395 items of the original test 
I 
' showed validity at the accepted probability level and were 
I 
II included in the final printed form of the test. 
From this final printed form of the test, complete and 
I 
I 
usable data were.:·gathered from a total of 923 individuals, 
i 
r including non-music freshmen, music education freshmen, music 
!education sophomores, music education juniors and seniors, and 
' experts, from 22 colleges specializing in music education. 
I Summary of findings.--
1. The validity of the test instrument was based upon 
careful selection and verification, by experts, of 
,I 
I 
test items that were finally included in the instru-
ment. A comparison of the five grade levels, {non-
music freshmen, freshmen music majors, sophomore music I 
\' 
I 
majors, junior and senior music majors, and experts) 
by subtest and total score revealed that in each case 
there was a significant rise in score. This tends to 
demonstrate that the greater the intensity of interest 1 
and study in the areas, the higher will be the score. 
- _..&::::: 
J 
1\ 
I 
I 
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2 . The intercorrelation of t he subtests , based upon 296 J 
3 . 
fr eshmen musi c students, in four co lleges participat i ng , 
reveal ed coefficients rang ing from .52 to .75. 
The coefficient o.p l_ i n ternal consistency of eac h of t he J, 
subtests and the t otal test , as determined by the 
s pli t half me t hod, was found to ran.e;e from . 91 to .94 
on the subtest, and .97 on the total test. jl 
4 . A coeff icient of s t abili t y , b ased upon a small number 
5. 
of cases was found , by t he te st-retest method , to be 
. 92 on t h e total tes t . 
An investigati on of t he c entral tend ency and v aria-
bility of t he data revealed that the distributions of 
I· 
I 
I 
t he fresr.uaen music students ap Jroximated the normal lj 
curve of distribution . Jl 
6. A c omparison of the means and standard deviati ons of 
stud ents in colle ges grouped accordi n g to the size of 
freshmen music c l asses revealed that students in 
colleges of l ess than 20 i n the fresr~man music class 
tended t o score lower on t h is tes t . Of t he popul ation' 
I 
t ested , no s i gnificant difference wa s found between 
t he group of colleg es having 20 to 40 ent erin~ fresh- ,I 
men and t h ose having over 40 in the freshman class. 
7. A compari Qon of students i n colleges grouped accord- ,J 
,, 
ing to geograph~c location reve aled that thB six 
colleg es i n t he northeast scored percep tibly hie her 
on t his test. The students in t he southeast colle ges 
92 
II 
I 
I 
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I
I scored lowest. No sign ificant difference wa s foun d 
in student scores i n t he colleg es in t he north c entral 
and the southwest group . 
8 . In a comparison of t he tota l freshmen music education J 
population group ed according to sex , it was found 
that , in the population tested , t he men definitely 
tended to exceed the women . 
Implicatio~~ · -- From the finding s it seems plausib le that 
t his test instrument can b e used to ai d the music educa t ion 
guidanc e couns e l or in his effort to a c qui re val uable informa -
tion concerning t he interests and understanding s of h is 
I 
stu6ent s . It seems reasonable to consider t ha t t his in,stru-
,, 
II 
II 
·I 
II 
1 ment, after more statisti c a l da t a has been 8 athered and anal-
1' yzed, waul · warrent wide u s a ge. From t he information d i s cove r e l 
by means o f this te st , t he counse lor should be better able to 
arrang e prog rams and 
wi ll more adequately 
make s u ggestions of subject matter t ha t 
serve t h e nee d s of t h e individual student ·i: 
- - -=---
II 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Suggestions for further research mi ght include: 
l. Correlati on studies between musical aptitude tests 
and this test mi gh t be of v a lue. 
il 2. Corre lation studie s between present music tests used 
for colleg e entrance and this test mi g h t prove worthy jl 
of investigation. 
3. There is room for further research in e x tending t he 
sampling to include wider g eogr aphic are a s, and 
revising norms wherever this wider sampling indicates 
the need for such revision. 
4. IV10re adequate sampling of sophom.ore mus ie education 
students could be carried on to revise t h e sophomore 
norms. 
5. Percentile norms for junior music education students 
and senior music education students mi ght be of value. 
I 
I. 
6. Correlation studies between tests g iven for local and 1 
state certification of music teachers and t h is test 
mi ght prove worthy of investig ation . 
7. The effect of the intensi ty and type of instruction in j 
I 
I 
the s p ecific areas on the test mi ght be investigated. 
8 . An attempt to discover t he reasons for the se:x. differ-
ences in p erformance on this te st mi ght be rich in 
94 
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suggestions for improvement in curricula and tech-
niques in music education. 
9 . An attempt to account for t he reg ional differ•ences in 
performance on t h is test mi ght be carried on. 
I 
I ~ 
I 
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APPENDIX A 
I 
INITIAL TEST OF MUSICOLOGY I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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Name 
-- - - ·-
----
TEST OF MUSICOLOGY 
Date 
----------------------------------
Directions: 
------
., 
I 
'I ~ . ~) I . J.., 
I 
1. Please mark the questions if you know the classifica- i 
tion. Do not gue.ss, and do not fill the space after ' 
the item number unless you know the answer. 
2. Circ le the number if, in your opinion, the classifi-
cation is too obvious. 
3. I f you believe the word is ambiguous (can be long to 
more than one category) please write t he category 
numbers before the item number of each word. 
4. The writer wishes to express his appreciation for 
your helpfulness and hopes that you will be prolific 1 
with your comments and suggestions. il 
Cyrus D. Thompson 
Comments and Sugge stions: 
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MUSIC PRODUCT I ON I II 
READ CAREFULLY . Below is a numbered list of five categories orj 
headings associated with the general field being tested. Read / 
down the colunn of words and select the heading under which you 
1 think each word is commonly associated. Wben you have decided I' 
which h eading is best, place the number in the ( ) which is , 
provided. 
I 
1. Stringed Instruments 2. Wood-wind Ins truments 3. Brass jj 
Instruments 4. Percussion Instruments 5. Voice 
1. ( )Lawrence Tibbetts 21. ( )frog 41. ( )Fritz Kreisler ! 
2. ( ) sacbut 22. ( )sound post 42. ( )barrel 
'I 
3. ( )ra.ta.macue 23. ( )slap tongue 43. ( ) expiration I 
I 4. ( )piston 24. ( )coloratura 44. ( )rice 
5. ( )water key 25. ( )marimba 45. ( }calf skin 
6. ( )cane 26. ( )Aubrey 46. ( )Enrico Caruso 
7. ( )Jean Philippe 27. ( )Metropolitan 47. ( )vibraphone 
Rameau 
8. ( )rosin 28. ( )recitatif 48. ( )post horn 
9. ( )epiglottis 29. ( )scroll 49. ( )fagotte 
I 
110. ( )sousaphone 
I )double reed 
111. ( 
112. ( ' )ferrule 
I 
1113. ( )larynx 
'1 14. ( )g lockenspiel 
115. ( )V ill i am Bell 
16. ( )Stradavari 
30. ( )sheep skin 50. ( )Dodge 
II 31. ( )cornet 51. ( )Paganini 
I' 
32. ( )pur fling 52. ( )sul ponticelloll 
33. ( )King 53. ( ) transverse II 
34. ( )bell joint 54. ( )crook I' 
35. ( )Marion 55. ( )Basset horn ,, 
Anderson II 36. ( )helicon 56. ( )Erlking 
h 7 .( }Theobald Boehm 37. ( )cup 57. ( )goose neck I ~ 
I 
18. ( )saxophone 38. ( )shawm 5 8 . ( )pizzicato I 
119. ( ) snares 39. ( )Heifetz 59. ( )chalume au li 
20. ( )tail piece 
I 
----
40. ( )Ametita 60. ( )opera 
1: Galli-Curci 
~ . .: --- -~- -~--=-==--
-t--. - -- -- --- - --
I! 
I 
1. Stringed Instrmnents 2. Wood-wind Instruments 3. Brass 
Instrmnents 4. Percussion Instruments 5. Voice 
161.( )13 inches 86.( )Keratin 111.( )triangle 
11 Therborg 
62.( )Gregor Piatigorsky 87.( )Herbert Cl arkll2.( )corno 
88.( )recorder 
89. ( )David 
113.( )roll 
114.( )trumpet 
II 
1112 
63.( )consonants 
64.( )celesta 
' 65.( )lieder 
66.( )fluegal 
1167. ( ) slide 
Clippinger 
90.( )stocking 
91.( )cari llon 
92.( )ligature 
93.( )French horn 
94.( )cantata 
95.( )timbrel 
96.( )mallets 
97.( )Stone 
115. ( )needle springiJ 
116.( )Lily Pons 
117.( )grenadilla 
1
68.{ )Flonzaley 
:169. ( ) ophicleide 
70.( )contra bassoon 
171. ( )English horn 
~172. ( )Eine Kleine 
Nachtmusik 
73.( )Klose 
174.( )Pablo Casals 
75.( )serpent 
I 
76. ( )tuba 
•I 
177. ( ) flume 
178.( )vowel 
,I 
~179. ( )tambourine 
80.( )Arban 
181.( )rudamental 
I 
I' 
82.( )Kreuspi 
83.( )Missa Solemnis 
:i84. ( )belly 
85.( )aria 
98. ( ) tessi tura 
99. ( )rods 
100. ( ) campane 
118.( )Feodor 
Chaliapin 
119.( )spiccate 
120( )enunciation 
121.( )fret 
122.( )Pernambuco 
123. { )bugle 
124.( )slush pump 
125.( )piccolo 
101.( )Rodolphe 126.( )Ludwig & 
Kreutzer Ludwig 
102.( )Leopold Auer 127.( )rotary 
103.( )cymbals 
104.( )xylophone 
105.( )oboe 
128.( )col legno 
129.( )gran cassa 
130.( )diphthong 
106.( )register key 131.( )sul G 
107.( )Leedy 132.( )da~me~ni,po, 
tu 
108.( )euphonium 133.( )reed 
109.( )parradiddle 134.( )tympani 
110.( )flam 135.( )heckelphone 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
II 
II 
\ 
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:MUSIC PRODucTioN ri - - "~ -~~ ~- ·--~- . ---~~-C - - ~~: 
:READ CAREFULLY. Below is a numbered list of f1ve categories or 1 
:headings associated with the general field being tested. Read : 
!down the column of words and select the heading which you think I 
1eacb. word is commonly associated with. When you have decided I 
1which heading i s best, place the number i n the ( ) which is 
· :~0:~:: • 2. Pianoforte 3. Choral Enseihb l e 4. Band 
1
1
1
1 
5. Orches tra ,...;._.. _____ _ 
;I 1. ( )Sousa 
II 
1 2.( )cornopean 
il 
:I 3. ( )Cristofori 
'i 4 . ( )Caucasian 
Sketches 
)articulation I 5. < 
I 
6.( )touch 
7. ( )New World 
8.( )tre corda 
9.{ )Frank Black 
10.( )Well-Tempered 
Clavichord 
11.( )Salt Lake City 
12.( )Nutcracker Suite 
1
13. ( ) fanfare 
14.( )Leopold 
Stokowski 
15. ( )whistle 
21.( )counter march 41.( )great-to-
pedal 
)1812 
Overture 
)National 
Emblem 
)maneuvers 
22.( )Ignace 
Paderewski 
23.( )tracker 
24.( )Bergamasque 
Suite 
25.( )bell . lyre 
26. ( ) strut 
27.( )Military 
Symphony 
28.( )Isidore 
Philipp 
29. ( )Papae 
Marcelli 
30.( )S.P.E .B.S.Q. 
S .A. 
31.( )jack spring 
32.( )una corda 
33. ( )Francis 
Poulenc 
34.( )a cappella 
35.( )F.A.G.O. 
42. ( 
43. ( 
44. ( 
45.( )twirling 
46. ( } saxhorn 
47. { )Matthay 
48.( )Fate 
49.( )bombardi 
50.( )Moonlight 
Sonata 
51.( }pronunciatio 
52.( )symphony 
53. ( )Wieprecht 
54.( )Westminster 
55. ( )mutation 
56. ( )Surprise 
i 
I 
1
16.( )Leschetizsky 
1
117. ( }Finn 
36.( )Metropolitan 
37.( )Jesus 57.( )mezzo-soprano : 
18.( )enunciation 
!19.( )concert master 
20. ( )magnet 
Sanroma 
38.( }Water Music 
39.( }Carmen 
40.( )Sir Thomas 
Beecham 
-=-===--::c-=- =----:-:.--=-= --=-- -~ ~--= =- -~----- -----
I 
58.( )shako I 
59.( }Goldman 
113 
,, 
i 
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11. Organ 2. Pianoforte 3. Choral Ensemble 4. Band ,- -
5 • Orchestra II ,...;_;;____;~..;...;;;...;;~~-----------------------~
' 
1
1\·61. ( )A .B.A. 86. ( )Germani a Club 111. ( )Grenadier .
1 
Guard 
:62.( )F.T.C.L. 87.( )Messiah 112.( )swell-box 1 
I 
1
163.( )Carl Czerny 88.( )S.A.T.B. 113.( )opera I 
( ) II ;164. ( ) Jupiter 
65.{ )Charles Munch 
I 
1
66. ( )Chopin 
I 
· 67. ( ) Oratorio 
68.( )Serge Jaroff 
69. ( ) spinet 
70.( )Don Cossack 
I 
1!71. ( )Eroica 
72. ( ) N. C. 4 
n73. < 
1\74. ( 
~~75. ( 
176. ( 
I' 1177. ( 
f8.( 
f 9.( 
I 
·180. ( 
' 
:181. ( 
)tibia 
)stop 
)flank 
)basso profundo 
)Steinway 
)Military Escort 
)Ormandy 
)rank 
)Hebrides 
89. Harpsichord 114.( )Fingal's 
Cave 
90.( )damper 115.( )The Diapason1 
91. ( ) close 
formation 
92. ( )mass 
93.( )Hammond 
94. ( ) manual 
95.( )col legno 
96.( )double touch 
97.( )MacDowell 
_ 98.( )Salvation 
Army 
99.( )phonation 
100. ( )pace 
101.( )Finlandia 
102.( )pneumatic 
116.( )Estey 
117.( )string 
section 
118.( )console 
119.( )Biggs 
120.( )Till Etilen-
spiegel 
121. ( )Wider 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
122. ( )Handel and j 
Haydn Society 
)Atlantis 11 123. ( 
124. ( 
125. ( 
126 .( 
Suite 
)Pacific 231 :\ 
)Aeolian Harp : 
Etude ! 
)Tuskegee 
127. ( )martial 
103.( )Midstunmer- 128.( )pipes 
I 
)Koussevitsky \ 
Night's Dream 
104.( )vox humana 129.( 
105.( )drum major 
106. ( )Aida 
130. ( )clavichord 1 
131.( )Nole Cain 
'92. { )Cramer 107.( )church 132.( )coupler 
\83. ( 
,. 
184. ( 
II 
)Mason and Hamlin 108.( )Creation 133.( )uniforms 
)Palmgren 109.( )Frederick 134.( )Lost Chord 
Stock 
114 
85.( )Patrick Gilmore 110.( )Dupre 135.( )Janas 
________ _ -=--:::c=-=-=-=~-=-=-c=~- -= _ ____ _ .. --= - Ch-1-cke-P-ing=-=~t---::--=-=--= __ _ 
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MUSIC THEORY 
I I 
1
READ CAREFULLY. Below is a numbered list of five categories or 11 
1 headings associated with the general field being tested. Read j1 down the column of words and select the heading under which you f 
think each word is commonly associated. ~nen you have decided 
which heading is best, place the number i n the ( ) which is 
I provided . 
II 
1l . Acoustics 2. Melody and Rhythm 3. Tempo and Dynamics 1i4. Harmony 5 . Form ____ _ _ 
1 . ( )flat 21.( )forte 
:1 2 . ( )binary 
I 3 . ( )Plagal 
4. ( )augmented chords 
I 5 • ( )symetry 
6 . ( )cava tina 
I 7 • ( )stringendo 
8 . ( )opposite phase 
9 . ( )ad libitum 
I 
!j lO . ( )recapitulation 
11 . ( )alla breve 
12 . ( )vibration 
I 
13. ( )art song 
114 . ( )Douglas Dalton 
115 . ( )signature 
:16. ( )martell a to 
I 
17 . ( )appoggiatura 
•18. ( )minuet 
19 . ( )difusion 
20 . ( )frequency 
22. ( )bar 
23.( )resolution 
24 . ( )Walter Piston 
25. ( )adagio 
26. ( )Helmholtz 
27. ( )metronome 
28. ( )diminuendo 
29. ( )syncopation 
30 .( )section 
31. ( )melodic minor 
32. ( )parallel 
fifths 
33. ( )triplet 
34. ( )andante 
35. ( )sextolet 
36. ( )rarefaction 
37. ( )lebhaft 
38. ( ) scherzo 
39. ( )root 
40. ( )authentic 
cadence 
41. ( )twelfth root !1 
of two \1 
42. ( )maestoso 
43.( )diatonic 
44. ( )trio 
45 . ( )large 
46. ( )phrase 
47 . ( )notes 
48. ( )mediant 
49. ( )speed 
50. ( )development 
51 . ( )beat wave 
52 . ( )periodic 
motion 
53 . ( )sonatina 
54. ( )inversion 
55. ( )M.M. 
56. ( )period 
57. ( )George 
Chadwick 
58. ( )aria 
59. ( )rondo 
60. ( )sonata 
-------
- -1- ~--=--=-=-- ---~~ - - - -- - - - - - r 
·- I 
II 
II d 
I 
I 
I 
i\ 
- - -- ---- -=- -====--..::... ----
11. Acoustics 2. Melody and Rhythm 3. Tempo and Dynamics r 
14. Harmony __ 5. For;:::;m~---------------------1'' 
-. . --· --- -· -- -- ·- --
; i 
: 61. ( )measure 86. ( ) concerto 111. ( ) figured bassj~ 
62. ( )piacere 8'7. ( )D. C. Miller 112. ( )modulation 
I 
;63.( )oscillation 
I 164.( )strophe 
65. ( )Stuttgart 
66. ( )A-B-A 
I 
i6'7.( )crochet 
I 
168. ( 
! 
I 
69. ( 
'70. ( 
I '71. ( 
I 
1\ 72. ( 
\,73. ( 
'I 
; 74. ( 
I 
I 
j,75. ( 
176. ( 
'
177 ( 
I • I 
.i 78. ( 
:179 .( 
II 
:j80. ( 
i 81. ( 
1\82. ( 
I 
)ligature 
)sotto voce 
)W. C. Sabine 
)grave 
)1.05946 
)triad 
)trill 
)French sixth 
)mass 
)passing tone 
)condensation 
)temperament 
)4 :5:6 
)coda 
)dot 
1183. ( )breve 
1184. ( ) cadence 
I 85.( )clef 
=-,; --·· -=--~-=-=- -:..-o - --
ij 
l1 
J· 
88.( )larghetto 113.( )diffraction 1 
89.( )accelerando 114.( )perdendosi 
90.{ )crescendo 115.( )Klangfarbo 
91.( )pedal point 116.{ )rinforzando 
92.( )Doppler 11'7.( )overture 
93.( )sforzando 
94.( )ternary 
95. ( )marcarto 
96.( )Neapolitan 
sixth 
9'7.( )pianissimo 
98. ( ) scale 
99.( )resonance 
100.( )compound 
guadruple 
·101 .. ( )chord 
102. ( ) symphony 
103.( )allegro 
104.( )recitative 
105. ( ) ledger 
106.( )exposition 
107.( )consecutive 
octaves 
108.( )A-B-A-C-A-
D-A 
109.( )Percy 
Goetschius 
110. ( )Di~pason 
Normal 
118. ( )John 
Broadhouse 
119.( )great staff 
120. ( )modal 
121. ( )tie 
122. ( )rest 
123.( )schnell 
124 .. ( )open 
position 
125.( )Pythagoras 
126.( )suite 
127.( )sub-
dominant 
128. ( )decibel 
129.( )dominent 
seventh 
130.( )suspension 
131.( 
132. ( 
133. { 
134 .( 
)hemidemisemi-~ 
quaver ! 
)Paul 1 
Hindemith 
)Harmonie 
Universalle 
)chromatic 
135. ( )Hidden 
fifths 
116 
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.I READ CAREFULLY . Below is a numbered list of five categories or l 
•I he adings associated with the general field being tested. Read 
' down the column of words and select the h eading under which you 1, 
·: think each word is commonly associated . When you have dec i ded 
1
• 
which heading is best, place the number in the ( ) which is 1. 
provided . 
I' 
11 1 . Songs and Hymns 2 . Opera and Operetta 3. Oratorio and Mass 
;, 4 . Symphonic Music 5 . Ballet and Dance 
· 1. ( )Surprise q 
I 
:1 2 . ( )Bridal Chorus 
'I 
3 . ( )Falstaff 
4 . ( )Erlking 
5 . ( )Guido d ' Arezzo 
6 . ( }break 
7 . ( )Oklahoma 
8 . { )arabesque 
9 . ( ) plainsong 
10 .( )Leoncavallo 
21 . ( 
22. { 
23 . ( 
24. ( 
25 . ( 
26. ( 
27 . ( 
28 . ( 
29 . ( 
30 . ( 
)flying split 
)Two Grena-
diers 
)mastersingers 
)J. H. Payne 
)Oedipus Rex 
)Gilbert and 
Sullivan 
)do ink 
)sonata form 
)Bayreuth 
)passion 
41 . ( )pot - pouri 
42 . ( )Tagliavini 
43 . { )St . Paul 
44 . ( )Paul 
Whiteman 
45 . ( )linging- out 
46. { )Beethoven 
47. ( )prompter 
48 . ( )Schubert 
49. ( ) jongleurs 
50 . ( )From the New 
World 
I 
I 
·I 
I. 
I! 
11 . ( 
II 
)choregraphy 
)London 
31 . ( )Missa Solem- 51 . ( )Stabat Mater ; 
11 12. ( 
13. ( )Arturo Toscanni 
)Finlandia 14.( 
•15 .( )Rogers and 
' Hammerstein 
;! 16 . ( )Handel 
l17 . ( ) credo 
! 
i l8 . ( )Tannhauser 
jl9 . ( )bongos 
120 . ( )Tristan and 
1 Isolde 
-. --·;=-=-=- ---- -~-=--.=-:_ =-= - - - -
32. ( 
33 . ( 
34. ( 
35 . ( 
36. ( 
37 . ( 
38. { 
39.{ 
40 . ( 
nis 
)Scheherazade 52 . ( 
)Martin Luther 53 . ( 
)Stephen 54 . ( 
Foster 
)Dreams of 55 . ( 
Gerontius 
)Pavlova 56 . ( 
) John Durang 57 . ( 
)short metre 58. ( 
)Sir Thomas 59. ( 
Beecham 
)Redemption 60. ( 
--- ----· 
-- - - - ·- -- - - ---
-
)Goethe 
)Les Beati-
tudes 
)Nijinsky 
)Madame 
Butterfly 
)Serge Kousse- ~ 
vitzsky 
)sarabande ; 
II )St . Matthew•a·: 
Passion I 
)Handel and 
Haydn Society J 
)Eroi ca 1 
- -==-- =- _:_ - -. --· --~ 
i 
II 
- -
r 
1. Songs and Hyw..ns 2 . Opera and Operetta 3. Or a torio and' Mass II __ ?~l8 
~4~·-S~y~m~p~h_o~n~i~c~~du~s~i_c~-5~-~B~a~ll. et_~~d _ Da_n_c_e ________________________ ~: l 
6~ . ( )Eugene Ormandy 
162.( )troubadour 
I ' 
86. ( )Requiem 
87.( )Dudley Buck 
88.( )unfinished 
111 . ( )rn:a gnifica t J, 
I 
112. ( )Pines of li 
Rome I 
163.( )croisee devant 
I 
)Hansel and I 
Gretel j 
113. ( 
64 . ( ) tlikado 
;\ 
89 .( )Le Spectre de 114.( 
la Rose 
90. ( )Aida 
)ecclesias- I 
tical 
65.{ )clam 115. ( 
:· 66. ( )Tosca 91.( )madrigal 
) Prince I g or ~~~ 
116. ( )gone 
67. ( )Th e Bible 92.( )Elijah 117. ( )pit 
I 
·68.( )Por pora. 93.( )Robert Franz 118 .( )decor 
119.( )Pohjola's 69. ( ) Semele 94. ( )Walther's 
Prize 
70.( )Charles W. Cadman 95.( )Magic Flute 
Daughter 
120.( )Cinderella 
h 1.( )Charles Munch 96.( )Ode to Joy 121.( )Les Preludes 
1a2 . ( )The Messiah 72 .( )chanty 97.( )gavotte 
173.( )Hallalujah Chorus 98.( )Jupiter 123.( )lute 
'1 74. ( )Fidelio 
175. ( 
1
1176. ( 
77. ( 
'I 
1 78. ( 
I' 1!79.( 
80. ( 
i 
81. ( 
! 82. ( 
)Solomon 
)boogie-woogie 
)Petrouchka 
)cat 
)Metropolitan 
)ba llad 
)The Wild Hunts-
man 
)La Scala 
183. ( ) Valhalla 
99. ( )Seas on s 1 24. ( )Mozart 
100.( )Covent Garden 1 25.( )Ira Sankey 
101. ( )Lowell Mason 126. ( )Wittenburg 
102.( )passapie d 127.( )descant 
103.( )mach icotage 128 .( )Koechel 
104.( )pantomime 129 .( )Leopold 
Stokowski 
105.( )Swan Lake 130.( )Fate 
106.( )oratory 131.( )blooper 
107 .( )Wa gner 132.( )Kyries 
108 . ( )minstrelsy 133. ( )Marcellus 
1 84.( )Samson and 109.( )Ein' feste 134.( )La Mer 
Delilah Burg 
1 85.( )flutter tongue 110.( )Sleeping 135.( )Golden 
- -----,-. __ . -=-=-:Sl3 autY---~=--= --= -=Horse.&.llQe~=r=· 
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MEASUREMENT OF MUSICOLOGY 
by Cyru1:1 D. Thompson 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
The working time for the test ia approximately 90 minutes. An additional 
5 minutes must be allotted for giving directions, filling irl of information 
on the first pace and for distributing and collecting the test and pencils. 
Each person to be tested must have two sheets (4 pages) and an electrographic 
pencil. 
; 
When the students are seated ~d the test and pencils di stributed, the exam-
iner will say: 
"We are to have a music vocabulary test to find out ri.oi,J well you can 
recognize terms that arq used in the field of music. There arc four 
parts to the t est. First, print your name in the space provided on 
the first page. Next, Erint your name on page ). After you have done 
this go back to the first page and fill in the information r equested. 
Read each of the questions to yourself as I read it aloud; then write 
in your answers." 
Read aloud each of the questions and have the pupils record their response~. 
;'Now let us go over the dil·ections. Read to yourself as I read aloud." 
Read the directions aloud. 
Errata: 
"Please note the following corrections in spelling. Do !!.£! rnako a poncl . 
r·ma.i>k ncar the i tom, but you may write it on the left hand side of the paper . 
1. Page 2, column 5, eleventh from the bottom,correct the item 
to road: da lie , r1i, instead of mi. 
2. Po.u;e 2, column 5, eiGhth from the bottom,correct the workd to 
road: 
heckelphone. 
). Page 4, column 1, fifth from tho botton, correct the word to r ead: 
broadside. 
Remember it is very important that you make a heavy black line filling ir 
completely the space within the pair of dotted lines . Extend the line 
neither above nor below. Do not leave any stray pencil marks on the 
shoot. AVOID wild guessinG· If you do not know the answer, leave it 
blanlc. Are there any questions? 
The examiner WUl then gi VO the Si[Snal to turn to page 2 and the pupil~ 
will proceed with the test. 
upon completion of the test, the examiner will say: 
nNow look ·at your test. Is your name on paee 3? Are all your 
marks heavy black lines? If not GO over the light ones and blac::r:;n 
them well. Have you made any dots or marks other than your ano-vrc:c:; ? 
If so erase them. Are any of your erasures untidy? Make your sheet 
clean and neat." 
After allowing sufficient tir~ for the studcntsto do the above,say: 
11Hand in your papers. Hand in your pencils" 
Collect the test and pencils separately as a convenient means of 
checldne r eturns. 
• 
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Measurement of Musicology 
BY CYRUS D. THOi\·IPSON 
State Teachers College 
Lowell , Massachusetts 
Experimental Form Serial November 1951 
TEST 
\ 
PERCEN· 
SCORE 
TILE 
PRODUCTION I 
PRODUCTION II 
THEORY 
HISTORY AND 
APPRECIATION 
TOTAL 
:\Tame Male . . . . Female 
Date Age Last Birthday 
School or College . . . ... City . . . . Grade 
Examiner's Name 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . • . •.• . . . ... .. ········ · ·········· ·· ····· ··· ··· ········ ···· ··• ·· ········ ··· ·· ······ ·· ········ ········· ·· 
How many years have you had music in school? . . . . .. yrs. Glee club? ...... yrs. 
Orchestra? . . yrs. Band? 
.. yrs. His tory and Appreciation? ... yrs. 
Harmony? ... . ....... yrs. Others? ... . ....... . yrs. 
Do you play an instrument? If so, what instrument? 
(Yes or No) 
How long have you played it? . . . . ... yrs. If yo ti play other instruments, name them 
H ow long have you studied music outside of school? Vocal? ........ .. .... .... yrs. Instrumental? . . ...... yrs. 
Name the musical organizations to which you have belonged: 
Vocal Instr umental 
DIRECTIONS 
This is a test of your knowledge of musical terms. At the left of each of the subtest is a numbered 
list of five categories or headings associated with the general field being tested. Terms which commonly 
come under these headings are printed over the sets of answer spaces. The answer spaces are numbered 
from I to 5 at the top of each row to correspond with the numbers of the headings at the left of the page. 
Look at each term and select the heading under ·which you think it commonly belongs. Blacken the 
answer space which is numbered the same as the heading which you have chosen. In marking your an-
swers always be sure to make a heavy black line. Erase completely any answer you wish to change, and 
be careful not to make stray marks of any kind as th ey may count against you. 
following are some sample items in the i\Iusic Production I field which have been marked cor-
rectly. 
1. STRINGED I NSTRUl\rENTS 1 2 3 4 5 
clarinet 
2. \\TOOD-WIND l NSTRU1\ IENTS . . I . . . . 
3. BRASS I NSTRUMENTS violin 
PERCUSS TO~ I NSTRU:-.rt::-.:Ts I . . . . 4. bass drum 
5. VorcE . . i! I 
. -\11 Ri g-lm Rescn ed 
No part or parts may be reproduced in any fnnn without permiss ion of the author 
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.. -::12 3 
l'viUSIC 
PRODUCTION I 
I . STRINGED 
}NSTRU:\IENTS 
•> \t\ToOD·WIND 
INSTRUMENTS 
:J . BRASS INSTRUMENTS 
-1. PERCUSSION 
lNSTR U:\IENTS 
:>. VorcE 
MUSIC 
PRODUCTION II 
l. ORGAN 
2. PIANOFORTE 
3. CHORAL ENSEMBLE 
4. BAND 
'i. O RCHESTRA 
1 2 3 4 5 
Lawrence Tibbett 
sac but 
ratamacue 
piston 
water key 
cane 
rosin 
" 
,, '' 
epiglottis 
sousaphone 
double reed 
larynx 
glockenspiel 
William Bell 
Stradavari 
Theobald Boehm 
iraxorhOl!t 
snares 
::tail : pie~~ 
,, , , 
" 
f~:og 
'' , , 
sound post 
slap tongue 
coloratura 
marimba 
2 3 4 5 
recitatif 
scroll 
cornet 
purfling 
Marian Anderson 
helicon 
cup 
shawm 
Jascha Heifetz 
Ametita Galli-Curci 
Fritz Kreisler 
barrel 
calf skin 
Enrico Caruso 
vibraphone 
fagot to 
.. Nicrlo ~ rag:rilY 
s~l p~nti~~llo 
" 
" " " 
t ransverse 
crook 
basset horn 
2 3 4 5 
goose neck 
::1 :: :: 
pizzicato 
:: 1 " " 
chalumeau 
:: [ " 
Gregor Piatigorsky 
.. 1 .. .. " .. " ' ' .. ,. , 
" " .. 
" " II 
consonants 
:: 1 :: :: 
:: ce:l:est~ : 
:: I lieder 
" " " " .. .. 
" " " ~:Jeg~l h~~·n .. 
::I sllde ... 
" 
.. cl1tra i ba!ioor: j 
Eng·Jish horn 
::1 :: :: :: 
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik 
.. I .. 
Klose Method 
.. I 
" .. .. 
Pablo Casals 
:: I :: :: 
:: set~~ent 
::I .. .. 
I 
tuba 
: : I ~: .. 
vowel 
" " .. 
~ ~ I : ~ : : .. 
tambourine 
" " " " 
.. ~ : I ~ : ~ i : : 
Arban Method 
.. 
" " .. " 
.. M;~Ja ·~ol~~ni~· 
aria 
: ~ Ke?1in~ ~ Th~rbo~·~g 
Herbert Clark 
1 2 3 4 5 
recorder 
stocking 
carillon 
ligature 
French horn 
cantata 
timbrel 
mallets 
George L. Stone 
tessitura 
rods 
Rodolphe Kreutzer 
Leopold Auer 
cymbals 
" 
''xyiOPholle 
oboe 
register key 
" " " 
" " " 
.. L!:edy .. 
: ~up~~oni~m 
" " " 
" " " 
" .. " 
parradiddle 
,, " " 
flam 
triangle 
" " " 
cm·no 
2 3 
roll 
trumpe 
needle sp: 
Lily Pol 
grenadil 
Feodor Ch~ 
spiccat 
enunciat 
fret 
Pernamb 
bugle 
slush pu 
piccol< 
Ludwig and 
" 
" rOtary 
" 
" 
col Ieg1 
gran ca 
diphtho 
sui G 
da, me, mi, 
reed 
tympaJ 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ~ : I : : : : : : ----;J~o~h~n~P~.-cs~o~u~s~a~----~~N~u~tc~r~·a~c~k~e~r~S~u~itr.e~----~~c~o~u~n~t~er~·~rn~a~rc~h~------~"~s~.~~·~.E~.~B~·.~S~.Q~ ..~.S~.A~· ~·.·----~S~· ;~r~Thorna~ 
Erlking heche! ph 
. • I .. 
corn ope an 
Cristofori 
Leopold Stokowski 
Leschetizsky 
Ignace Paderewski 
:: :: I :: :: :: 
tracker 
jack spring 
una corda National • 
Caucasian Sketches Rev. William J. Finn 
:: I :: :: 
bell lyre 
~ : 
a cappella maneu 
New World enunciation 
: : I :: . :: 
strut F.A.G.O. twirlir 
" " " " " 
tre corde 
" 
' ' '' 
T.T .B.B. 
: : ii 1 i i ii ii 
Military Symphony Jesus Sanroma Matt 
.. 
" 
Well-tempered Clavichord 
.. 
magnet 
:: :: I :: :: :: 
Papae· ·Mai:celli. 
j ~ I : : j j : : 
.. 
wate1· Mi.lsic 
" 
·' F~ite S'yn 
[2] PRINTED IN U.S . A.. IBM FORM I.T.S. IOOOA 
JSIC 
CTION li 
fORTE 
I.L 
MBLE 
:STRA 
c 
HEORY 
ICS 
AND 
HM 
AND 
ncs 
NY 
1 2 3 4 5 
bombardi 
Moonlight Sonata 
:: 
pronunciation 
Wieprecht 
Westminster 
Surprise 
mezzo-soprano 
shako 
Edwin F. Goldman 
casavant 
A.B.A. 
F.T.C.L. 
.. 
.. .. .. 
Carl Czerny 
Jupiter 
Charles Munch 
1 2 3 4 5 
.. bil1ry .. 
.. Plijgal .. 
~ug7entud c~~ordjr 
:: 
sym~etrr 
.. :: :: 
cava tina 
stringendo 
opposite phase 
ad libitum 
recapitulation 
alla breve 
art song 
Douglas Galton 
appoggiatura 
minuet 
difusion 
1 2 3 4 5 
Frederic Chopin 
oratorio 
Serge Jarofi 
.. H 
spinet 
Don Cossack 
Eroica 
N.C. 4 
tibia 
stop 
flank 
basso profunda 
.. 
" .. .. Stein way 
.. 
'' MiHtarY ESCort'' 
.. 
'E:ugene 'orrriimdy 
.. rank .. 
2 3 4 5 
ureqrenc~ 
forte 
resolution 
adagio 
Helmholtz 
metronome 
diminuendo 
syncopation 
section 
parallel fifths 
triplet 
andante 
sextolet 
rarefaction 
Iebhaft 
1 2 3 4 5 
Hebrides 
Johann B. Cramer 
1 2 3 4 5 
pace 
pneumatic 
Mason and Hamlin Midsummer Night's Dream 
Frank Simon 
Pat rick Gilmore 
Messiah 
S.A.T.B. 
harpsichord 
damper 
.. 
close formation 
Hammond 
.. 
"maii.uaf 
.. 
'col iegn(i 
.. 
.. double' touch .. 
1 
n 
:: 
.. 
'phmi'a tion 
2 3 
root 
4 5 
authentic cadence 
twelfth root of two 
maestoso 
trio 
largo 
phrase 
mediant 
speed 
development 
beat wave 
periodic motion 
sonatina 
inversion 
M.M. 
vox humana 
drum major 
Frederick Stock 
Marcel Dupre 
Grenadier Guard 
swell-box 
.. 
Fii1gai;s c'8.ve .. 
.. 
.. The riiapason .. 
.. Estey .. 
.. 
" " .. .. 
·· sti:ing' 'seciion ·· 
.. 
'' coriSole'' 
.. 
" " " .. " 
.. E. 'E>o,ver :Biggs" 
1 2 3 4 5 
rondo 
sonata 
piacere 
oscillation 
strophe 
Stuttgart 
A-B-A 
crochet 
.. 
'· Hg·B.'ture' 
.. 
" .. .. 
sotto voce 
.. 
" W. c:· Sab'ine .. 
grave 
.. 
" r.05n46 .. 
trill 
2 3 4 5 
Till Eulenspiegel 
" :: H 1 c)lf · c~arl~~ vlrofi/~; . 
Pacific 231 
Aeolian Harp Etude 
I ! 
Tuskegee 
martial 
pipes 
.. .. .. .. ii 
Serge Koussevitsky 
clavichord 
.. 
:Noble cain .. 
.. 
''coUpler'' 
:: .. 
''uniforms 
.. .. i! .. 
::Jon~s dbic~krin~ 
.. 
:~olJ~tar:~ 
.. 
·· ci~ucti6 At!i·au :: 
2 3 4 5 
French sixth 
Mass 
passing tones 
condensation 
4 :5 :6 
coda 
staccato 
concerto 
.. .. D. c:·Miiier ... 
.. 
::largbetib 
.. 
a'cceieraricto .. 
.. 
' 'crescendo 
.. 
~eda~: polht .. 
' ' '' 
· · n OiJplei.: Tll'eorY' 
.. 
· 'sfm:zancto 
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NIUSIC THEORY 
J. AcousTics 
2. MELODY AND 
RHYTHM 
3. TE;\.!PO AND 
D YNAMICS 
·1. HARMONY 
.i. FORM 
HISTORY AND 
APPRECIATION 
J. FoLK SoNGS AND 
ART SoNGS 
! . OPERA, OPERETTA, 
AND MusiCAL 
3. R ELIGious Music 
-[. SYMPHONIC MUSIC 
:J. DANCE (CLASSIC 
AND MODERN) 
1 2 3 4 5 
ternary 
.. " .. 
marcato 
.. 
• • •• •• 01 • • 
Neapolitan sixth 
.. .. .. .. 
pianissimo 
resonance 
.. 
compouncf quadruple 
.. chord .. 
Surprise 
:: 
Falstaff 
Rogers and Hammerstein 
troubadours 
chanty 
bongos 
Leoncavallo 
:: 
flying split 
Two Grenadiers 
Tristan and Isolde 
Pavlova 
Scheherazade 
Koussevitzsky 
" " !i .. !l 
The Wild Huntsman 
Gilbert and Sullivan 
.. .. !i 
ora torio 
.. 
.. niidieii Buck .. 
:: .. :: :: :: 
Madame Butterfly 
.. 
boradsides 
:: :: 
gavotte 
:: 
allemande 
Erlking 
jongleurs 
1 2 3 4 
symphony 
allegro 
recitative 
exposition 
5 
n to 0 1 I I 00 
~ons~cuti~e O'~tav~s 
.. 
.. A-:8-A-'C-A:·n-A' 
.. 
'biapason Normai 
Guido de Arezzo 
Ira Sankey 
Tannhauser 
decor 
Eroica 
.. 
Tosca 
passion 
Missa Solemnis 
Sir Thomas Beecham 
Stephen C. Foster 
ballad 
anthem 
" .. .. .. 
Vaslav Nijinsky 
sarabande 
.. 
lieder 
.. 
R€ctetlipti0n ·· 
.. 
" Bridal 'choi-'us .. 
.. .. .. .. 
"H.M.S. 'i?imi.fore'' 
" cr~do " 
.. 
break 
" s~nat~ fo{·i·n " 
[4] 
2 I 3 4 
figured bass 
:: I !! 
modulation 
:: I :: 
diffraction 
:: I :: 
!~er!~nd~~i 
:: :: :: 
Klangfarbe 
:: I :: :: 
H · :: H 
rinforzando 
n I :1 
'· ove·I:ture 
.. I .. 
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APPENDIX C 
STATE SUPERINTENDENTS OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
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STATE SUPERINTENDENTS OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
IN THE UNITED STATES 
(as of September, 1952) 
I Alabama 
A. ·-.R . Meadows, State Superintendent of Education, Montgomery 
I Arizona 
---M. L. Brooks, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Phoenix 
I Arkansas 
A. B. Bonds, Jr., Commissioner of Education, Little Rock 
jl California 
·1 - -Ro-y "Br;-simpson, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Sacramento 
I 
:colorado 
1 Burtis E . Taylor, Acting Comn1issioner of Education, Denver 
I 
I Connecticut. 
Finis E7 Engleman, Commissioner of Education, Hartford 
Del ware 
--- George R. Miller, Jr ., State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, Dover 
District of Columbia 
Earl James McGrath, Commissioner of Education, Washington 
,, 
I. 
I 
!Florida 1 
!II Thomas D. Bailey, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1 
1 Tallahassee 1
1 
!Georgia 
M. D. Collins, State Superintendent of Schools, Atlanta 
Idaho 
---Alton B. Jones, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Boise 
Illinois 
--vernon L. Nickell, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Springfield 
I Indiana 
;--- Wilbur Young, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
1 Indianapolis 
I Iowa ---~essie M. Parker, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
-~-, -De-s-M.o.:Lne-s~-- --=-- o--c_, 
ll 
I 
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' Kansas 
---Adel F. Throckmorton, State Superintendent of Public 
I 
Instruction, Topeka jl 
I 
;I Kentucey . 
:I Mark Godman, Head Bureau of Instruction, Frankfort 
II 
:: Louisiana 
· Shelby M. J ackson, State Superintendent of Education, I 
Baton Rouge 
Maine 
-- William 0. Bailey, Commissioner of Education, Augusta 
I 
II 
,I I 
Mary~~nd I 
Thomas G. Pullen, Jr., State Superintendent, State Departmen 
of Education, Baltimore 
!! Massachusetts 
1 John J. Desmond, Co1nmissioner of Education, Boston 
I 
I 
Michiga~ 
1
1 
Lee M. Thurston, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
.r Lansing 
jl 
, Minnesota 
Dean M. Schwe i ckhard, Commissioner of Education, St. Paul 
!' 
Mississippi 
I J. M. Tubb, State Superintendent of Education, Jackson 
!I 
!
Missouri 
: · Hubert YV'neeler, Commissioner of Education, Jefferson City 
:! Montana 
1 Mary M. Condon, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Helena 
II Nebraska 
~~--F. B. Decker, Superintendent of Publi c Instruction, Lincoln 
I N~~da 
II Glenn A. Duncan, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Carson City 
,I 
I
New Hampshire 
; Hilton c. Buley, Commissioner of Education, Concord 
'I 
New Jersez 
I John H. Bosshart, State Comrnissioner of Education, Trenton 
· New Iviexico 
_ . __ L_ Tom _!v~~~~ Superinte~?-~~~ ~f- !ubl~c Instruction, Santa Fe 
·;r . . ... ·- - -- - - --
, 
II 
I 
.1 28 
1 New York I· 
Lewis A. Wilson, Co@nissioner of Education, Albany 
I, 
North Carolina I 
Clyde A. Erwin, Superintendent of Public Instruct1· on R 1 i ,__ ,' 
'_a e gu 
North Dakota 
A. F. Arnason, Comraissioner of Education, Bismarck 
Ohio j 
--ciyde Hissong, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Columbus: 
lj 
Oklahoma 
ij Ollver Hodge, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
1
1 Oklahoma City 
Oregon !I 
i' 
I 
Rex Putnam, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Salem i 
Pennsylvania 
Francis B. Haas, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Harrisburg 
Rhode Island 
~ffichael F7 Walsh, Co1nmissioner of Education, Providence 
South Carolina 
Jesse T. Anderson, State Superintendent of Education, 
Columbia 
South Dakota 
Harold s. Freeman, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Pierre 
Tennessee 
~mes A. Barksdale, State Commissioner of Education, 
Nashv.ille 
Texas 
,, . J. W. Edgar, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Austin j, 
Utah 
-y:- Allen Bateman, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, j, 
Salt Lake City 
Vermont 
Arthur John Holden, Jr., Commissioner of Education, 
Montpelier 
, Virgini1:_ 
Dowell J. Howard, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Richmond 
-·:--.-__ --- ---·-
- - --==--=- -
I 
.I 
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Washington 
Pearl A. Wanamaker, State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, Olympia 
=--=---=---~~ L 1~ f) 
,, 
II West Virginia H. K. Baer, Secretary to Board of Education, Charleston 
I 
,I 
Wisconsin 
George E. Watson, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Madison 
Wyomin_g, 
Edna B. Stoldt, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
'I Cheyenne 
I 
Ji 
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APPEI:J-:DIX D 
INSTITUTIONS APPROVED 
BY 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF MUSIC 
I 
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LIST OF INSTITUTIONS APPRO~~D BY THE 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF MUSIC 
(As of January 1951) 
, Alabama 
1 Alabama College, Montevallo 
Birmingham Conservatory of Music, Birmingham 
Judson College, Marion 
University of Alabama, University 
Arizona 
University of Arizona, Tucson 
Arkansas 
Hendr-fx College, Conway 
California 
College of the Holy Names, Oakland 
College of the Pacific, Stockton 
University of Redlands, Redlands 
University of Southern California, Los Angeles 
Colorado 
--coiorado College, Colorado Springs 
., University of Colorado, Boulder 
1 University of Denver, Denver 
'I Connecticut 
Julius Hartt School of Music, Hartford 
Yale University, New Haven 
1
[ District of Columbia 
! Howard University, Washington 
11 Florida 
· Florida State University, Jacksonville 
1 Jacksonville College of Music, Jacksonville 
John B. Stetson University, De Land 
Rollins College, Winter Park 
University of Miami, Coral Gables 
I 
.j Geo~a 
Shorter College, Rome 
1 University of Georgia, Athens 
II Wesleyan Conservatory of Music, Macon 
I 
II 
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Illinois 
American Conservatory of Music , Chicago 
Augustana College , Rock Island 
Chicago Conservatory of Music , Chicago 
Chicago Musical College, Chicago 
Cosmopolitan School of Music, Chicago 
De Paul University, Chicago 
Illinois Conservatory of Music, Jacksonville 
I l linois ·esleyan University, Bloomington 
James Millikin University, Decatur 
Knox College, Galesburg 
Mundelein College, Chicaco 
North Park College, Chicago ~ 
Northwestern University, Evanston 
Rosary College, River Forest 
Sherwood Music School, Chicago 
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale 
University of Illinois, Urbana 
Vfueaton College, Wheaton 
Indiana 
Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Music, Indianapolis 
Ball State Teachers College, Muncie 
De Pauw Univers i ty , Greencastle 
Indiana University, Bloomington 
Iowa 
--cornell College, Mount Vernon 
Dr.ake University, Des Moines 
Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Morningside College, Sioux City 
Simpson College, Indianola 
State University of Iowa, · Iowa City 
Kansas 
Be t hany College, Lindsborg 
Fort Hays Kansas State College, Hays 
Kansas Stat e Teachers College, Emporia 
Mt . St . Scholastica College, Atchison 
Municipal University of Wichita, Wichita 
St . dary College, Xavier 
Southwestern College, Winfield 
University of Kansas, Lawrence 
KentuckY 
Murray State Teachers College, Murray 
University of Kentucky, Lexington 
University of Louisville, Louisville 
) -- ·-
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Louisiana 
Centenary College of Louisiana, Shreveport 
Louisiana State Univers i ty, Baton Rouge 
Loyola University, New Orleans 
Newcomb College, New Orleans 
Southeastern Louisiana College, Ha~mond 
' Waryland 
Peabody Conservatory, Baltimore 
Western Maryland College, Westminster 
Massachusetts 
Boston Univers i ty, Boston 
New England Conservatory of Music, Boston 
Smith College, Northampton 
Michigan 
Albion College, Albion 
Michigan State College of Agriculture and Applied Science, 
East Lansing 
University of Mi chigan, Ann Arbor 
Minnesota 
Concordia Conservatory of Music, Moorhead 
Gus tavus Adolphus College, St. Peter 
MacPhail College of Music, Minneapolis 
Uni versity of Minnesota, Duluth 
Univers i ty of Minnesota, Minneapolis 
Mississippi 
Belhaven College, Jackson 
Ifi ssissippi Southern College, Hattiesburg 
Mississippi State College for Women, Columbus 
Missouri 
Central Missouri State College, War r ensburg 
Christian College, Columbia ~ 
Conservatory of Music of Kansas City, Kansas City 
Lindenwood College, St. Charles 
St. Louis Institute of lVIusic, St. Louis 
Stephens College, Columbia ~ 
Univers i ty of Missouri, Columbia 
William Woods College, Fulton ~ 
' Montana 
Montana State University, Missoula 
Nebraska 
---Hastings College, Hastings 
University of Nebraska, Lincoln 
----~ . 
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New Jersey 
New Jersey State 
New Brunswick 
Westminster Choir 
' 35 
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College for Women of Rutgers University, 
College, Princeton 
New York 
Houghton College, Houghton 
Ithaca College, Ithaca 
Juilliard School of Music, New York 
Manhattan School of Music, New York 
Manhattanville College of the Sacred 
IJ Syracuse University, Syracuse 
Heart, New York 
I 
University of Rochester, Rochester 
! North Carolina 
il Greensboro College, Greensboro 
Meredith College, Raleigh 
I 
::!.! Queens College, Charlotte 
Salem College, Winston-Salem 
Hill 
_!:'I University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Woman's College of the University of North Carolina, 
,, 
I 
I! 
:,1 
Greensboro 
Ohio 
--saldwin-Wallace College, Berea 
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green 
Capital University, Columbus 
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, Cincinnati 
Cleveland Institute of Music, Cleveland 
College of Music of Cincinnati, Cincinnati 
College of Wooster, Wooster 
Denison University, Granville 
Ndami University, Oxford 
Mount Union College, Alliance 
Muskingum College, New Concord 
Oberlin College, Oberlin 
Ohio State University, Columbus 
Ohio University, Athens 
Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware 
Otterbein College, Westerville 
Western College, Oxford 
Wittenberg College, Springfield 
Youngstown College, Youngstown 
Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
Oklahoma City University, Oklahoma City 
University of Oklahoma, Norman 
University of Tulsa, Tulsa 
Stillwater 
,, 
-~9, ;-~-;:- ~~~-
1 University of Oregon, Eugene 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
II 
I 
:I 
'I 
1 Willamette University, Salem 
Pennsylvania 
Lebanon Valley College, Annville 
lVIarywood College, Scranton 
Pittsburgh Musical Institute, Pittsburgh 
South Carolina 
Coker, College, Hartsville 
Converse College, Spartanburg 
Furman University, Greenville 
Limestone College, Gaffney 
Winthrop College, Rock Hill 
Tennessee 
Maryville College, Maryville 
Southwestern at Memphis, Memphis 
University of Chattanooga, Chattanooga 
Ward Belmont School, Nashville ~ 
Texas 
Baylor University, Waco 
Hardin-Simmons University, Abilene 
Hockaday Junior College, Dallas 
I ncarnate Word College, San Antonio 
Mary-Hardin-Baylor College, Belton 
North Texas State Teachers College, Denton 
Our Lady of the Lake College, San Antoni o 
Sout hern Methodist University, Dallas 
Texas Christian University, Fort Wor t h 
University of Texas, Austin 
Virgini~ 
Averett College, Danville ~ 
Hollins College, Hollins 
Shenandoah Conservatory of Music, Dayton 
WB:_shington 
College of Puget Sound, Tacoma 
Whitman Colle ge, Walla Walla 
University of Washington, Seattle 
' West Virginia 
1
. West Virg:Gi1a University, Morgantown 
I 
'I 
Wisconsin 
---ArvernD College of Music, Milwaukee 
Lawrence College, Appleton 
Viterbo College, La Crosse ~ 
Wisconsin Conservatory of Music, Milwaukee 
I . 
I 
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University of Wyoming , Laramie 
~ Juni or College 
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